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Preface

Renewable energy systems have been identified as potential solutions to traditional 
fossil fuels, which are associated with the emission of carbon dioxide that is not envi-
ronmentally friendly. The 26th United Nations Climate Change Conference (COP26) in
Glasgow, United Kingdom, brought parties together to accelerate actions towards the
Paris Agreement and Kyoto Protocol.

With the proliferation of renewable energy and smart grid technologies, the need for
energy storage cannot be overemphasized, due to the stochastic nature of renewable
energy sources. In renewable energy applications, solar, wind, and hydropower energy
sources are considered the most versatile for generating electricity. The high-efficiency
power utilization of solar and wind energy, either standalone (autonomous) or grid-
connected (non-autonomous), necessitates considerable advancements in energy
storage technologies, especially in residential, industrial, solar farm, and wind farm
applications, to overcome their intermittent nature.

There are emerging interdisciplinary studies on energy storage technologies for
solar-photovoltaic, photothermal, electrical, and thermal energies, wind farm stability, 
and hydrogen production using battery energy storage systems, flywheels, or other
alternative solutions to enhance the continuity and stability of solar and wind energy
utilization and efficiency.

This book presents recent works on the concept, design, control, and applications of
energy storage devices and techniques in the field of energy conversion and conserva-
tion, including electrical and thermal storage for the rapid development and utilization
of energy systems. Since the developments in this field are rapid and accompanied by
many challenges, this book proposes different techniques considering novel topologies of
control and advanced strategies for the optimal performance of energy storage systems.

The book is for graduate and undergraduate students, academics, energy planners, 
industries, and government establishments in the field of energy storage devices and 
management.

This book is divided into two sections. The first section includes four chapters
considering battery storage techniques. Chapter 1, “Electrical Equivalent Circuit Models
of Lithium-ion Battery,” helps in understanding the behavior of batteries in order to
improve both performance and efficiency. A systematic comparison and analysis using 
simulation was done to help select an ideal model that best suits a specific application. 
Chapter 2, “Battery Energy Storage Systems and Rooftop Solar-Photovoltaics in Electric
Power Distribution Networks,” demonstrates the merits of a rooftop solar-photovoltaic
(PV) system employing a battery energy storage system. It analyzes the application of
only a battery energy storage system, only a rooftop PV system, a hybrid of the rooftop
and battery energy system, and varying levels of the battery energy storage system. 
Chapter 3, “The Second Life of Hybrid Electric Vehicles Batteries Methodology of
Implementation in Ecuador,” studies the implementation of second-life NiHm batteries
in hybrid vehicles in Ecuador to improve the quality of recycling of elements like
battery packs and associated devices and generate a special treatment for their recovery. 
Chapter 4, “Current Status and Prospects of Solid-State Batteries as the Future of
Energy Storage,” discusses the specific challenges, design principles, and performance
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improvement strategies regarding the cathode, solid electrolyte, and anode employed in 
solid-state batteries. It emphasizes the various perspectives and outlooks on applications 
that could benefit from the implementation of solid-state battery systems.

The second section includes four chapters focusing on alternative energy storage 
techniques. Chapter 5, “Physicochemical Approaches for Thin Film Energy Storage 
Devices through PVD Techniques,” discusses the growth of economical and eco-friendly 
thin, flexible supercap batteries and their potential in transporting electronic devices 
and other gadgets. The study of supercap batteries is on the rise to obtain high specific 
power and energy density along with cycle stability. Chapter 6, “IPMC Based Flexible 
Platform: A Boon to the Alternative Energy Solution,” presents a possible solution to 
the problems of ionic polymer-metal composite membranes. The ionic polymer–metal 
composite-based platform was seen as a boon to the alternative energy solution. The 
presented study examines energy storage applications and the practical characteristics 
of ionic polymer-metal composite polymer materials in the analogous field. Chapter 7, 
“Structural, Optical, and Electrical Studies of PAN-Based Gel Polymer Electrolytes for 
Solid-State Battery Applications,” is a study of a polyacrylonitrile (PAN) gel polymer 
electrolyte system for solid-state battery applications. in recent times, ionic solid 
conducting polymer electrolytes have been used for active potential components in 
novel battery technology as electrodes and electrolytes. The results obtained in the study 
were found to be comparable with existing solutions. Finally, Chapter 8, “Phase Change 
Materials for Renewable Energy Storage Applications,” is of key interest because super 
thermal properties of advanced materials are required to enhance maximum utilization 
of solar energy and improve energy and exergy efficiency of the solar absorbing system. 
Phase change materials have high energy density and potential in flat plate solar collector 
application for the production of hot water in urban households. Thus, they could be 
successfully incorporated in integrated and non-integrated flat plate solar collectors.

This book examines new trends of research into energy storage devices as applied 
in renewable energy and smart grid applications. It also addresses shortcomings in 
the implementation of energy storage. This volume is a useful reference for readers 
who wish to familiarize themselves with the newest advancements in energy storage 
systems.

Dr. Kenneth E. Okedu
Visiting Professor,

Department of Electrical and Communication Engineering,
National University of Science and Technology,

Muscat, Sultanate of Oman

Adjunct Professor,
Department of Electrical and Electronic Engineering,

Nisantasi University,
Istanbul, Turkey
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Chapter 1

Electrical Equivalent Circuit
Models of Lithium-ion Battery
Rushali R. Thakkar

Abstract

Modelling helps us to understand the battery behaviour that will help to improve
the system performance and increase the system efficiency. Battery can be
modelled to describe the V-I Characteristics, charging status and battery’s capacity.
It is therefore necessary to create an exact electrical equivalent model that will help
to determine the battery efficiency. There are different electrical models which will
be discussed and examined along with the benefits and demerits. A systematic
comparison and analysis using simulation will help us to select an ideal model which
will suit best to a specific application.

Keywords: battery, lithium-ion batteries, battery modelling, state of charge,
electrical equivalent, simulation

1. Introduction

Renewable energies play a major role in the power quality applications of
emerging technologies. Batteries are considered as one of the most important
amongst the component. Batteries are energy storage devices that can be utilised in
a variety of applications and range in power from low to high. Batteries are
connected in series and parallel to match the load requirements. The advantages of
lithium-ion batteries include their light weight, high energy density, and low dis-
charge rates. They’re commonly seen in high-power applications like electric vehi-
cles and hybrids. Lithium-ion batteries have a terminal voltage of 3-4.2 volts and
can be wired in series or parallel to satisfy the power and energy demands of high-
power applications. Battery models are important because they predict battery
performance in a system, designing the battery pack and also help anticipate the
efficiency of a system [1, 2].

2. Existing electrical equivalent battery models

The mathematical relationship between the elements of Lithium-ion batteries
and their V-I characteristics, state of charge (SOC), internal resistance, operating
cycles, and self-discharge is depicted in a Lithium-ion battery model. The equiva-
lent circuit model of a Lithium-ion battery is a performance model that uses one or
more parallel combinations of resistance, capacitance, and other circuit components
to construct an electric circuit to replicate the dynamic properties of Lithium-ion
batteries. Time domain analysis is used to produce the most often utilised electrical

3



equivalent models. The simplest model equation for battery model can be
represented by Open Circuit Voltage (OCV)

v tð Þ ¼ OCV (1)

SO0C of a cell is 100% when cell is fully charged and SOC is 0% when cell is
fully discharged. The amount of charge removed from 100–0% is the total capacity
measured in Ah or mAh.

Following are the models used for Lithium-ion battery to determine the
performance on the system [3].

2.1 Simple battery model Rint model

Figure 1 illustrates the most widely used battery model. It consists of an ideal
battery with open circuit voltage (OCV) V0, a constant equivalent internal resis-
tance Rint, and v tð Þ as the terminal voltage. When completely charged, the terminal
voltage v(t) may be determined by measuring the open circuit voltage, and Rint can
be determined by connecting a load and detecting both the terminal voltage and
current.

SOC is represented as z(t) of a cell is 100% when cell is fully charged and SOC is
0% when cell is fully discharged. The amount of charge removed from 100–0% is
the total0 capacity (Q) measured in Ah or mAh.

v tð Þ ¼ OCV z tð Þð Þ � i tð ÞRint (2)

dz
dt

¼ � i tð Þ
Q

(3)

z tð Þ ¼ z t0ð Þ �Q
ðt
t0
i Tð ÞdT (4)

At the point when a battery is completely charged, its Open Circuit Voltage is
higher than when it is discharged. The Rint model appears to be relatively simple,
however it ignores the variable nature of the internal resistance related to temper-
ature, state of charge, and electrolytic concentration.

Figure 1.
Resistive Thevenin battery model.
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2.2 Resistive Thevenin battery model

Figure 2 shows the circuit schematic for the resistive Thevenin battery model.
This model has two types of internal resistances, R0 and R1, which are connected to
the charging and discharging properties of the battery, respectively. Electrical and
non-electrical losses are modelled by the internal resistances R0 and R1. Diffusion
Voltages also can be closely found using1 or more RC parallel branches. The model
gives better results than Rint model, however transient conditions like the capaci-
tance effect are not considered. As a result, this model is non-dynamic and
unsuitable for applications involving electric vehicles and electric hybrids [4–8].

In relaxationmode, voltage gradually reduces to zero, this is termed as diffusion
voltagewhich can be closely approximated using parallel RC branches (Figure 3) [4, 5].

v tð Þ ¼ OCV z tð Þð Þ � i tð ÞRint� Vc1 tð Þ (5)

2.3 An accurate electrical battery model

An Accurate Electrical Battery Model, models the battery capacity, charging
state, and run time using a capacitor and a current controlled source. The circuit
takes into account the battery life time as well as the slow and fast transient
response. A voltage controlled voltage source that is a function of state of charge is
used to overcome the barrier between SOC and OCV (Figure 4) [1].

Figure 2.
Thevenin battery model with 1 RC branch.

Figure 3.
Thevenin battery model with 2 RC branches.
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2.4 Models of electrical equivalent batteries

Table 1 gives the different Electrical equivalent circuit models along with its
important features so that it will be useful to predict the performance of the battery
and for which application the battery can be used for.

2.5 Electrical characteristics of lithium-ion battery

Lithium-ion battery specifications used for battery model: LIR18650 mAH are
given in the following Table 2 [8].

Figure 4.
Accurate electrical battery model.

S. No. Battery model Features

1 Rint model Model is static.

2 Thevenin electric model Does not consider the dependency of state of charge.

3 Second order RC Thevenin model Model does not consider the parameters like
temperature and capacity.

4 Accurate electrical equivalent model Model considers the battery life time.

Table 1.
Comparison of electrical equivalent battery models [8].

Capacity Nominal capacity: 2600 mAH (0.52 A discharge, 2.75 V)

Nominal voltage 3.7 V

Internal impedance ≤70 mΩ

Discharge cut off voltage 3.0 V

Maximum charge voltage 4.20 � 0.05 V

Standard charge discharge current 0.52 A

Rapid charge discharge current 1.3 A

Maximum pulse discharge current 2.6 A

Table 2.
Battery model specifications LIR18650 mAH.
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2.6 Charging and discharging characteristics

Figures 5 and 6 shows the rate charge and discharge characteristics of the
battery Model LIR18650 2600 mAH. The battery charges with Constant Current
Constant Voltage mode. The battery is charged at a constant current until it reaches
4.2 volts, then it is charged at a constant voltage until the current drops to zero [8].
The charging time of battery can be calculated as the ratio of battery Ah to the
charging current.

3. Simulation results and discussion

M file is created inMatlab to simulate themodel’s charging and discharging curves.
The generalised model for lithium-ion batteries uses the equations below [7, 8].

Figure 5.
Rate charge characteristics.

Figure 6.
Rate discharge characteristics.
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Discharge Model (i*>0)

f 1 it, i ∗ , ið Þ ¼ E0� K:
Q

Q � it
:i ∗ � K:

Q
Q � it

þ A: exp �B:itð Þ (6)

Charge Model (i*<0)

f 1 it, i ∗ , ið Þ ¼ E0� K:
Q

itþ 0:1:Q
:i ∗ � K:

Q
Q � it

þ A: exp �B:itð Þ; (7)

E0 is constant voltage (V), K is polarisation constant in (Ah�1), i* is low
frequency current dynamics, Q is maximum battery capacity (Ah), A is exponential
voltage (V), B is exponential capacity (Ah�1), it is extracted capacity (Ah).

The implementation of the generalised model in MATLAB shows that the char-
acteristics developed by mathematical electrical model of battery in Matlab and are
close to the actual characteristics of Lithium-ion Battery Model LIR18650 2600
mAH [8].

4. Conclusion

Being a static model, the Rint model does not account for the battery’s charging
and discharging properties. Thevenin’s electric model (1RC) ignores dynamic
behaviour and neglects to account for state of charge dependency. 2 RC branches
would be closer to match the data at the beginning of the transient. 3RC branches
can be chosen as a compromise between complexity of model and its fidelity.
Various electrical equivalent models are studied along with its different features in
the existing models.
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Chapter 2

Battery Energy Storage Systems 
and Rooftop Solar-Photovoltaics 
in Electric Power Distribution 
Networks
Innocent E. Davidson and Rodney Reddy

Abstract

Energy storage technologies is transforming the way the world and utility 
companies utilize, control and dispatch electrical energy. In several countries, the 
consequential effect of meeting electrical demands continues to burden the electri-
cal infrastructure leading to violation of statutory operating limits. Such violations 
constrain a power system’s ability to supply suitable energy whilst meeting daily 
load and growth demands. While optimization techniques can be used to reduce 
violations, these are still limited do not provide effective short-term solutions when 
dealing with constrained networks in dense and radial distribution systems. Battery 
energy storage systems (BESS) and solar rooftop photovoltaics (RTPV) are a viable 
distributed energy resource to alleviate violations which are constraining medium 
voltage (MV) networks.

Keywords: battery energy storage systems (BESS), rooftop solar-photovoltaics 
(RTPV), power distribution, voltage limits, thermal limits, technical performance

1. Introduction

In designing and operating electric power networks or implementing major expan-
sions to existing networks, a number of key issues regarding the technical perfor-
mance of the network at both the transmission and distribution (T and D) levels must 
be ascertained. These include voltage regulation, voltage fluctuations, rapid voltage 
rise, electrical loses, distribution plant loading and utilization, fault level, generation 
stability, harmonics, phase balancing, system security, and supply availability [1]. 
The approach of Power Utilities to address any constraints or violations, experienced 
within medium voltage networks, would be based on extensive technical evaluation. 
While overvoltage is a concern if roof-top solar-photovoltaic (RTPV) penetration 
is not regulated [2], this study shows the benefit of RTPV and/or including battery 
energy storage systems (BESS), as this offers relief for constrained networks.

2. Network model selection and appraisal

Real-time power system analysis deals with two critical criteria, from the 
network appraisal, this being Voltage and Thermal constraints/violations. From  
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the analysis, a network was identified which has both voltage and thermal 
violations. This study explores the technical influence that RTPV has on MV 
networks. From the appraisal analysis, a most fitting network type was identi-
fied which is found most common amongst the feeders that were analyzed. The 
predominate network classification is found to be a C2, TZ2 type network [3, 4]. 
In-line with the investigative violations (voltage and thermal) these networks 
have a tolerable minimum voltage of 95.5% during normal conditions, and 93.5% 
during abnormal conditions.

The thermal limit defined in Table 1 indicates this to be alarming above 90% of 
its rated capacity.

The MV network selected for this study is Madadeni NB36. Table 2 shows the 
appraisal results of Madadeni NB36; this network has been selected due to having 
both voltage and thermal violations. This study goes on to showcase how RTPV and/
or BESS influences the violations identified on NB36.

As stated in Table 2, NB36 peaks during a winter’s weekday at 18:30. Annual 
statistical metering data was analyzed and using statistical analysis methods, data 
has been fashioned into four, twenty-four hours, thirty-minute intervals; seasonal 
profiles, based on the four weather seasons. The load profile for a winter’s week-
day demonstrates the peak loading period and is used throughout this chapter to 
demonstrate the effective influence of RTPV and/or BESS.

Figure 1 shows a typically generated PV profile which have been defined to 
represent each season [7, 8]. The duration of sunlight hours differs between each 
season. To be consistent with the network analysis, the winter PV profile was 
selected to match the network breakers winters statistical load profile.

When considering RTPV, some configurations should be considered to decide 
on the most cost-effective or technically beneficial solution for both the Utility and 
Customer. This chapter considers the following configurations:

• BESS alone

• RTPV alone

• RTPV with BESS

• Varied levels of BESS

Power simulation has been conducted in Power Factory, the results have been 
extracted, analyzed and stated in the legends field within the applicable figures.

Network 
type

Feeder 
type

Network 
class

Network 
voltage 

(kV)

Conductor 
size/type

Maximum 
allowed 

MV across 
backbone

Maximum 
allowed MV line/

cable loading

Urban Cable C1 11 185 mm2 2% 50% of normal 
to allow for N-1

Urban Cable C1 22 95 mm2 2% 50% of normal 
to allow for N-1

Rural Overhead C2 11 Hare 7.5% 90% of rate A3

Rural Overhead C2 22 Hare 7.5% 90% of rate A

Table 1. 
Network characteristics for calculating customer number limits [5].
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3. Installed RTPV system

The scope of this study relates to RTPV installations connected to every cus-
tomer connected to an MV network, this is defined as the high penetration of 
RTPV. The equipment type used in this study is found to be commonly available in 
South Africa.

While some studies consider large PV installation’s sizes to show benefits to cus-
tomers [9], this study utilizes an average solar panel output of a single 200 W panel 
installed at every connected customer [10], this is a very conservative approach 
taking into account that panel outputs degrade over time due to aging and associ-
ated output reduction [11], the build-up of dirt/residue and orientation.

Parameter Value Units

Nominal Voltage 11 kV

Time of Feeder Peak Winter-WD-18:30 Seasonal Time

Feeder Peak S 4.35 MVA

Feeder P at Peak S 4.23 MW

Feeder Q at Peak S 0.58 MVARs

Feeder PF at Peak S 0.97 pf

OC Setting 250 A

Load % of OC Setting 93 %

Feeder Minimum Voltage p.u. 92.7 %

Max Equipment Loading % 102 %

MV/LV (11-22 kV/400-230 V) Xfr Count 65 Count

Installed Capacity 5.29 MVA

Total Line Length 23.77 km

Backbone Length 13.79 km

Customer Base 3378 Count

Table 2. 
Madadeni NB36 appraisal data [6].

Figure 1. 
Typical p.u. generated seasonal PV output profile.
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Figure 2. 
Conventional RTPV installation [14].

Further to this the battery technology assumed in the assessments, also commonly 
available, are lead-acid type batteries. These batteries have a depth of discharge rate 
(DOD) and while it is common to find a DOD of 80%, for the purposes of this study 
it is assumed that a 100-ampere hour battery with a DOD or 50% is utilized offering 
600 W of power. Inverter capabilities [12] have been assumed to operate at 7 amps 
due to low household breaker sizing and inverter costings. This simulation design, 
though very conservative, leads to defining the required design for households. The 
criteria of the PV, battery and inverter that have been utilized in this study are consid-
ered as a base design which can be improved upon implementation.

4. Battery energy storage system alone

Considering battery energy storage systems (BESS) without any external generat-
ing source would require that its charging is supported by the electrical grid. Analysis 
in [13] shows that there is not any reduction in the total daily energy supplied by the 
Utility, hence the only benefit that can be achieved would be for the Utilities’ peak 
load shaving. This arrangement shows no customer benefit and does not result in any 
energy saving for the Power Utility either. For a consumer with a BESS installation 
only, a likely benefit is to run on charge cycles during periods of low load and inject at 
periods of high utility demand especially if tariffs are based on time of use.

5. Roof-top photovoltaic alone

Analysis has been considered for each residential customer having 200 W 
(watts) of installed roof-top photovoltaic (RTPV) capacity, an overview of this 
connection can be seen in Figure 2. It is assumed that if the power generated by the 
RTPV would exceed their instantaneous demand then the excess power would feed 
into the electrical grid.
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Figure 3 shows the comparison of RTPV and the network normal power curves. 
The network normal (P) is the load profile for the study. It can be seen that during 
daylight hours RTPV dispatches power; hence the reduction of power can be seen 
when compared to the network normal curve.

From this analysis, it is seen that the Utility loses 5.76% in revenue resulting 
from an overall reduction in dispatched power. While the supplied power to the cus-
tomer from the utility is reduced by 5.8%, referring to data in Figure 4. Hence the 

Figure 3. 
Active power of NB36 with 200 W RTPV penetration, considered for a winter weekday.

Figure 4. 
Sending active power, power consumed by customers and P losses, considered for a winter weekday.
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Figure 5. 
RTPV with battery storage [15].

benefit to the customer is credited to the RTPV injection. The disadvantage when 
considering RTPV alone is that it feeds only during daylight hours, there is no effect 
to the network morning and evening peaks period; the peak violations mainly exist 
during the evening peak time. This leaves the question of what will be the influence 
of RTPV combined with BESS.

6. Roof-top solar photovoltaic with battery energy storage system

Considering the same RTPV installed capacity of 200 W per residential home. In 
addition to this, it is assumed that each home is equipped with a battery which has 
600 W of dispatchable power; an overview of this connection is seen in Figure 5. 
This inclusion of BESS is limited only by its charge and discharge rate. Based on the 
available power generated by a 200 W RTPV source, it was then assumed that the 
battery would reasonably charge and discharge at less than 7 amps.

The network normal (P) is the load profile for the study. Figure 6 shows the 
comparison of RTPV with and without BESS. During daylight hours 80 W of power 
is allowed to charge the battery while the remaining power supplies the customer or 
overflows onto the electrical grid. During the evening peak period, the same 80 W 
is dispatched from the stored energy over a period of 7.5 hours.

As demonstrated in Figure 6, RTPV including BESS can be seen to benefit both 
the Utility and Customer. The Utility benefits by the reduced voltage regulation 
and thermal violations which are experienced during the evening peak, and the 
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Customer benefits by an overall reduction in power consumed. From this analysis, 
it is seen that the Utility loses 5.76% in revenue. While the customer’s power con-
sumption, referring to data in Figure 4, is reduced by 5.8%. Further investigation 
of Figure 4 shows a negligible difference of power consumed if the customer has 
RTPV alone or including BESS.

7. Varied levels of BESS

While the results from the above analysis speak of how the Utility and 
Customers are affected, there still raises the fundamental concern related to the 
constraints experienced on NB36. At normal, when the load is peaking, it’s found 
that the minimum Voltage is 92.7% and the network is thermally loaded to 102%. 
The analysis shows that if customers provide back-feeding, from their stored 
energy, during peak times, it will reduce the constraints on the network. Analysis 
has considered the back-feeding of 80 W, following the discussion above, and 
250 W for each residential customer.

Figure 7 reflects the effect of the voltage along the backbone of NB36, also 
showing the ability of BESS to dispatch power at 80 W and 250 W. It can be seen 
that with an increasing ability of the BESS to dispatch power, it alleviates the volt-
age constraint by <1% at 80 W, and 2.1% at 250 W.

Figure 8 shows that the normal network condition exceeds the rating of the 
conductor at peak loading.

With BESS dispatching power we see that the thermal constraint is reduced from 
102–94% when 80 W of power is dispatched, and improved further when 250 W is 
dispatched to 79.8%.

Figure 6. 
Active power of NB36 with 200 W RTPV penetration and BESS, considered for a winter weekday.
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8. Power dispatched, consumed and its effect on technical losses

Figure 9 shows the network sending power, consumed power (including with 
RTPV, and RTPV+BESS). The difference between the sending power and consumed 
power is attributed to the technical losses resulting from transmitting power down 
the network.

Technical losses are calculated as a percentage of the total load of the feeder 
including both no-load and load losses. The results from the analysis help to 
obtain a view of the network losses; this can be used as a basis for historic 
trending and benchmarking and can be used as one of the triggers for network 
strengthening. Therefore, this statistic also aids the conditioning of the prior-
ity ranking criteria. DER’s may have a significant effect on network losses. 

Figure 8. 
NB36 thermal rating vs. load current.

Figure 7. 
NB36 minimum voltage at peak (winter weekday – 18:30).
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A generator can lower or increase losses, depending on its location and the  
network configuration [16].

The technical losses vary slightly between the different options analyzed:

• Network sending power vs. Consumed power (Network normal) = 5.41%

• Network sending power vs. Consumed power (with RTPV) = 5.47%

• Network sending power vs. Consumed power (With RTPV+BESS) = 5.49%

9. Conclusion

This chapter has demonstrated the benefit of roof-top solar photovoltaic and/or 
including battery energy storage systems. It offers relief for constrained networks 
in dense and radial distribution systems. While optimization techniques can be 
used to reduce violations, these are still limited do not provide effective short-term 
solutions when dealing with constrained networks in dense and radial distribution 
systems. Battery energy storage systems (BESS) and solar rooftop photovoltaics 
(RTPV) are a viable distributed energy resource to alleviate violations which are 
constraining medium voltage (MV) networks. The results show the following:

Figure 9. 
Sending active power, power consumed by customers and P losses, considered for a winter weekday.
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9.1 BESS only

This option does not benefit the customer, as the batteries require grid connec-
tion to charge and discharge, not to mention efficiency losses. If discharging the 
stored energy occurs during peak periods, this can benefit the utility by reducing 
the peak violations. Therefore, it is recommended that a tariff/time-of-use incentive 
is introduced to motivate customers for BESS only installations.

9.2 RTPV only

This is an excellent way for a customer to reduce his overall electrical utility bill. 
Unfortunately, the utility is negatively affected by the reduced sale of electricity.

9.3 RTPV+BESS

The results show that with the addition of RTPV including BESS the utility 
still loses revenue. However, with the addition of BESS, Utilities have the ability to 
reduce technical violations during peak periods. Installing BESS, in this manner, 
shows no benefit to the customer. Therefore, it is recommended that a tariff/time-
of-use incentive is introduced to motivate customers for RTPV+BESS installations.

9.4 Varied levels of BESS

Though RTPV inclusive of BESS reduces the violations on the network; it can be 
seen from Figures 7 and 8 that voltage and thermal violations persist for this specific 
network. Therefore, it is necessary to consider an increased installation of BESS. 250 W 
of dispatchable power offered the most appropriate quantity of power to alleviate the 
violations. The effect on technical power losses: seen in Figure 9, shows a constant 
5.41%–5.49% of technical power losses for each of the above considerations. This 
demonstrates that technical losses are similarly proportioned to its source sending 
power when conducting analysis on the various installation types relating to RTPV/
BESS. While these amounts are typical and expected for a reticulation network – losses 
will defer due to topology, loading and design of networks.

For Utilities and Municipalities, the extent of challenges encountered when con-
sidering large scale installations of RTPV would be related to availability and vis-
ibility of data for adequate analysis. Current standards do not address the practical 
design solutions needed for all variations within customer installations and expec-
tancy from RTPV. This can result in non-standard customer installations which will 
lead to undesirable impacts on the source and shared utility power systems.

Visibility and compliance of electricity supply regulations are required at the point 
of supply which is conditioned to be met at the point of supply and not the point of 
generator connection which is embedded in the customer’s installation. Therefore, 
smart metering systems with predefined charge and discharge times/durations need 
to accompany RTPV installations. This requires an evaluation of currently employed 
metering technology, to ensure they accommodate these operational scenarios.

The cost for an electrical system, in which a customer is partially or completely 
off-grid, will still be attributed to the Utility to ensure the security of supply. Hence 
Utilities should take the lead in this segment of small-scale embedded generation to 
remain viable and relevant. Utilities may consider engaging suppliers to carry out 
maintenance and/or repairs during initial warranty periods.

Data visibility, both topological and metered data, is crucial for power system 
analysis, and need to be available and validated from time to time to cater for load 
growth. Utilities must ensure competent staffing for data acquisition and analysis. 
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There may be a lack of data validity for non-telemetered devices, such as unknown 
tap positioning of reticulation transformers, conductors or cables which has been 
replaced with different ratings and types. This can be challenging when configuring 
simulation models.

For this study analysis was given to the network classification that was pre-
dominately found with residential type loads, which has been identified as C2 TZ2 
type. This study, therefore, adopted a common sending voltage regulation set point 
of 1.03pu applied at reticulation busses. The voltage limit allowable for a normal 
condition is 95.5% and for abnormal conditions are 93.5. From an operations view, 
the abnormal limit is the benchmark to be adhered to, while network planners work 
with the normal limit of 95.5%.

Continuous network changes due to rising electrification and illegal connec-
tions discredits network analysis and requires more frequent update of simulation 
models. Pre-existing RTPV installations may pose a problem if they do not meet 
compliance requirements. Utilities need to conduct surveys of pre-existing RTPV 
installations and update its electrical connection to the power grid.

It is recommended that during site visits, meter re-programming including 
‘time-of-use’ tariffs and amendments to supply agreements, can be implemented. 
Presently, there is no information on households which has become “self-suppliers” 
due to lack of a registry for small-scale embedded PV plants. This will assist in 
ensuring that customer contributions to unbalance be limited to 1% voltage unbal-
ance at the point-of-common coupling.
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Abstract

Hybrid car sales in Ecuador in the last 10 years are very promising. The presence 
of hybrid electric vehicles (HEV) in the country generates an increase in nickel 
metal hydride batteries used (NiHm), these batteries do not follow an adequate 
recycling and disposal process. Several studies show that these batteries have energy 
levels and that they can be reused in other applications outside of the car as a power 
supply. This option of using recovered batteries is known as the second life of the 
battery (SLB). The reuse of batteries generates options to supply power on a large 
scale and with this reduce the pollution that these batteries can generate, especially 
in our country that does not have an optimal recycling process. This chapter pres-
ents the design of a methodology for the implementation of second life in Ecuador 
considering the use of NiHm batteries in HEV. For the design of the methodology, 
two possible scenarios for its implementation are analyzed. Scenario 1 is the use of 
NiHm batteries to supply energy to laboratories of a University in the city of Cuenca 
and scenario 2 shows the use of NiHm batteries as an additional energy source at the 
Airport of Santa Cruz present in the Galapagos Islands.

Keywords: Second Life Battery (SLB), NiHm, Hybrid cars, Energy, Battery Pack

1. Introduction

In Ecuador, the presence of hybrid vehicles in recent years has had a growth in 
sales. These vehicles have a traction system based on an electric motor coupled to 
a combustion engine and a high voltage battery as an energy source. The presence 
of more than 20,000 vehicles sold from 2009 to 2020 (Figure 1) [1], raises concern 
especially about the high-voltage battery, which in some cases has already reached 
its useful life. In the country there are no recycling procedures and regulations for 
the treatment of the different chemical compounds of this type of batteries, this 
may generate a large environmental impact in the future.

These batteries are generally made of Nickel Hydride metal (NiHm), according 
to studies presented in [2–4] indicate that their reuse is possible to store energy in a 
SLB process. Its application in second-life energy storage systems would help in our 
country to generate NiHm battery reuse projects that in the future would reduce the 
environmental impact and pollution that these batteries could cause.
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The high-voltage batteries for hybrid vehicles with the most presence in Ecuador 
are of the NiHm type (Figure 2). The battery set is made up of several modules 
connected in series, these modules are of type NP2 and NP2.5. In addition, it has a 
control system based on high voltage relays, a cooling system that is activated based 
on the temperature sensors and a battery management module that is responsible 
for the supervision of each of the modules.

The NiHm batteries are robust systems that has higher capacity and low main-
tenance compared to nickel cadmium battery (NiCd). Several laboratories have 
developed feasibility studies on the use of NiHm batteries in their second life. 
The studies focus on analyzing the behavior of reused batteries vs new batteries 
of different chemical compounds, the results show that the use of these batter-
ies in stationary systems is possible with good results [5]. If we consider that SBL 
systems with lithium-ion batteries are currently being implemented in different 
countries and show high efficiency and are less expensive, it is due to a high pres-
ence of Electric vehicles in these countries [6–15]. But if we compare them with our 
country, the greatest presence of batteries in the recycling process is that of hybrid 
vehicles based on NiHm, which allows us to generate an alternative for reuse in 
energy storage systems.

Figure 1. 
Sells of hybrids car in Ecuador.

Figure 2. 
Types of NiHm batteries in HEV presents in Ecuador. a) Prius C battery, b) Toyota Highlander battery.
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In continental Ecuador, the battery energy storage system is limited, there are no 
projects that are developed in this line. In the Galapagos Islands there are projects 
that consider energy storage based on lead-acid batteries and lithium ion batteries. 
These projects represent a little less than 5% of all generation capacity on the islands 
[16]. For all this and the presence of hybrid vehicles, it is proposed to use NiHm 
batteries as energy storage as an additional supply and with this contribute to caring 
for the environment and reduce the use of fossil fuels for electricity generation.

This chapter contributes to the search for new sources of energy power based 
on the use of batteries present in hybrid vehicles and that due to their operating 
condition can be adapted to a second life process, in the same way it is provided 
with a methodology for its implementation. Through its implementation, it seeks to 
improve the recycling processes of this type of batteries and contribute to the care of 
the environment.The structure of this chapter is as follows: in Section 2 a description 
of methodology proposed for the implementation of SLB based in NiHm battery of 
HEV is presented. The Section 3 presents two possible scenarios for the implementa-
tion of SBL with NiHm batteries where a comprehensive analysis is presented on the 
energy demand of each scenario and how much energy storage system with NiHm 
batteries can contribute if it were to be implemented in each case, considering the 
proposed methodology; while the conclusion is presented in Section 4.

2. Methodology proposed

Recycling processes in Ecuador are still in an early process. According to 2017 
demographic statistics only four percent of the total garbage generated in Ecuador 
was recycled. This was the last year statistics about waste disposal were published. 
It’s not clear how much of this four percent of recycled material has a second 
life process but most of it it’s just simply classified, turned into pallets and sent 
recycling facilities. In the case of steel, paper and glass, these raw materials are 
processed in local companies and for most other material such as plastic, aluminum 
and electronics are sent to recycling facilities in countries overseas.

Such is the case of hybrid modules extracted from hybrid vehicles. Now a days 
a battery is not a whole individual pack as we seen before with Lead acid batteries 
but rather a composition or various cells. These cells can actually be replaced in case 
they are damaged prematurely and will give the whole battery pack a new life. This 
change will allow the rest of the cells to complete their life span as they may not have 
been affected. This practice is not sponsored by the manufacturer for safety and 
commercial purposes, but in this section, we will discuss a methodology proposed 
in Ecuador to properly and safely do a restoration for the battery de NiHm presents 
in HEV in order to prolong its life and generate a second life system for using as 
additional power supply.

The proposed methodology consists of 5 stages (Figure 3). The first stage 
involves the removal of the defective NiHm battery pack from the vehicles, this 
involves searching for cars with these problems and battery packs that are in recy-
cling shops or automotive dealers. The second stage consists in disarming the bat-
teries to check their shape and discard internal failure or explosion of the cell. In the 
third stage, the batteries are tested to check their health and charge state, this allows 
establishing a battery classification and verifying whether or not it is useful in a 
second life process. Stage four, generates processes for the assembly of battery packs 
with reestablished cells and the reconfiguration of different elements such as the 
BMS and the recharging system. Finally, stage 5 shows the implementation of battery 
packs that can be used as an additional power source in different applications.
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2.1 Retired battery packs

In this stage we must consider several aspects; the consumer is the first link to 
building a methodology towards car batteries second life in Ecuador. As the number 
of HEV grow, costumers of such goods have to be aware of the life span of the bat-
tery an of how they should be disposed of after they have completed their life cycle 
in the vehicle. Costumer should understand that under any circumstance they are 
not allowed to take their battery home unless they have a special permission to do it. 
To reinforce this practice, among costumers, applied should be applied policies of 
change of battery generated by the brand with a presence in the country and laws 
by part of government that allow good process of recycling for these components. 
In order to obtain batteries, it is necessary to link with local companies that offer 
battery replacement and with the dealers of the different brands, in addition to the 
recycling warehouses, which have these batteries but do not know their origin. All 
these actions are presented in the Figure 4.

2.2 Disassemble battery packs

The stage involves the battery disassembly process (Figure 5), considering 
different safety standards, procedures and steps are generated to follow for disas-
sembling the different types of batteries and recycling of parts.

2.3 Proof of battery packs

This stage consists of carrying out different charging and discharging processes 
to select the batteries that are in good condition and carry out a process of cell 

Figure 3. 
Methodology proposed for implementation of SLB in Ecuador.

Figure 4. 
Methods for obtain and retired battery packs NiHm.
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classification (Figure 6). These processes will allow the cells to be classified into 
three categories, A good condition, B intermediate condition, C damaged cells.

2.4 Reconfigure new packs

In this stage, new battery packs are built with the recovered cells and the BMS 
system is reconfigured in the same way, the battery charging method is selected and 
power ranges to work are analyzed (Figure 7).

2.5 Power supply application

This stage implies the use in places and scenarios where they can be installed. 
Each battery pack is important because it contributes a percentage amount of power 
at different times of the day such as maximum consumption peaks at certain hours. 
By restoring the damaged battery cells the conventional network power consump-
tion can be reduced (Figure 8).

Figure 5. 
Battery disassembly process.

Figure 6. 
Process of selection and battery test.

Figure 7. 
Reconfigured new battery packs.
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3.  Implementation of SLB based in NiHm battery analysis of two 
scenarios

In Ecuador the electricity sector is considered strategic due to its direct relation-
ship with productive development. In recent years there have been changes in the 
generation of electricity according to the indicators shown in [17], the sources of 
renewable energy generation have increased, which is currently well seen by various 
productive sectors of the country.

The energy requirements at the country level are supplied by hydraulic energy 
followed by thermal energy and with some generation stations by turbo steam and 
gas, with solar and wind energy being the ones with the lowest contribution in 
power generation (Figure 9).

The Electricity Regulation and Control Agency -ARCONEL-, according to 
article 15, of the Organic Law of the Public Electricity Service, has the competence 
to carry out technical studies and analysis for the elaboration of electricity rates in 
the public service. The prices and values that to date that are charged in Ecuador 

Figure 9. 
Forms of power generation in Ecuador.

Figure 8. 
Laboratory power configuration with battery packs.
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are categorized: the first category is the residential sector with energy consumption 
that exceeds 500 kilowatt hours (kWh) per month, which will pay a flat rate (fixed) 
of 10 cents per kWh. The second group is the dignity rate for consumptions that do 
not exceed 500 kWh will pay 4 cents per kWh and the third group is the industrial 
sector with a rate of 60 cents per kWh this if we speak on a continental level.

The importance of generating alternative options for energy storage systems 
based SLB recycled batteries can be beneficial to the sustainable development of the 
country and generate interest to circular economy of systems of batteries for large 
scale implementation.

This section presents a study of an implementation of SLB in two scenarios 
using NiHm batteries as energy storage. For the reconditioning and use of the 
batteries, the methodology presented in the previous section was used. The goal is 
to be able to analyze its field of application and its energy contribution to reduce 
the consumption of the conventional network, this would generate a reduction 
in the payment of electricity value and less energy would be spent from the main 
power network. The first scenario presents the study of implementation of a system 
SLB in Galapagos Island. The Galapagos Islands, is a province of Ecuador, they are 
located 972 kilometers west of the Ecuadorian coast. The capital is Puerto Baquerizo 
Moreno and it depends directly on the National Government. It is made up of 13 
large volcanic islands, 6 smaller islands and 107 rocks and islets (Figure 10).

In the Islands since 2007, the governments and the United Nations Development 
Program (UNDP have promoted the project called “zero fossil fuels”, in previ-
ous years the main source of generation was thermal, which generated excessive 
spending on diesel fuel and pollution in the area Currently, different projects based 
on renewable energy have been built with very promising results [18]. The main 
sources of generation in the islands are thermal, wind, solar and hybrid.

Energy demand is too high at certain hours, generating peaks that the current 
energy supplies are not able to handle, therefore the use of additional energy supply 
systems can be a help to be able to solve these inconveniences.

In the Galapagos Island there are different public and private institutions the 
Figure 11 presents differents publics institutions and your monthly electricity 
consumption before the pandemic and the amount to pay.

The Isla San Cristóbal Airport in Galapagos is the second main passenger 
terminal in the Archipelago and has an electrical energy consumption of 14,000 
kWh approximately per month and represents an expense of $ 1,200 per month 

Figure 10. 
Galapagos Island geographic map.
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this data is before the pandemic. Considering the methodology proposed in the 
previous section, 5 battery racks are implemented and each one with 120 volts dc 
and with a current of 30 amperes, the design conditions for the system would be as 
presented below.

Each rack provides a power of 3.6 kW, the SLB system would have a power of 
18 kW. To be able to generate a power in this range, the design of a photovoltaic sys-
tem is needed that will serve to generate the amount of power necessary to charge 
the battery racks. The photovoltaic system is made up of 50 solar panels of 370 watts 
a BSP370M system is used, which is a model available in our country. The system is 
shown in Figure 12.

The photovoltaic system proposed generates 18500 Watts. In the Galapagos 
Islands there is sun throughout the year with a duration of more than 10 hours a 

Figure 12. 
Photovoltaic system.

Figure 11. 
Energy consumption of public entities in the Galapagos Islands by approximate monthly.
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day of exposure, which allows an optimal generation by the system. With all these 
data, Table 1 presents an analysis of this scenario and the contribution that the SLB 
system has with respect to its possible implementation.

If we compare the results obtained with the system SLB and the actual consump-
tion of the airport, we can analyze that the contribution of system represents the 
31.71% of the total of kWh by month. This would allow us to free up a demand of 
almost 4440 kWh that can be used by other users within the islands (Figure 13).

The cost for implementation is presented in Table 2. This section does not 
consider the cost and design of the DC-AC inverters to generate alternating current.

This proposal would cover its implementation expenses in 36 months, consider-
ing that the proposed BSL system contributes 4440 kWh at a differentiated rate 
of 0.086 US cents per kWh (according to the payment rate within the islands) and 
would generate a saving of US $ 4582.08 per 12 months. Undoubtedly it generates 
interest for its future implementation within this analyzed scenario.

The selection of the panels for this project was carried out with load and unload 
tests to verify the state of charge (SOC) of each module. With the panels in better 

Battery 
Racks

Voltage and 
Current

Power of Panels 
(w)

N. of 
Panels

Hours per 
month

Amount 
kWh

5 120 V -30 A 370 50 240 4440

Table 1. 
Values and contribution of SBL.

Figure 13. 
Analysis of contribution of SLB system first scenario.

Devices Cost Unit Total

50 solar panels BSP370M $ 204.50 $ 10200

80 Battery Cells NiHm $3 by recycling $ 240

5 Solar charger controllers $ 61 $ 305

5 DC-DC regulators $35 $175

Total $ 10920

Table 2. 
Cost of implementation.
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condition, we make up the racks used for the supply of energy, but in the future 
where it will be carried out with a higher number of modules in the new racks, the 
selection will be made by means of an electrochemical model.

For this model, certain values are considered that establish the aging of the 
batteries: Temperature (T), Depth of discharge (DOD), state of charge (SOC) and 
current rate (I). In Eq. (1) the dependence of the factors on the loss capacity is 
described [19].

 ( ), , , , lossC f I V DOD T t=   (1)

The fading of the storage capacity of each cell is a function of current (C) and 
DOD factors. To obtain these factors, charge and discharge tests should be per-
formed in percentages of a full discharge of C, 50% SOC, and 100% DOD. In Eqs. 
(2)–(5) the degradation is adjusted in relation to the aging factors [19].

 2
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The parameters 1 2 3 4 5 6, , , , andθ θ θ θ θ θ  should be determined according to the 
type of battery.

Once you have the loss of capacity due to aging, the state of health (SOH) is 
expressed in Eq. (6), it is calculated between the initial capacity of the battery and 
the capacity obtained in the tests.

  
ini

Cap
SOH

Cap
=   (6)

The second scenario analyzes the implementation of a SLB system in the auto-
motive mechanics laboratories of the Universidad del Azuay located in the city of 
Cuenca, in the south of the country. The laboratory has a monthly consumption of 
3600kWh each kWh has a value of 0.095 cents of a dollar that per year means an 
expense of $ 4104 dollars for the University. It is considered to place a 120 V battery 
rack at 35 amps. The system supplies a power of 4.2 kW. For charging the battery 
pack using solar panels can be used panels from 24 V to 455 Watts for our system 
used models JAM72S20–455 MR and consider the structure of the Figure 14.

It takes 10 solar panels, two groups in parallel with five panels in series this 
supplies the voltage and current requirement for battery charging. The arrange-
ment of the panels in series with their reference values and regulators is shown in 
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Figure 15. The voltage of solar panels varies depending on factors such as ambient 
temperature, which is why regulators are used that take care of the useful life of the 
batteries at the time of charging.

Cuenca is a city that is located in the Ecuadorian highlands, it usually has 
12 hours of sun but the climatic situations are different, so we consider 8 hours a 
day in which the solar panel system can generate. The photovoltaic system proposed 
generates 4500 Watts. The contribution in kWh of this system SLB in second 
scenario represent 1092 kWh and is shown in the Table 3.

The implementation of this system contributes 30% of the consumption in 
kWh, which represents a good contribution to reduce consumption costs and that 
the 1092 kWh that this represents can be used by other clients of the electricity 
company (Figure 16).

In this case, the implementation costs would be covered after 26 months. 
Considering that the proposed BSL system contributes 1092 kWh at a differenti-
ated rate of 0.095 US cents per kWh (according to the payment in the country) and 
would generate a saving in 1244.88 by 12 months.

Devices Cost Unit Total

10 solar panels JAM72S20–455 MR $ 250 $ 2500

16 Battery Cells NiHm $3 by recycling $ 48

1 Solar charger controllers $ 61 $ 61

1 DC-DC regulators $35 $35

Total $ 2644

The following analysis describes the effects caused by the use of this type of 
batteries in second life considering the two scenarios studied. A comparison of the 
two scenarios with and without SBL system is made. For this analysis, the need for 
energy consumption of the scenario is considered, which is 14kWh of this amount, 
the contribution of the SLB system designed for this scenario is 4.4kWh at the 
energy cost level, which means a money saving of almost 20% with just 80 cells of 
NiHm batteries that generate a power of 18 kW (Figure 17).

Figure 14. 
Charging structure with solar panels.

Figure 15. 
Components of the solar powered charging unit.
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For the second scenario, the need for energy consumption is 3.6 kWh and the 
contribution of the SLB system designed for this scenario is 2.5 kWh at the energy 
cost level, which means a money saving of almost 58% with just 16 battery cells. 
NiHm that generate a power of 4.2 kW (Figure 18).

Figure 16. 
Analysis of contribution of SLB system second scenario.

Figure 17. 
Analysis and comparison of first scenario with and without SBL system.

Battery 
Racks

Voltage and 
Current

Power of Panels 
(w)

N. of 
Panels

Hours per 
month

Amount 
kWh

1 120 V -35 A 455 10 240 1092

Table 3. 
Value of contribution of SLB system in second scenario.
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4. Conclusions

The introduction of hybrid vehicles in the country and especially the treatment 
of battery packs mean that this type of study allows the generation of new lines of 
research that allow the development of projects based on the second life of bat-
teries. In our country very little is said about the advantages in the use of NiHm 
batteries present in these vehicles to be used as energy accumulators or as second 
life systems and the environmental impacts that this can generate.

This study focuses on generating methodologies that allow us to improve the 
quality of recycling these elements and generate a special treatment for their recov-
ery. In addition, in contributing to society and being able to arouse the interest and 
attention of local and national government agencies and in conjunction with the 
academy to be able to generate circular economy projects and recycling regulations 
for this type of batteries and seek financing mechanisms for their implementation 
in strategic areas of the country.

The country is not a producer of this type of technology, but if we use correct 
recycling methods and develop optimal systems with second-life materials in the 
future, we can become a model to follow for the rest of Latin American countries, 
considering that hybrid vehicles continue to enter and increase. Sales and the transi-
tion to electric vehicles is getting closer.
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Abstract

Solid-state battery (SSB) is the new avenue for achieving safe and high energy
density energy storage in both conventional but also niche applications. Such
batteries employ a solid electrolyte unlike the modern-day liquid electrolyte-based
lithium-ion batteries and thus facilitate the use of high-capacity lithium metal
anodes thereby achieving high energy densities. Despite this promise, practical
realization and commercial adoption of solid-state batteries remain a challenge due
to the underlying material and cell level issues that needs to be overcome. This
chapter thus covers the specific challenges, design principles and performance
improvement strategies pertaining to the cathode, solid electrolyte and anode used
in solid state batteries. Perspectives and outlook on specific applications that can
benefit from the successful implementation of solid-state battery systems are also
discussed. Overall, this chapter highlights the potential of solid-state batteries for
successful commercial deployment in next generation energy storage systems.

Keywords: solid electrolyte, composite cathode, lithium-ion, batteries,
lithium anode

1. Introduction

The dawn of the 21st century coincided with the global civilization leapfrogging
into the digital age. At the core of this digital revolution was the rapid adoption and
wide deployment of lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) [1]. Ever since, both industries and
the scientific community have been engaged in the quest for unlocking the secrets
for developing batteries with more energy, -power, -life, and -safety. In the recent
years, the battery R&D community is once again at the cusp of another technolog-
ical revolution that could redefine the energy storage sector for decades to come.
This revolution is largely fueled by the rapidly advancing efforts into a new battery
technology called all Solid-State Batteries (ASSBs) [2]. While conventional lithium-
ion batteries have enjoyed unprecedented levels of research and industrial attention
directed towards every aspect of their constituents, SSBs have largely been on the
backburner. For decades, the battery research sector has been constantly
attempting to integrate high-capacity lithium metal anodes (3860 mAh.g�1) to
advance energy density targets of liquid electrolyte-based LIBs [3]. However, in
such conventional batteries, the hydrocarbon derived organic liquid electrolytes
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pose significant safety and performance related challenges with lithium metal
anodes and has also been a significant barrier preventing wide commercial deploy-
ment [4]. With renewables and electric vehicles (EV) set to dictate the timeline for
the next industrial revolution, the battery R&D community has come to a profound
consensus that conventional lithium-ion batteries are nearing their upper limits of
performance [5]. The initial interest towards SSBs was based on the use of solid
electrolytes (SE), as they are potentially thought to provide a straightforward
approach towards realizing the safe integration of high-energy lithium metal
anodes. In recent years, new classes of high-performance solid electrolytes have
emerged with high room-temperature conductivities (�1 mS.cm�1) [6] comparable
to that of conventional liquid electrolytes and high lithium-ion transference num-
bers (�1 for inorganic SE) [7]. This coupled with novel processing approaches
targeting interfacial tuning and optimizations are propelling the new generation of
SSB systems towards garnering a widespread support for commercial adoption.
With the EV demand projected to skyrocket in the next few years, the need for the
next-generation high energy batteries that would power these advanced automotive
platforms is also growing [1, 8–10]. To this extent, several large-cap automotive
companies including Toyota, Volkswagen, General Motors, Hyundai, and Ford
have already made major investments in SSB technology companies with the aim to
achieve full commercial deployment in the first half of the 21st century.

Despite the optimism and promises around all SSBs, there are several major
challenges pertaining to each cell component and processing approach that needs
further optimizations to achieve the overarching performance goals. For SSBs, there
can be several material-level issues that can cause major cell-level catastrophic
failures. We had recently reported that an ideal solid-state battery (Figure 1a) that
delivers a high energy density should consist of the following [11] – (i) a high-
capacity thin lithium metal anode/seed layer (thickness �1-5 μm seed layer + 15-40
μm plated from the cathode), (ii) a stable solid electrolyte with high ionic conduc-
tivities (thickness �1-20 μm, ideally dry), (iii) a cathode composite with optimized
loading and tailored architecture (thickness �45-200 μm) [12]. In order to achieve
high energy densities in SSBs, it is generally understood that the cathode should be
the most voluminous part. Current collectors employed in an SSB can generally be
<10 μm thick applied in the form of thin coatings to mechanically robust electrodes
[13]. Additionally, SSBs also offer the possibility of cell stacking in two different
configurations depending upon performance requirements – conventional stacking
and bipolar stacking [14]. Bipolar stacking in a single package using bipolar current
collectors decreases the packing volume thus increasing the volumetric energy

Figure 1.
(a) An ideal solid-state battery with optimized configuration and (b) remaining material level challenges in
solid state batteries.
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density. Though, the requirements to achieve high performance SSBs appear quite
straight forward, significant fundamental issues and challenges pertaining to spe-
cific cell components remain unresolved in the SSB R&D space. Figure 1b depicts a
schematic providing a brief overview of some underlying challenges that warrants
systematic investigations and mitigation strategies to enable the wide commercial
deployment of SSBs. From the aforementioned figure, it should be noted that
interfacial properties play a dominant role in determining the final performance
delivered by SSBs [15, 16]. For example, if we consider the simple interface between
the anode and the copper current collector, some of the challenges encountered may
include (i) current collector corrosion/cracking – due to the repeated mechanical
cycling stresses and Li plating related side reactions, (ii) Cu-Li adhesion – improper
adhesion between these dissimilar metals can occur due to oxide layer formation
during processing or due to cyclic mechanical and electrochemical loads during
charge/discharge, (iii) volume change – drastic volumetric expansion/contraction
can occur during charge/discharge processes at the anode interfaces owing to the
soft and pliable nature of Li metal, etc. Similarly, other interfaces between the
lithium metal anode and solid electrolyte, solid electrolyte and cathode composite,
cathode composite and positive current collector also suffer from interface related
issues which can hamper final cell performance. Additionally, the component spe-
cific bulk property variations could also be crucial factors that affect SSB perfor-
mance and thus demands systematic investigations leading to strategic solutions
prior to commercial adoption.

In this chapter, we discuss the critical challenges, recent advances, and avenues
for improvement for the various classes of cathodes, solid electrolytes and anodes
that would facilitate the commercial adoption of next generation SSBs. We also
discuss the key processing and fabrication criteria for assembling full SSBs cells with
our recent modelling endeavors into achieving practical cell level energy densities.
Finally, we discuss some perspectives on the challenges that remain unsolved as
well as the future trends in SSB development. Through this chapter, we envision,
the readers would get a comprehensive understanding of the recent trends,
remaining challenges, and a clear perspective of the future prospects of all Solid-
State Battery R&D.

2. Cathode materials for SSB

The cathode materials play a pivotal role in the energy density, power density,
cycle life, and calendar life of a battery. Oxide-based lithium-ion intercalation
materials are the cathode of today's choice and can mainly be segregated into five
board classes based on their crystal structure.

i. Spinel structure (Li[M]2O4 with M = Mn, (Mn1�y/2Liy/2) or (Mn3/4Ni1/4)),

ii. Layered structure (Li[M]O2 with M = Co, Ni, (NixCo1�x) or (NixMnyCoz)),

iii. Olivine structure Li[M']PO4 with M' = Fe, Mn, Ni, Co or (FeyMn1�y),

iv. β II -Li2FeSiO4,

v. Tavorite-type LiFeSO4F,

Apart from these, sulfur and some organic compounds are also used as cathode
materials in batteries. Every cathode material and its crystal structure have inherent
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advantages and disadvantages from the standpoint of electrochemical energy stor-
age. The basic concept of battery intercalation chemistry is very old [17]. The first
intercalation reactions involving solid hosts (graphite) and guest molecules or ions
(sulfate ions) were shown by Schauffautl in 1841. However, in the 1960s, the
intercalation materials gained attention due to the altering of their electronic and
optical properties through guest ion intercalation [18–20]. The transition-metal
disulfides and oxides (such as MS2 and WO3) were first investigated for intercala-
tion of H+, Li+, and Na+ ions [17]. It was noted that the intercalation of these
monovalent ions into the crystal structure of WO3 altered the electronic structure
and conductivity, resulting in the material changing from an insulator to metal
depending upon the amount and types of monovalent cation intercalated. These
intercalation reactions were also accompanied by structural changes with modifica-
tions to crystal chemistry [21].

2.1 Crystal structure cathode materials

The lattice atom and its coordination domain are the basic structural unit of a
crystal. The lattice atoms are arranged periodically in specific combinations (e. g.
space group) for the formation of crystals. It should be noted that, in general, the
electronic structure and interaction for the bond formation energy in the structure
unit ultimately determines the intrinsic chemical and physical properties of crystals
[22]. For lithium-ion and sodium-ion batteries, the cathode materials can be formed
by combinations of Li, Na, transition metal, and anion structure units. It should be
further noted that the crystal structure and chemical composition of the cathode
materials play an important role in the ionic and electronic transport properties and
conduction mechanisms. The five different crystal structures of cathode materials
are displayed in Figure 2 [23]. The layered structure cathode exhibits two-
dimensional ionic and electronic conductivity and diffusivity (Figure 2a).

Figure 2.
The crystal structures of major cathode materials: (a) layered α-LiCoO2; (b) cubic LiMn2O4 spinel; (c)
olivine-structured LiFePO4 ; (d) β II -Li2FeSiO4; and (e) tavorite-type LiFeSO4F. Li ions are shown as light
green spheres, CoO6 octahedra in blue, MnO6 octahedra in mauve, Fe�O polyhedra in brown, PO4 tetrahedra
in purple, SiO4 tetrahedra in yellow, SO4 tetrahedra in gray, and in (e) fluoride ions in dark blue. Black lines
demarcate one unit cell in each structure. (Reprinted with permission from Ref [23]. Copyright 2014, published
by The Royal Society of Chemistry. This image is taken from the article titled “Lithium and sodium battery
cathode materials: computational insights into voltage, diffusion and nanostructural properties”, and it is under
the Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 International License. To view a copy of this license, visit https://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/.).
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On the other hand, materials belonging to the spinel structure demonstrate three-
dimensional ionic and electronic conductivity and ionic diffusivity (Figure 2b). In
contrast, the olivine structure cathodes showcase preferably one-dimensional ionic
conductivity and diffusivity and two-dimensional electronic conductivity
(Figure 2c). The β II -Li2FeSiO4 and tavorite-type LiFeSO4F structures
(Figure 2d and e) are not vigorously used in the lithium-ion battery cathode. The
layer and spinel structure cathodes exhibit an interstitial type of mechanism of ionic
conductivity and diffusivity. The olivine structure materials display vacancy
migration type ionic conductivity and diffusivity. Unlike conventional lithium-ion
battery (with liquid electrolyte), all solid-state battery (SSB) is impacted by
dimensional conductivity, material hardness and mechanical properties which will
be discussed in detail in the later sections.

2.2 Electronic and ionic transport properties

In a solid active cathode particle, the ion and electron moving together when
charging or discharging the battery and this phenomenon is called ambipolar diffu-
sion. Therefore, optimum ionic and electronic transport properties are prerequisites
for high performances batteries, particularly SSBs. Nonetheless, it is very rare to get
such good combinations in the presently available list of cathode materials. Some of
the reported electronic and ionic conductivity and ionic diffusivity of spinel, layer,
and olivine structure materials are compared and displayed in Figure 3 and Table 1
as a function of inverse temperature and lithium concentration, respectively.

Figure 3.
(a) Electronic conductivity of layer and spinel structure cathodes as a function lithium content, (b) Electronic
conductivity of layer, spinel, and olivine structure cathode materials as a function of inverse temperature, (c)
ionic diffusivity of layer and spinel structure cathode as a function of lithium content and (d) ionic conductivity
of layer, spinel, and olivine structure cathode materials as a function of inverse temperature. LiFePO4 = LFP,
LiNixMnyCozO2 = NMC, LiNi0.75Co0.25Al0.05O2 = NCA, LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4 = LMNO (O), and
LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4-δ = LMNO (D). Each of the figures, a, b c and d were made by authors from the following
references. [24] = LFP, [25] = (NMC333, NMC523), [26] = (NCA-NEI, NCA-TODA), [27] = (LNMO
(O), LNMO (D)), [28] = (LNMO (O), LNMO (D)).
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It is seen from Figure 3a that the electronic conductivity of spinel (LMNO) and
layer structure (NMC and NCA) cathodes show the discrete pattern of conductivity
as a function of lithium content. It is discernible from Figure 3b that the layer
structure materials exhibit a gradual increase of conductivity with increasing degree
of delithiation. On the other hand, the electronic conductivity of the spinel struc-
ture can be manipulated by varying the degree of disorder and degree of
delithiation. It should be noted that the spinel phase exhibits two crystallographic
polymorphs, ordered and disordered depending on the distribution of Ni and Mn in
the crystal structure. The ordered LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4 (LMNO (O)) exhibit approxi-
mately fifteen times lower electronic conductivity than the disordered
LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4-δ (LMNO (D)) phase (Figure 3a) in the lithiated states. Also, the
electronic conductivities of the ordered spinel LNMO (O), measured at a given

Technique
Used

T/°C Composition Diffusivity
(cm2/s)

Reference Structure

AC 60 LiNi0.5Mn0.2Co0.3O2 (NMC523) �3�10�8 [25]

AC 61 LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC333) �5�10�8 [25]

DC 50 LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC333) �7�10�9 [25]

Depolarization 25 Li0.9Ni0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC333) �4�10�10 [25]

Depolarization 25 Li0.25Ni0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC333) �10�10 [25] Layer

Depolarization 25 Li0.9Ni0.5Mn0.2Co0.3O2 (NMC523) �5�10�10 [25]

Depolarization 25 Li0.25Ni0.5Mn0.2Co0.3O2 (NMC523) �2�10�10 [25]

GITT 25 LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC333) �10�11 [29]

GITT 25 Li0.25Ni0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC333) �10�10 [29]

GITT 25 LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC333) �10�9 [30]

GITT 25 Li0.25Ni0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC333) �5x10�10 [30]

CV 25 LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC333) �5x10�14 [31]

CV 25 LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 (NMC333) �3x10�10 [32]

AC 25 LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA) �3�10�10 [26]

DC
Polarization

25 LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA) �2�10�10 [26]

GITT 25 Li0.875Ni0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 (NCA) �4�10�10 [26]

GITT 25 Li0.9Ni0.5Co0.5O2 (NC) �10�10 [33]

GITT 25 Li0.9Ni0.8Co0.2O2 (NC) �10�8 [34]

First principle 25 LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4-δ (LMNO (O)) �10�9 [35]

DC 50 LiNMnO4-δ (LMNO (D)) �8�10�9 [27, 28] Spinel

AC 25 LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4-δ (LMNO (D)) �5.1�10�10 [27, 28]

GITT 25 LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4-δ (LMNO (O)) �5�10�10 [36]

PITT 25 LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4-δ (LMNO (O)) 5�10�12 -9 �
10�10

[37]

EIS 25 LiNMnO4-δ (LMNO (D)) 2.97�10�15 [38]

PITT, EIS 25 LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4-δ (LMNO (O)) 10�12-10�10 [39]

DC 147 LiFEPO4 1.6�10�9 [24] Olivine

Table 1.
Comparison of ionic diffusivity of the selected major classes of cathode materials at specific temperature.
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temperature, increases gradually with increasing the degree of delithiation
(Figure 3a). However, when x = 0.3 and beyond, the conductivity is almost leveled
where it hardly changes with the removal of lithium in the measured range. It
appears that partial lithium off-stoichiometric phases are favorable for better high-
rate performances from comparing electronic conductivities for layered and
ordered spinel cathodes. In disparity, the electronic conductivity of the disordered
spinel (LNMO (D)) is reduced suddenly upon slight delithiation and falls to the
level of the electronic conductivity demonstrated by lithiated ordered spinel phase.

Following which, the electronic conductivity exhibits alike trends for both the
ordered and disordered phases (Figure 3a). The electronic conductivity of the
olivine phase as a function of lithium concentration is not available in the literature.
However, the electronic conductivity of olivine phase LiFePO4 exhibits the lowest
conductivity as a function of temperature (Figure 3b) and layer structure NCA
shows the highest conductivity. The ionic conductivity and diffusivity of spinel
phases appear to be favorable from the SSB standpoint compared to layered and
olivine structure cathodes (cf. Figure 3c and d and Table 1).

2.3 Electrochemical performances and particle morphology

The energy and power density are important metrics to determine the scope of a
specific application for cathode materials [35–39]. The theoretical and experimen-
tally obtained capacity, operational average cell voltage (against carbon electrode),
and energy density of major cathode materials are compared in Table 2. It is
discernible from Table 2 that all the phases of a particular crystal structure belong-
ing to the same material family do not deliver the same energy density. The layer
structure cathodes exhibit higher capacity compared to the spinel and olivine.

Crystal
structure

Composition Capacity/mAh/g
(theoretical/
experimental)

Average
cell

voltage
(V)

Experimental
energy density

(Wh/kg)

References

Layered LiTiS2 225/210 1.9 399 [40]

LiCoO2 274/148 3.8 562 [41]

LiNiO2 275/150 3.8 570 [42]

LiMnO2 285/140 3.3 462 [43]

LiNi0.33Mn0.33Co0.33O2 280/160 3.7 592 [44]

LiNi0.8Co0.15Al0.05O2 279/199 3.7 736 [45]

Li2MnO3 458/180 3.8 684 [46]

Spinel LiMn2O4 148/120 4.0 480 [47]

LiMn1.5Ni0.5O4 148/140 4.1 574 [48]

LiCo2O4 142/84 4.1 344 [49]

Olivine LiFePO4 170/165 3.4 561 [50]

LiMnPO4 71/168 3.8 638 [51]

LiCoPO4 167/125 4.2 525 [52]

Tavorite LiFeSO4F 51/120 3.7 444 [53]

LiVPO4F 156/129 4.2 548 [54]

Table 2.
Comparison of theoretical and experimental capacity of the major cathode materials and their average
operational cell voltage.
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However, the operational cell voltage is relatively lower than the spinel materials
and some of the olivine phases. The energy density of Li2MnO3, NCA, and NMC
based phases is higher than other cathode materials. Apparently, it is seen from
Figure 3 that the spinel structure materials should exhibit higher power density
than layer and olivine phases since it displays higher ionic diffusivity and conduc-
tivity as a function of lithium content as well as temperature. Nonetheless, particle
morphologies play a crucial role in the power density and cycling stability of a
battery. Three different types of particle morphologies are depicted in Figure 4 as
an example. It should be noted that each type of particle morphology has some
inherent advantages and disadvantages for a particular material. It is well known
that the spherical dense particle morphology (Figure 4a) is beneficial for the long-
term cycling of layer structure materials with liquid electrolyte (LE). On the other
hand, the nanometer-thick plate-like particle (Figure 4b) is good for olivine mate-
rials as they exhibit very low ionic and electronic properties transport (see Figure 3
and Table 1). Rodlike particle morphologies (Figure 4c) of spinel materials are
advantages for achieving high power densities. It is worth mentioning that the
operational scenario of ASSB is very different than the conventional LE-based
batteries. Unlike LE-based batteries, in SSBs, the solid electrolyte cannot penetrate
inside the secondary particles as shown in the schematic (Figure 4d–f). Therefore,
high power SSB cannot be achieved with a spherical particle in which ionic diffusion
length would be longer and all particles might not be completely ionically wired.
Submicron cathode particles (single crystals) are highly desirable for high perfor-
mances SSB. Details are discussed in section 3 for requirements of cathode particles
and the fabrication of composite electrodes for high-performance ASSB.

2.4 Suitability for solid-state battery

One of the major advantages of SSBs are the safe use of high voltage cathode
materials (e. g. LMNO, LRM, and LCoP) which are not feasible in conventional

Figure 4.
Particle morphologies of cathode materials (a-c) adapted from the references [55–57] and schematics showing
the scenario of liquid and solid electrolytes for ionically wiring of cathode spherical particle (d-f).
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liquid electrolytes due to their limited electrochemical stability window. Thus, SSBs
are expected to provide a high energy density at the system level. However, the loose
interfacial contact of oxide-based cathode and electrolyte (e. g. NMC/garnet-type
electrolyte) creates a severe problem for cell voltage polarization and at room and low
temperatures. In addition, a recent report has shown that solid electrolytes (SE) have
instability issues while in direct contact with high voltage cathode materials [55]. In
such a scenario, one sustainable solution might be the formation of a protective
surface coating on cathode materials which would require stabilizing the cathode
materials and SE interface by suppressing the possible oxidative reactions in the SSB.
Furthermore, the primary cathode particles in the form of single crystals would be
more beneficial for SSB than the secondary particles either in spherical or rod-like
shapes. Unlike primary nanoparticles, the sphere of secondary particle has many
separations or semi-separation regions between neighboring primary particles which
is detrimental for SSB operation. Thus, single crystal cathodes are advantageous for
use in SSBs because of their good crystallinity, high reaction homogeneity, mechani-
cal strength, and better structural and thermal stability. All these salient features can
remarkably improve the electrochemical performance and safety of the SSB.

3. Anode materials and designs for SSB

Anode materials can be broadly classified into three major types based on the
mechanism of ion storage and electrochemical reactions occurring within the mate-
rial [58]. The most common and prevalent type of anode material is the intercala-
tion anode (Figure 5a) [59–61]. These materials typically possess layered structure
into which Li-ion can reversibly insert (intercalate) during cycling of the battery
[62]. Graphite, like several other materials (viz. LTO [63, 64], TNO [65]) is an
intercalation type anode material. Conventional Li-ion batteries employ graphite as
the anode material for hosting Li- ions for reversible intercalation and storage of
electrochemical energy. Graphite has a theoretical capacity of 372 mAh g�1 which is
higher than most cathode materials making it suitable as an anode material [66].
Graphite has demonstrated high coulombic efficiency and cycling performance
making it ubiquitous in secondary lithium-ion batteries These materials typically
possess lower theoretical capacities; however, they are generally more stable and
efficient electrodes. Alternate anode materials can be of deposition or conversion
type depending on whether the mobile ion is depositing directly as a metal or as an
alloy of a component respectively [3, 58, 67]. Alkali metals (Li, Na, etc.) are exam-
ples of deposition type anodes and they possess high theoretical capacity and rela-
tively lower redox potentials [68]. Conversion type materials typically for alloys
with the mobile ion (viz. In, Se, Si, etc.) and these also possess high theoretical
capacity [69]. The major drawback for the deposition and conversion type anode
materials are the electro-chemo-mechanical stability which makes them harder to
integrate into functional devices compared to intercalation-type anode materials.
Overall, typical reactions for each anode type can be given as:

Intercalation Reaction : Liþ 6 C ➔ LiC6 Capacity � 372 mAh g�1� �
(1)

Deposition Reaction : Liþ þ e� ➔ Li Capacity � 3860 mAh g�1� �
(2)

Conversion Reaction : x Liþ þ Siþ x e� ➔ LixSi Capacity � 3579 mAh g�1� �

(3)

Solid-state batteries rely on transitioning to high-capacity anode materials of the
deposition or conversion type in order to achieve the expected improvements in the
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energy density. A comparison of nominal capacity of several key deposition, inter-
calation and conversion type anode materials is provided in Figure 5b. It should be
noted that the nominal capacities are plotted on a logarithmic scale. The comparison
highlights that intercalation anode materials have an order of magnitude lower
capacity compared to some conversion/deposition anode materials (375 mAh g�1

for graphite; 3860 mAh g�1 for Li, 3590 mAh g�1 for Si). Mechanical properties of
materials are also of key interest for solid-state batteries in order to design solid
electrolytes that can mitigate filament growth. Conversion type anode materials
typically show higher Young’s modulus and shear modulus compared to intercala-
tion and deposition type anodes (Figure 5b). Solid electrolyte materials should
ideally have shear modulus higher than the anode material in order to mitigate the
growth of filaments as proposed by Monroe and Newman [70, 71]. It should be
noted that the focus of anode studies with respect to solid-state batteries in the
literature is primarily with lithium metal [3]. Relatively fewer reports on intercala-
tion and conversion anode materials are reported and further work is anticipated in
these material systems moving ahead.

The key challenges with deposition type anodes, and specifically Li metal will be
discussed next. Controlling electrodeposition and electrodissolution morphology for
Li metal is imperative to achieving stable solid-state batteries. Specifically, stable
morphologies are required at the areal loading of�5 mAh cm�2 of reversible cycling
capacity at �5 mA cm�2 plating current density with high coulombic efficiency is
far from realization [11]. One major concern with lithium metal is the propensity

Figure 5.
(a) Schematic diagram showing anode material type and operation mechanism. (b) Nominal capacities and
mechanical properties of some common anode materials. (c) Schematic diagram highlighting the challenges with
metallic anodes in terms of flux imbalance at the interface of solid electrolyte and the formation of reactive
interphase at the electrode | electrolyte boundary.
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for filament growth leading to cell failure [72–74]. Filament formation can have
significant negative impacts to rate performance, power density and coulombic
efficiencies of SSBs. Filament growth typically stems from non-uniform deposition
rate at the Li | SE interface. Interfacial kinetics heterogeneity at the Li metal solid
electrolyte interface initiates several degradation pathways including filament for-
mation limiting the stability and performance of solid-state batteries. In addition to
growth of filaments, high rate electrodissolution from the Li metal can lead to
formation of pores that can cause onset of failure [75]. A direct evidence of this was
obtained from X-ray tomography measurements of Li | LLZO | Li symmetric cells
(Figure 5c). Tracking pore evolution during cycling which showed clear cycling
behavior (increase in porosity with stripping and decrease in porosity with plating).
Mass transport within the Li metal is thus a key challenge and understanding creep
and flow behavior of Li is necessary to tune the performance of the system. Inter-
phase formation can also occur during integration of Li metal with solid-electrolytes
[15]. Depending on the thermodynamic stability of the solid electrolyte material
with lithium metal, three possible interphases can result. These are (i) thermody-
namically and kinetically stable (no reaction @ Li | SE interface), (ii) Unstable
(unmitigated reaction), and (iii) kinetically metastable (controlled reaction @ Li |
SE interface)[3, 68, 73]. With the exception of few materials (viz. LLZO, LiPON),
most solid electrolytes undergo reaction with Li metal due to inherent chemical and
thermodynamic instability. For some materials, like NASICON-type LAGP and
LATP materials as well as LPS thiophosphates, chemical and electrochemical reac-
tion with Li metal leads to an unmitigated growth of an ionically insulating inter-
phase coupled with volume expansion of the material [76–79]. This leads to higher
impedances, local stress generation and inhomogeneous current distributions that
can cause failure through filament formation, shorting or mechanical fractures. On
the other hand, addition of stabilizing agents to the solid electrolyte or introduction
of interlayers to these solid electrolytes can lead to formation of a meta-stable
interphase that is a mixed ionic and electronic conductor leading to stable solid-
state batteries.

Lithium metal stabilization is enabled by several strategies that can be broadly
classified into: (i) electrolyte modification [80, 81] (ii) interface modification
[82, 83] and (iii) operating parameter modification [84–86]. Electrolyte modifica-
tion is afforded by additives that can promote the formation of kinetically metasta-
ble interphases [73]. For instance, LiI addition to LPS material in conjunction with
microstructure control led to improvement of critical current density from < 0.5
mA cm�2 to > 4 mA cm�2. Similarly, halide addition to a range of solid electrolytes
have shown improved performance in terms of ionic conductivity and critical
current density. Interface modification is typically carried out by introducing the
use of an interlayer barrier film at the anode | solid electrolyte interface. Atomic
layer deposition of materials like Al2O3, Si, LixAl(2-x/3)O, LiXO3 (X = Ta, Nb) has
shown to improve the performance of lithium metal anodes [87–92]. However,
typically the introduction of interlayers is carried out by cost-, time- and equip-
ment- intensive processes that limit the large-scale deployment of such strategies.
Another key strategy is modification of operating conditions primarily, temperature
and pressure. Indeed, numerous studies have shown the importance of a critical
stack pressure in order to mitigate the mass transport limitations within lithium
metal by enhancing creep flow at higher pressures (Figure 6a and b) [86, 93,
96–98]. Overpotential at constant lithium stripping current (0.1 mA cm�2) shows
reversibly changing overpotentials with modification of the stack pressure. Simi-
larly, overpotential as a function of applied current density shows a reduction of
overpotential with increasing stack pressure. Silicon and indium-based anodes also
show promising performance (Figure 6d) [94, 95]. In summary, anode materials
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for solid-state batteries need to provide high capacity with high-rate capabilities.
Further work on stabilization of anodes under these conditions and demonstration
of scalable integration approaches is required for deployment.

4. Solid electrolytes

Solid ion conductors have been synthesized in a wide range of chemistries
(Figure 7) [99]. Currently, most promising electrolyte that have been investigated
thoroughly are NASICON (LATP, LAGP) [100], Garnets (LLZO) [101] and Sulfides
(LPS) [102]. However, each of these electrolytes have distinct limitations which
are hindering their deployment in ASSBs. NASICONs have been widely investigated

Figure 6.
Summary of key results from anode integration studies in solid state batteries. (a) Potential response of Li |
LLZO | Li cell under constant current of 0.1 mA cm2 under varying stack pressures. Reprinted with permission
from [84]. (b) Influence of stack pressure on voltage increase for varying current densities for Na | β Alumina |
Na cell with the inset showing the critical current density as a function of applied stack pressure. Reprinted with
permission from [93]. (c) Porosity for two lithium metal electrodes as a function of cycling steps obtained from
X- ray tomography measurements and machine learning segmentation. Reprinted with permission from [75].
(d) Silicon | LPS | Li cell cycling behavior. Silicon particles are spray coated on steel current collectors. Areal
loading and current density for the test were 55 μg cm2 and 0.06 mA cm2 respectively. Reprinted with
permission from [94]. (e) Potential profile during pulsed lithiation on In metal at 0.2 mA cm2. LPS was used
as the solid electrolyte. Reprinted with permission from [95].
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for not only Na-ion but also Li-ion all-solid-state batteries [103, 104].
Li1.3Al0.3Ti1.7(PO4)3 (LATP) and Li1.5Al0.5Ge1.5(PO4)3 (LAGP) are the two most pop-
ular NASICON electrolytes for Li-metal solid-state batteries. These electrolytes have
high ionic conductivities (�10�3 S cm�1) but suffer from stability issues as Ti4+ and
Ge4+ undergo reduction in contact with Li metal anode [105–107]. First principles
studies on these LATP and LAGP materials report operating voltage windows
between 2.17 – 4.21V and 2.7 – 4.21V respectively. Garnet type electrolytes have
garnered great attention due to their high electrochemical voltage window which
enables high power density ASSB and enables long cycling life. However, garnet
electrolytes have ionic conductivity one order of magnitude lower than LATP and
LAGP. Garnet electrolytes also suffer from environmental instability which makes
the processing of garnet type solid electrolyte cost intensive [108]. While a plethora
of solid electrolyte classes have been explored over the years, the sodium superionic
conductors or the NASICON class are slowly being re-examined for their high ionic
conductivities, mechanical robustness and good chemical and electrochemical stabil-
ities [109]. In particular, materials belonging to the NASICON family with phosphate
anions are being extensively explored as potential electrolytes and cathode materials
for Li, Na, and Mg-ion batteries owing to their high ionic conductivity, thermal and
environmental stability [110]. The NASICON type Na1+xZr2SixP3�xO12 (0 ≤ x ≤ 3) is
a promising electrolyte material providing high ionic conductivity (10�4 S cm�1) at
room temperature owing to the facile 3D ion conducting pathways. The general
formula for these NASICON type materials is AM1M2(PO4)3 where A can be a
monovalent cation Li+, Na+, K+, Rb+, Cs+, Ag+, Cu+, H+, H3O

+, NH4
+, or a divalent

cation such as Mg2+, Ca2+, Sr2+, Ba2+, Pb2+, Cd2+, Zn2+, Mn2+, Fe2+, Co2+, Ni2+ or Cu2+

or it can also be vacant. M1 and M2 can be filled with di-, tri-, tetra- or pentavalent
transition metal ions within the boundaries of charge balance. NASICONs can crys-
tallize in three different crystal structures, based on the synthesis method, annealing
temperature and choice of A, M1 and M2 resulting in α, β and γ-NASICON. Of these,
γ-NASICON has the highest symmetry with R3̅C space group which is highly suitable
for achieving high ionic conductivities. It is important to explore the possibility of
Na-based NASICON materials to be able to conduct Li-ions as well.

Solid electrolytes have limited ionic conductivity at atmospheric temperatures
which inhibits the rate capability of ASSB for practical applications (see Table 3).
Ion transport in polymer electrolyte happens by the complexation of oxides while in
inorganic electrolytes, it happens across the crystal lattice sites [111, 112]. Ion
transport depends on the available lattice sites and activation barrier for hoping

Figure 7.
Schematic diagram highlighting the differences in properties of three major classes of solid electrolytes:
(a) Garnet, (b) Sulphides, and (c) NASICONs.
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from one lattice to other. Investigation on increasing available lattice sites for ion
transport should be carried out for improving ion-transport. Garnet structures can
be synthesized for different cubic structures to improve ion-conductivity. Sulfides
have shown highest ionic conductivity among solid electrolytes but have major
issues with sensitivity ambient environment since it produces H2S when exposed to
humidity. Low bending stiffness of ceramic electrolytes are hindering the
processing with roll-to-roll manufacturing. Polymers can be easily processed but
they don’t have very high ionic conductivity (see Table 3). Thus, composite
electrolytes can be one of the solutions to this conundrum.

Solid electrolyte must be chemically and electrochemically stable with the anode
and cathode material at the operating potentials. Thermodynamic calculations
based on the phase equilibria at the oxidation and reduction potential of

Type Materials Conductivity
(S cm�1)

Advantages Disadvantages

Oxide Perovskite
Li3.3La0.56TiO3

NASICON
LiTi2(PO4)3
LISICON
Li14Zn(GeO4)4
And garnet
Li7La3Zr3O12

10�5 to 10�3 • High chemical and
electrochemical stability

• High mechanical strength
• High electrochemical

oxidation voltage

• Non-flexible
• Expensive large-

scale production

Sulfide Li2S-P2S5
Li2S-P2S5-MSx

10�7 to 10�3 • High conductivity
• Good mechanical strength

and mechanical flexibility
• Low grain-boundary

resistance

• Low oxidation
stability

• Sensitive to
moisture

• Poor
compatibility with
cathode material

Hydride LiBH4, LiBH4-LiX
(X = Cl, Br or I),
LiBH4-LiNH2,
LiNH2

Li3AlH6 and Li2NH

10�7 to 10�4 • Low grain-boundary
resistance

• Stable with lithium metal
• Good mechanical strength

and mechanical flexibility

• Sensitive to
moisture

• Poor
compatibility with
cathode materials

Halide Spinel Li2ZnI4 and
antiperovskite
Li3OCl

10�8 to 10�5 • Stable with lithium metal
• Good mechanical strength

and mechanical flexibility

• Sensitive to
moisture

• Low oxidation
voltage

• Low conductivity

Borate
and
phosphate

Li2B4O7, Li3PO4

and Li2O-B2O3-
P2O5

10�7 to 10�6 • Facile manufacturing
process

• Good manufacturing
reproducibility

• Good durability

• Relatively low
conductivity

Thin film LiPON 10�6 • Stable with lithium metal
• Stable with cathode

materials

• Expensive large-
scale production

Polymer PEO 10�4 • Stable with lithium metal
• Flexible
• Easy to produce a large

area membrane
• Low shear modulus

• Limited thermal
stability

• Low oxidation
voltage (<4 V)

Table 3.
Solid state electrolyte material for All-Solid-State Lithium Ion batteries.
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well-known electrolytes showed that no electrolyte is simultaneously stable at both
reductive potential of �0 V (vs Li) at the negative electrode and at typical positive
potential of �4 V [113]. That’s why chemically and electrochemically stable and
lithium ion conducting interphase must be formed as depicted in the Figure 7. From
the first principle calculation, reduction and oxidation potential of well know solid
electrolytes are given in the Table 4.

5. Full cell integration

Material families that can meet ion transport criteria comparable to the
state-of-the-art liquid electrolytes have been identified for solid ion conductors.
Integration of these materials into a high-performance battery stack is still far from
realization. The primary limitation in this regard is the lack of fundamental under-
standing of the interplay between charge transfer kinetics and mass transport
within the system, specifically at the electrode | electrolyte interfaces in addition to
other challenges (Figure 8a). Typical implementation of lab-scale solid-state batte-
ries is not in traditional coin-cell or pouch-cell formats. Solid-state batteries are
typically operated in “pressure cells” that encase the cell system in a container on
which a mechanical load is applied (Figure 8b) in addition to temperature. Gener-
ally, SSBs are reported to function at operating pressures of >100 MPa and elevated
temperatures (>50 °C). A quick survey of the reported SSB performance shows that
the achieved specific energy and power density of SSBs fall short of required
metrics of operations for SSBs of >400Wh/kg gravimetric energy density and >200
W/kg power density (Figure 8c)[11]. Janek et al. have carried out extensive work to
understand and decouple the influence of interphase formation and its impact on
cycling of SSBs [116, 117]. Typical SSB cycling performance for sulphide based SSBs
is depicted in Figure 8d [114]. The galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of NMC-
811 | Li-In cells with LPS solid electrolyte (separator, catholyte: 30 %, active mate-
rial: 70 %). SSB cell shows a large first cycle irreversibility (�30 %) compared to an

Electrolyte Reduction potential (vs Li) Oxidation potential (vs Li)

Li2S - 2.01

LGPS 1.71 2.14

Li3.25Ge0.25P0.75S4 1.71 2.14

Li3PS4 1.71 2.31

Li4GeS4 1.62 2.14

Li7P3S11 2.28 2.31

Li6PS5Cl 1.71 2.01

Li7P2S8I 1.71 2.31

LiPON 0.68 2.63

LLZO 0.05 2.92

LLTO 1.75 3.71

LATP 2..17 4.21

LAGP 2.7 4.27

LISICON 1.44 3.39

Table 4.
Oxidation and reduction potential of well-known solid electrolytes against Li/Li+.
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analogous conventional cell (�15 %). Subsequent rate testing shows strong capacity
loss at high C-rates with 0 mAh g�1 at 1C (Figure 8d). Subsequent long-term
cycling at 0.1 C shows a strong capacity fade (1-2% each cycle) that is not observed
for the conventional cell. The origin of this behavior is identified as a resistive layer
formed on the cathode at the high charging voltages which is validated by in situ
impedance spectroscopy, SEM and XPS measurements. NCA cathode material with
LPSCl solid electrolyte and Li metal anode was investigated in full cells at 5 MPa
stack pressure [85]. LNO-coated NCA shows a first cycle irreversibility similar to
NMC materials with subsequent cycles showing higher coulombic efficiency
(�98%). 80% retention over 200 cycle was observed for this cell at the 5 MPa stack
operating pressure and �3.5 mg cm�2 active material loading. The results suggest
optimization of the operating conditions (pressure, temperatures) in order to miti-
gate the formation of filaments and extend SSB lifetimes. Similar studies have been
carried out for different cathode and solid electrolyte material combinations that
highlight the need of tailoring cathode microstructure, interfaces, reactivity as well
as mechanics of the composite cathode. Dixit et al. investigated LFP based cathode
composites in conjunction with hybrid solid electrolytes (PEO-LLZO) with varying
mechanical properties (Figure 8e) [115]. The results indicated that solid electrolyte
with higher adhesion properties at the interface shows improved performance due
to improved wetting and contact with the cathode. SSB micro-batteries are also
investigated as a potential architecture to maximize areal capacity and electro-
chemically active surface areas for niche applications. MoOS2 cathode material in
conjunction with PVDF-based solid electrolyte and mesoporous carbon anode was
used to fabricate 3D micro-batteries using thin-film coating processes [118]. The
results from this study showed improved areal capacity of over an order of

Figure 8.
(a) Schematic diagram highlighting the challenges in integration of all solid-state batteries. (b) Schematic
diagram of a typical implementation of a solid-state battery cell. (c) Summary of experimentally reported
energy and power density of solid-state batteries. Note that the target performance region for solid state batteries
is shaded. (d) Polarization curves and rate performance of NMC-811 | Li-In cells with LPS solid electrolyte
(separator, catholyte: 30%, active material: 70%). Reprinted with permission from [114]. (e) Cycling
performance of LFP | PEO-LLZO | Li cells for hybrid solid electrolytes with three different molecular weights
300K, 1M and 500 K. Reprinted with permission from [115].
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magnitude for 3D micro-battery compared to a traditional 2D architecture
processed identically.

Recently, Dixit et al. carried out a numerical study on investigation on impact of
cathode architecture on the energy density of solid-state batteries [14]. They iden-
tified a necessity for a large variation in particle size of cathode components in order
to achieve higher density composite cathodes as well as to achieve high contact area
between the solid-electrolyte and cathode active material. Additionally, the influ-
ence of excess anode material to the resultant cell-level energy density was investi-
gated (Figure 9a–c). Transitioning to low/no- excess anodes systems can provide
significant improvements in terms of cell-level energy density. Dense solid electro-
lytes (�LLZO) result in high volumetric energy density while low-density solid
electrolyte (�PEO) in conjunction with high voltage/capacity cathode materials.
Limited demonstrations of completely anode-free cells are observed in literature.
Cycling of an in-situ formed Li anode in a NCA | LLZO anode free cell is highlighted
here (Figure 9d and e). The investigated anode free system shows typically low
cathode utilization due to unoptimized cathode architecture with highly reversible
cycling (coulombic efficiencies �100%) over 50 cycles [119]. It should be noted
that due to changes in “accessible” lithium, certain discharge cycles show higher
capacities than the corresponding charge cycle. Another important consideration in
solid-state battery architecture is the concept of bipolar stacking. The use of solid
electrolyte mitigates the shorting and electrolyte leaking in unit cells allowing for
series stacking and reduction of inactive materials in the cell (packaging, sealing,
conductor elements). This can lead to improvement in both gravimetric energy
density as well power density due to reduction in inactive materials as well as
overall resistance of the modules. Initial results with excess-area stainless steel

Figure 9.
(a) Schematic diagram showing the differences in SSBs with and without anode incorporated in the system.
Effect of transitioning to a no-excess anode system from a 100% excess anode system on (b) gravimetric energy
density and (c) volumetric energy density for a range of material combinations. Reprinted with permission from
[14]. (d–e) Cycling performance of an anode free NCA|LLZO cell after initial charging cycle at 0.05 mA cm2.
Stack pressure of 4 MPa was used for the tests. Reprinted with permission from [119]. (f) Schematic diagram
showing bipolar stacking of solid-state batteries. Typical polarization curve for bipolar stacked SSBs with
(g) NMC and (h) LFP based cathode materials. Reproduced with permission from [120, 121].
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current collector as a bipolar plate shows promising polarization profiles for
NMC622 as well as LFP -based SSBs with polymer based solid electrolytes [120–
123]. Subsequent investigations into materials, architectures and cell design for
bipolar stacking needs to be carried out for high energy and power density SSBs.

6. Perspective and outlook

Battery research at present is at a stage where SSB technology can either redefine
the next generation of batteries or fissile out without making an impact. The key
difference between the two scenarios is whether the underlying challenges can be
systematically mitigated or not. With more commercial enterprises investing
heavily into SSB research, there is momentum slowly building to propel and posi-
tion SSBs as the batteries of the future. Success of SSBs would depend upon the
following factors: (i) improving the interfacial issues, (ii) developing unique
processing capabilities while minimizing cost, (iii) addressing cell and pack level
design challenges when integrating solid state components, and (iv) demonstrating
performances exceeding that of advanced lithium-ion batteries. Some potential
challenges and opportunities for SSBs include:

With the electric vehicle revolution driving up the demand for batteries that can
deliver high energy density, can fast charge, have long cycle and calendar life while
maintaining low manufacturing costs, there is definite potential for SSBs to play a
major role in achieving these goals. Moreover, the US Department of Energy’s target
goal for EV batteries include (i) of reducing battery cost to <$100/kWh and ulti-
mately to <$80/kWh, (ii) increasing the range of electric vehicles to 300 miles and
(iii) decreasing charge time to 15 minutes or less. A full solid-state battery that can
meet these targets that are set for electric vehicles in the next decade is an ambitious
endeavor especially when the best anode, cathode, and electrolyte chemistries for
such an SSB are not obvious at present.

Urban air mobility is a rapidly pursued avenue that could redefine transporta-
tion as we know it. Conventional liquid electrolyte-based batteries are subjected to
increasingly stringent safety requirements for use in operation of auxiliary elec-
tronics on present day aircraft platforms. Applications with demanding duty cycles
such as electric vehicle take off and lift (EVTOL) platforms require batteries that
can operate at extreme temperature gradients while being subjected to a multitude
of mechanical stresses during operation. SSBs with their safety and energy density
advantages are uniquely positioned to be the go-to batteries for such applications.
Exploring SSBs for such applications would require coordinated efforts between
industrial players and research institutes to initially define the performance
requirements for such platforms followed by systematic material and engineering
efforts to address the challenges.

i. Extreme environment batteries are a niche yet rapidly growing application
due to the increasing public interest into commercial low-earth orbit and
interplanetary travel. Certain terrestrial, upper altitude and space
applications necessitate secondary energy storage technologies that can
function under a very wide modality of extreme environmental conditions
including but not limited to temperature, pressure, radiation loads, and
mechanical loads. With some present day SSBs operating efficiently at
elevated temperatures when compared to the room temperature
performance, this presents a unique opportunity for deploying SSBs in
these applications. Development of stable, safe, and durable energy storage
technologies can have a transformational impact on the application sectors
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which can include orbital satellites, outer planetary/deep-space probes,
land rovers, polar vehicles/end stations, among others.

ii. As an intermediate step, a less-demanding end use application such as SSBs
for portable/wearable electronics can be pursued, however, this would risk
diverting the focus of the battery R&D community from the biggest
projected market for next generation battery systems – electric vehicles and
grid storage.

7. Conclusion

In summary, despite the challenges, solid-state batteries have great potential for
implementation in applications that demand high-energy and safe batteries. Suc-
cessful deployment of practical SSBs is contingent on addressing the underlying
challenges related to materials, processing, and cell engineering. Through this
chapter, we have discussed the key issues pertaining to the specific SSB cell com-
ponents – cathode, solid electrolyte and anode and their interfaces. We envision
that our perspectives and outlook discussed in this chapter encourages the readers
and inspires solutions that would lead to the eventual practical realization and wide
commercial deployment of energy dense solid state battery systems.
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Chapter 5

Physicochemical Approaches for 
Thin Film Energy Storage Devices 
through PVD Techniques
Ramasamy Velmurugan and Balasubramanian Subramanian

Abstract

For the fabrication of thin films, Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) techniques 
specified greater contribution than all other deposition techniques. Laser Ablation 
or Pulsed Laser deposition (PLD) technique is the one of most promising tech-
niques for the fabrication of thin films among all other physical vapor deposition. 
In particular, flexible thin-film energy storage fabrication PLD plays an important 
role due to its special parameters such as fine thickness control, partial pressure 
atmospheric condition, pulsed repetition rate, in-situ annealing and microstructure 
optimization. Very recently, thin film supercapbatteries have been broadly studied, 
in which the battery and supercapacitor based electrodes are combined to obtain 
a high specific power and specific energy density and extended cycle stability. In 
order to fabricate thin film supercapbatteries, electrodes that have a large potential 
window, high capacitance, and capacity performance are vastly desired. Thus, the 
presented chapter represents an important enhancement in the growth of economi-
cal and eco-friendly thin flexible supercapbatteries and confirms their potential in 
sensible applications such as transport electronics devices and other gadgets.

Keywords: pulsed laser deposition, thin film supercapbatteries, micro electronics 
devices, semi solid state electrolytes, volumetric specific capacities

1. Introduction

Increasing energy consumption, rising human population and global warming 
has raised the necessity to progress alternative energy sources and Electrochemical 
Energy Storage (EES) devices for futuristic necessities. Further, intensifying 
demand on high-performance EES for portable microelectronic devices and 
hybrid electric vehicles has designed giant research thrust in the search for a novel 
diversity of energy storage devices [1–3]. Most of the modern microelectronic 
are intended to work on EES such as batteries, Supercapacitors and Hybrid 
Supercapacitors or Supercapbatteries. In particular, small-scale hybrid devices 
possessions have become vital requirements for diverse insistent purposes such as 
biomedical devices and portable electronics. With the intent, EES systems have 
been well-thought-out as an appropriate power sources for innumerable hands-on 
potential applications owing to the fast charging/discharging rate capability and 
exceptional stability. Instantaneously, extensive development in EES technology 
proposes to interest on the electrochemical performance of electrode materials, 
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electrolytes, and strategy of the devices [4–6]. To make specially, the active 
material should be sort out in a cost-effective manner for receiving high specific 
energy and specific power at low cost. However, to meet the greater necessities of 
upcoming systems, Researchers need to expand their performance by designing 
novel materials with high energy and power density concurrently. In the past few 
years, widespread activities have been defined to emphasize for the capable and 
simplistic progressions to fabricate thin, stretchable, and signifigant solid-state 
flexible batteries and supercapacitors, which are well thought-out as one of the 
opted candidates for most promising power sources in many of the portable and 
microelectronic applications [7–9].

The thin film energy storage devices like batteries and supercapacitors for 
satisfying the energy inevitabilities to balance both power and energy densities. 
In typical supercapbatteries contain two types of energy storage mechanism in a 
single device that which explicit pseudo capacitive (Faradaic) nature and other 
one is battery behavior [10, 11]. For emerging flexible thin film energy storage 
devices fabrication to form thin film electrodes there are variety of coating methods 
such as Electrochemical deposition (ED) [12], Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD) 
[13], Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) [14], sol–gel coating method, spray 
coatings, dip coating and innovative thin film coating systems such as Atomic 
Layer Deposition (ALD) [15] and Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) [16] have been 
employed in the noticeable arrival of thin flexible electrode assemblies. Frequently, 
the growth of micro and nanostructure coatings in thin film form are more suit-
able for flexible energy device applications and the most important benefits as the 
electrode is binder and conductive free in its structural design. This chapter deals 
with the electrochemical behavior of vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) and tungsten 
trioxide (WO3) thin films using PLD as well as thermal Evaporation technique 
used as different kind of Flexible thin film energy storage devices such as sym-
metric Supercapacitor and Supercapbatteries. Author demonstrated Transition 
metal oxides (TMOs) based thin film electrodes for flexible energy storage system 
rather than bulk electrodes. This chapter shows the recent influence of the TMO 
based thin films fabricated through PVD techniques for thin film Supercapacitors 
/ Supercapbatteries. Also an example for anode (WO3) and cathode (V2O5) which 
based on the use of massive scale to micro / Nano scale structures to enhance the 
electrochemical properties of new energy systems with appropriate cost. This 
approach will be defined and delivered for enlightening device performances with 
extended cycle life of thin film Supercapacitors / Supercapbatteries based on the 
principal of electrochemical solid state redox reactions.

1.1 Thin film energy storage

The expansion of flexible and portable electronics harmfully demands thin 
flexible and wearable energy storage devices (ESDs) that preserve both high energy 
and power density with their greater durability and flexibility to influence a vast 
wearable energy storage systems. Thus, extensive work have been devoted to emerg-
ing various types of flexible, stretchable and portable rechargeable supercapacitors 
(SCs) and batteries [17, 18]. Plentiful development has been accomplished in terms 
of thin film electrode material design and flexible device structure along with their 
electrochemical performance. With new type of ESDs, excluding outdated tests 
applied on supercapacitors, batteries and now supercapbatteries how to evaluate 
their “viability” and “portability” growths as a concern. Twisting and extending 
tests are the most used approaches to validate to the stability of flexible thin and 
stretchable energy storage devices, respectively [19, 20].
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1.2 Why thin film energy storage

Since the scalability, a growth of micro electrochemical power sources with thin 
film structural design opens the approach for powering moderated devices such as 
electronic chip units, Biomedical implantable devices and credit card/ debit cards, 
and individual sensors systems. The technology of the thin film is useful for under-
standing the essential properties of the electrode active materials of energy storage 
system such as Supercapacitors along with lithium ion batteries (cathodes, anodes 
and solid state electrolytes) free of polymeric binder and carbonaceous preserva-
tive [21, 22]. More importantly in the form of thin film energy storage depends up 
on some specific features like morphology, size, thickness, pore volume etc., here 
author report why thin film energy storage device important requirement of society.

i. For making of compact sized devices, synthesis of active electrode materials 
at a bulk scale may not be appropriate reason of the giving out issues. These 
demands for the requirement for thin film fabrications, which can simplify 
the expansion of compact devices and significantly binder less for electrode 
fabrications.

ii. The Bulk SCs have two main drawbacks that boundary their application for 
transportable electrical and electronic devices. To begin with, the device 
manufacture consists of high-cost packing materials and device fabrication 
techniques to avoid the possible leakage of electrolytes, as most of the organic 
electrolytes are highly toxic and corrosive nature. Furthermore, it is challeng-
ing to construct small and flexible thin SC devices using liquid electrolytes 
attributable to the packaging problem.

iii. Smooth thin films are highly adhesive, can also be used as a reference material 
for exploration of the morphology’s effect on the performance of electrode 
active materials, as the dimensions, pore volume, surface area and shape of 
particles influence the physicochemical properties expressively.

Additional imperative factor for the improved attention on thin-film battery 
resources is their applicability in micro-Lithium Ion Batteries (LIBs). The micro-
scaling of devices is ongoing to compact the sizes of devices in addition to their 
energy demand, which makes many separate applications practicable, if micro-
LIBs can be used for the power supply. These energy storage systems can be useful 
in different fields, such as biomedical implantable devices, laptops-on-chip, or 
micrometer-sized sensor systems.

1.2.1 Supercapacitors

Supercapacitors (SCs) have significant attention in past years owing to their high 
power density, long stability of cycle life and ability to bridge gap of the power and 
energy density between conventional capacitors, fuel cells and Lithium ion batteries 
(LIBs) Ragone plot of all kinds of energy storage is displayed in Figure 1. SCs retain 
extremely reversible ion adsorption /desorption on the surface of the electrode, 
nevertheless suffer with low energy density. An evolution of SC with its advantages 
of greater power density more than batteries, larger energy density delivers than 
the conventional capacitors, and exceptional durability, is playing an extraordinary 
role as a favorable candidate to come across this ongoing demand for high efficient 
EES and to throw out extended necessity on unsustainable fossil fuels [10, 23, 24]. 
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Therefore, a single EES device, which can instantly provide high energy density and 
high power outputs with long lost, is an extremely desirable.

1.2.1.1 Symmetric Supercapacitor

Symmetric supercapacitor is typically assembled by two identical electrodes 
such as anode and cathode electrodes. The symmetric supercapacitors having 
limited operating voltage of an aqueous electrolyte up to 1.23 V being restricted 
by water decomposition, while using organic electrolyte whose voltage window 
can extend up to 2.7 V. Thin film supercapacitors (TFSCs) have materialized as a 
new class of electrochemical energy storage device and have considerable attention 
in recent years. TFSCs make their presence as one of the greatest hopeful energy 
storage devices attributable to their high power density, outstanding stability, light 
weight and are easy to handle. Nevertheless, the performance of predictable designs 
deteriorates extensively as a consequence of electrode and electrolyte exposure 
to atmosphere along with mechanical distortions for the case of flexible systems 
[25]. TFSCs are flexible and easily reconfigurable supercapacitors display great 
potential for application in portable electronics. Moreover, Flexible all-solid state 
supercapacitors are well-thought-out as a state-of-the art power supply for dimin-
ished electrical and electronic devices because they proficiently avoid the leakage of 
harmful electrolytes, which frequently happens in traditional aqueous electrolyte-
based supercapacitors [26, 27]. Numerous challenges limit their applications, such 
as the thin film composite fabrication process and the underprivileged interfacial 
compatibility among the electrode and the solid state electrolyte. In contrast to 
conventional SCs, flexible solid-state SCs have more than a few important benefits 
containing small size, low weight, exceptional reliability, and an extensive range 
of practical temperatures. TFSCs hold abundant promise for use as energy storage 
devices for flexible, stretchable and wearable electronics [7].

Recently the author group reported V2O5 thin film symmetric SC was fabricated 
using thermal evaporation technique shown in Figure 2a. In this work Ni foam 
substrate was used as a flexible current collector electrode, Flexible V2O5 thin film 

Figure 1. 
Ragone plot comparison with all kinds of energy storage system.
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electrodes were subjected to observed in a post annealing temperature at 500°C is 
shown in a Figure 2b (photographic image of Ni foam at CECRI, India). The V2O5 
annealed at 500°C thin film was highly conducting nature owing to larger grain size, 
it is clearly indicated from the Atomic Force Microscopic 3D topographic image as 
shown in Figure 2c. Further author’s group compared energy and power density of 
two symmetric V2O5 thin film devices such that As-prepared thin film electrode device 
(Cell-RT) and Annealed at 500°C thin film electrodes device (Cell A-500) is presented 
in Figure 2d. The cell A-500 delivered the maximum areal energy density around 0.7 
μWhcm−2 which is fourteen times greater than as prepared cell-RT (0.05 μWh cm−2)
[28]. Later author’s group reported two symmetric thin film SCs using PLD, here this 
work V2O5 and WO3 thin film symmetric SCs was fabricated and successfully demon-
strated various electrochemical investigation such as Cyclic Voltammogram (CV) and 
Galvanostatic Charge and Discharge (GCD). The CV curves of both V2O5 and WO3 
symmetric SC devices is exposed Figure 3a and c reached the maximum voltage up 
to 1.2 V in a solid state PVA-KOH electrolyte, it is clearly indicated the decomposition 
appeared each devices above 1.0 V. To avoid this issue, author fixed the voltage win-
dow in GCD curve at different current densities of V2O5 and WO3 thin film symmetric 
SCs such as 1.0 V and 0.8 V as revealed in Figure 3c and d [28].

1.2.1.2 Asymmetric Supercapacitor

Potential window of the symmetric SCs be necessary more or less limitation 
due to similar materials (same potential widow) used for fabrication, this is 
one of important difficulty of symmetric SCs. On the way to overwhelm these 

Figure 2. 
(a) Schematic diagram of thermal evaporation technique; (b) photographic image V2O5 thin film annealed 
at 500°C at CSIR-CECRI, India; (c) AFM 3D topographical morphology of V2O5 thin film; (d) Ragone plot 
of V2O5 symmetric capacitors(Reprinted with permission from Ref. [46]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical 
Society) .
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issues two dissimilar materials along with different potential widow based 
active materials are used in device fabrication for extending the voltage window. 
Asymmetric supercapacitors (ASCs) retain higher theoretical energy density 
than conventional symmetric SCs have complicated widespread consideration 
throughout the recent years. Still, there is a huge capacity gap between the two 
electrodes obviously restrict higher specific energy [29]. Flexible thin film 
electrodes capacity depends on mass, surface area and thickness of the films, 
can make the capacity balanced even though optimizing parameters such as 
weight, volume and thickness of the electrodes. One of the important footnote 
for several applications, in specific for portable micro electronic devices and 
hybrid vehicles, the volumetric specific energy is more important than gravi-
metric specific energy [30, 31].

1.2.2 Batteries

Conventional Li-ion batteries ensuring abound with limitations such that LIB 
constructed organic electrolytes are highly toxic, corrosive nature and only be 
handled with glow box atmospheric condition. To avoid this difficulties, solid 
state batteries (SSB) will be necessary the potential to progress the next genera-
tion of energy storage devices over the promises of greater energy density and 
healthier protection. The main perseverance of solid state electrolyte empowers 

Figure 3. 
(a) CV curves V2O5 symmetric capacitor in different voltage window; (Reprinted with permission from Ref. 
[46]. Copyright 2019 American Chemical society) (b) GCD curves V2O5 symmetric capacitor in different 
current densities; (c) CV curves WO3 symmetric capacitor in different voltage window; (d) GCD curves V2O5 
symmetric capacitor in different current densities (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [28]. Copyright 2020 
Royal Society Chemistry).
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the predictable of flimsy lithium metal as the anode despite the fact replacing the 
frequently used inflammable organic electrolyte [32]. Even though the ionic con-
ductivity of definite solid state electrolytes must come together taking place and in 
some incidents exceeded organic liquid electrolytes, their extensive application has 
remained inadequate by the excessive interfacial resistance sandwiched between the 
solid electrolyte and electrode [33, 34].

1.2.2.1 Thin film batteries

Thin film based LIBs ought to be established loads of wellbeing in consequence 
of their potential applications as overbearing power sources for micro-electronic 
devices such as smart cards, sensors and implantable medical devices since many 
thin film micro-batteries adopt flimsy metal lithium as an anode, development of 
the cathodes with high energy density becomes significant [35]. All Lithium ion 
batteries have certain limitations such as spreading out fire, explosive nature of 
hazards chemicals and overheating at the positive as well as negative electrodes 
take place while the charge–discharge process in a liquid electrolyte sealed in a 
metal container [36]. Consequently, all-solid state battery with a solid electrolyte 
should be very safe and reliable. The schematic stack diagram of solid state thin 
film battery is shown in Figure 4 [17]. The thin film SSB consisting anode, cathode 
and solid state electrolyte in the form of thin film to avoids explosive hazards 
chemicals, leakage free devices and flexible nature. The electrodes used in thin-
film batteries are limited to those that exhibit little volume change during Li ion 
insertion /deinsertion, since expansion-contraction is restricted in solid-state films 
[37]. For thin film SSB device fabrication PVD techniques play vital role especially 
PLD is unique tool for solid state electrolyte deposition in thin film SSB device 
production. Accordingly, Gil Yoon et al. stated LiCoO2 thin film cathodes fabri-
cated by PLD and the thin film cathode delivered maximum areal capacity 25 μAh 
cm−2 [38]. Kuwata et al. demonstrated solid state electrolyte based LiCoO2 thin 
film cathodes by PLD and the solid state battery delivered maximum capacity 9.5 
μAh cm−2 [39]. Park et al. reported Si thin film prepared by PLD for micro battery 
application, Si thin film electrode delivered maximum areal capacity about 96.7 
μAh cm−2 [40]. Previously reported literatures reveals that the thin film electrodes 
used as a coin cell type battery devices. Thus, Author reveals that the thin film 
based coin cell fabrication by using schematic diagram of thin film battery as 
displayed in Figure 5.

Figure 4. 
Schematic stack diagram of solid state thin film battery.
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1.2.2.2 From supercapacitor to supercapbatteries

SCs still have restricted ordinary -life practical application for that their energy 
density is not comparable to with that of other EESs such as batteries, which the cri-
teria of upcoming energy necessity is far away from adequate to extent. This status 
spurs ground breaking consequence in the design and preparation of novel hybrid 
EES that could combining two mechanism is the more advantages than batteries 
and SCs, which is denoted as supercapbatteries (=supercapacitor + battery) [41]. 
Therefore, hybrid energy storage devices known as supercapbatteries are rising as 
a replacement to overwhelm the disadvantage of conventional supercapacitors and 
batteries, by combining the benefits of each of them, which are superior power 
and energy density, respectively. A hybrid device is combined by two electrodes 
with different energy storage mechanism, such as Electric Double Layer Capacitor 
(EDLC) and faradaic processes; this hybridization of two electrodes could form 
use of their compatible potential window to increase the voltage window of the 
device, hence attempt has been made to attain high energy density without yielding 
constitutional power delivery and very long cycle life of SCs. It deserves that the 
electrochemical performance of Supercapbattery is nearly attendant to the reason-
able design of electrode materials, particularly battery-type materials which deliver 
large capacity developed from dynamical Faradaic redox reactions. Consequently, 
the consideration of novel battery-type materials based on various Nanostructures 
has become a research focal point to encourage the electrochemical performance of 
Supercapbatteries [42, 43]. Recently Author group designed thin film based super-
capbatteries by using PLD. In this work, the fabricated supercapbattery device [28] 
made by two Transition Metal Oxides (TMOs) such as WO3 and V2O5, here WO3 
exhibited pseudo-capacitive behavior and V2O5 revealed the battery type behavior. 
Further, cyclic voltammograms of thin film supercapbattery consisting of WO3 as 
negative electrode and V2O5 as positive electrode and their three electrode configu-
ration is presented in Figure 6a. The thin film supercapbattery device can reached 
voltage window 1.8 V (Figure 6b) in an aqueous 2 M KOH electrolyte and the thin 
film device reached 1.6 V in a solid state PVA-KOH gel electrolyte.

Figure 5. 
Schematic representation of structure of thin film battery.
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1.2.2.3 Supercapbatteries in an electrochemical approach

Supercapbattery devices having high effective battery type electrode materials, 
which is determined slow kinetics, rate performances quit low and less number of 
cycling stability. Supercapbattery devices construct the larger potential of battery 
materials such they are fashionable redox active nature permitting faradaic reaction 
processes with high energy density materials are appropriate for positive electrodes 
and pseudo-behavior materials are highly suitable for negative electrodes [41, 43]. 
In this similarity, author reported the electrochemical investigation of V2O5 thin 
film electrode in a three electrode configuration delivered maximum capacity of 
3.25 mAh g−1 at a current density of 0.6 A g−1 as displayed in Figure 7a. Even though 
V2O5 thin film symmetric device exhibited maximum capacity 160 mAh g−1 at a 
current density of 1.3 Ag−1 as shown in Figure 7b.

Furthermore, a thin film supercapbattery device was assembled by using PLD 
process, in this work V2O5 as a cathode because of it is perform battery nature and 
WO3 as an anode as it deliver pseudo capacitive behavior. The supercapbattery 
device shows the better redox behavior in a semi solid state electrolyte was used for 
fabrication, the thin film device exhibit the maximum voltage of 1.6 V clearly which 

Figure 6. 
(a) CV curve combination V2O5 and WO3 thin films in a three electrode configuration; (b) CV curve 
comparison of Supercapbattery both aqueous and solid state electrolytes.

Figure 7. 
(a) Charge discharge profile of V2O5 thin film in a three electrode configuration; (b) charge discharge profile of 
V2O5 symmetric supercapacitor.
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indicates CV and discharge profile curves shown in Figure 8a and b. The supercap-
battery device showed excellent rate performance as displayed in Figure 8b; the 
device delivered maximum volumetric discharge capacity of 32 mAh cm−3 at a current 
density of 1.3 A cm−3. This is the first thin film supercapbattery energy storage was 
reported by using PLD system [28]. The agreeing thin film supercapbattery device 
fabrication cost is very low due to author used alkaline based PVA-KOH electrolyte 
and the total mass of 0.2 to 0.5 mg of active materials used for thin film supercapbat-
tery fabrication. Therefore, thin film supercapbattery device is economical and eco 
friendly in nature.

1.3 Why PVD techniques for flexible energy storage fabrication

In the past few years ago EES device assembling electrodes such as anodes and 
cathodes fabrication frequently used approaches like Slurry, Hydrothermal and 
other synthesis methods ensuring sufficient draw backs for instance the active 
materials should be very high, low stability owing to require for proper binder, bulky 
electrodes may not appropriate for micro electronic device fabrication, larger size 
EES devices, essential proper complex mixture of active materials. To overwhelmed 
these scenario flexible thin film electrodes fulfill due to less active materials neces-
sary for fabrication for instance compared bulky electrodes 2 to 10 μm thickness 
thin film electrodes fabrication required active mass of 0.2 to 1 mg, in attendance no 
necessity of binder required flexible thin film electrode fabrication because thin film 
electrodes are highly adhesive in nature. Thin film electrodes capable of assembling 
any miniaturized energy storage devices such as planar Micro- Nano supercapacitors 
and fiber based energy storages. Intended for emerging flexible thin film energy 
storage devices, there are numerous thin films coating methods for the occasion of 
Physical Vapor Deposition (PVD), Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD), spray coat-
ings, Electrochemical Deposition (ED) and liberal coating methods such as Atomic 
Layer Deposition (ALD) and Pulsed Laser Deposition (PLD) have been employed 
in the noticeable appearance of thin flexible electrode fabrications. Frequently, the 
expansion of micro and nanostructure coatings in thin film form are more suitable 
for flexible device applications and the major improvement for the thin film electrode 
is binder and conductive free in its architecture. As we identify that together with 
the different physical vapor deposition (PVD) techniques such as Thermal evapora-
tion, e-beam evaporation, Magnetron sputtering and PLD, in predominantly PLD is 
matchless for the intention that its competency to functioning in very high pressure 
of background reactive gases. The recompenses of the PLD process are flexibility, fine 

Figure 8. 
(a) CV curve of thin film supercapbattery device in different sweep rates; (b) discharge profile for the thin film 
supercapbattery device.
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thickness control, high growth rate, quick evaporation and compatible vaporization. 
PLD also plays an enthusiastic role in influencing the microstructure and phases of 
the numerous active TMOs and metal sulfides based electrode materials used in the 
electrode assemblies. In summary, thin film electrode fabrication by PVD techniques 
are most promising tool to enhance the materials crystalline nature, providing 
better nano structure with good adhesive properties than films prepared by other 
techniques.

1.3.1 Thermal Evaporation

Thermal evaporation coating system is a modest technique among all PVD 
system for thin film fabrication. The schematic diagram of thermal evaporation 
technique is displayed in Figure 2a. In this technique molten material in the form 
of powder, foils, pellets and salts for thin film fabrication with the help of boats, 
crucibles and buckets. Usually boats and crucibles made up of molybdenum and 
tungsten metals owing to they have high meting points. Thermal evaporation tech-
nique functioning under the principle of law of conservation such that electrical 
energy converted to the thermal energy, meanwhile molten materials transferred 
to one state to another state. Intended for deposition process occurs while applying 
the current through the boats or crucibles molten material at a particular tem-
perature it goes condensation state to deposit in the form of solid state film on the 
substrate. In this thermal evaporation technique for a thin film deposition normally 
used molten material such as some metals foils Al, Cu, Ni, etc. and some metal 
oxides those materials having low melting points. Recently yen lei et.al approached 
thermal evaporation technique to form SnS2 thin film for flexible photodetector 
applications. Ziran Ye et al. reported Ag film on the liquid surface by using thermal 
evaporation technique for Surface Enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) applica-
tion [44]. Hailin Hu et al. fabricated Zinc oxide thin film by using this method for 
Planar Perovskite Solar Cell application [45]. Author group reported V2O5 thin film 
supercapacitor prepared by thermal evaporation technique [46]. In conclusion, 
from the literature thermal evaporation technique is one of the simplest techniques 
for thin film fabrication for multiple applications also the suitable candidate for thin 
film energy storage fabrication.

1.3.2 Magnetron sputtering

Thermal evaporation technique has temperature limitation with deposition 
occurs only for materials having melting point below 1200°C. To overcome this 
issue Magnetron Sputtering (Schematic diagram is shown in Figure 9) coating 
unit as suitable PVD technique for thin film fabrication attributable to its ensur-
ing more or less special features such as temperature limitations depending on the 
melting point, thickness control coating unit, easy way to deposit metals, semi-
conducting materials, ceramic materials and some polymers. In thermal evapora-
tion technique composite thin films cannot be deposition at instant time as it 
depends on melting point deposition occurs sequentially, In contrast Magnetron 
sputtering Composite materials deposition happens for instantaneous due to its 
having multiple target (cathodes) holders. The deposition due to influence of ion 
bombardment of growing films intensely inspirations their microstructure, and 
for that reason their physical properties of the film should be changed. Ion bom-
bardment may perhaps intensification to the movement of atoms on the surface of 
growing film, which effects in increasing the reordering probability of atoms. The 
thin film process parameters of the magnetron sputtering while deposition is dis-
played the Table 1. All metal oxides, metal sulfides, metal nitrides and metal alloy 
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composites materials based thin films by the promising method to deposit mag-
netron sputtering for innumerable applications, in particularly more than a few 
reports available based on energy storage applications. Hyunsik Im et al. reported 
CuO2 thin film fabricated by using magnetron sputtering for supercapacitor and 
electro catalyst [47]. Z. Zhang et al. stated molybdenum oxide thin film fabricated 
via magnetron sputtering for micro supercapacitor application [48]. Zhoucheng 
Wang et al. demonstrated CrN symmetric thin film supercapacitor with the help 
of magnetron sputtering unit, and the symmetric device exhibited excellent 
cycling stability [49]. Zhoucheng Wang et al. studied binder-free titanium nitride 
thin film electrodes prepared by magnetron sputtering unit for supercapacitors 
[20]. From the literature magnetron sputtering technology is one of advanced 
coating system even if comparable lot advantages than thermal evaporation 
technique, and magnetron sputtering is situated promising tool for flexible thin 
film electrode fabrications.

Process parameters Range

Temperature RT – 500 °C

Partial pressure (mbar) 10−6, 10−4, 10−2

Inlet gases Ar, N2, O2, Acetylene (C2H2), Methane (CH4)

Distance between cathodes and substrate holder 5 cm

Power supply DC power supply
Typically 2000 W
RF Power supply

Radio frequency: 13.56 MHz
Forward power: 0 – 1200 W
Reflected power: 0 – 1200 W

Biasing
-50 V to -1000 V

Vacuum pressure 1 × 10−6 (mbar)

Substrate rotation Speed 1 to 10 rpm

Target size 2″ inch & 3″ inch (depending upon cathode)

Table 1. 
Thin film preparation parameters of magnetron sputtering coating unit.

Figure 9. 
Schematic diagram of magnetron sputtering unit.
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1.3.3 Pulsed Laser Deposition

Thermal evaporation and Magnetron sputtering units having few limitations 
merely two to three composite materials deposited at prompt time. To overwhelmed 
constraint Laser ablation or PLD (schematic of PLD is shown in Figure 10a) had 
better established to be an unique furthermost suitable techniques for the deposi-
tion of thin films comprising an unpredictable through composite stoichiometry. 
Also PLD has some inimitable advantages such that in-situ temperature controller, 
partial pressure atmospheric condition, layer by layer coatings, varying the abla-
tion rate exclusively to develop micro/ Nano structured thin film, even this system 
delivers sufficient microstructure variation and morphologies necessitate for superior 
electrochemical performance as the most important benefits in PLD are larger depo-
sition rate, precise thickness control unit, capability to functioning in high reactive 
background gases pressures, and fewer nonconformity from the target composites 
[50]. The thin film fabrication process parameters of the PLD is exposed in Table 2. 
In this technique Krypton Fluorine (KrF) premixed laser source was used to ablate 

Figure 10. 
(a) Schematic diagram of PLD coating unit; (b) photographical image representation for “laser plume” at 
CSIR-CECRI India (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [28]. Copyright 2020 Royal Society of Chemistry).
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target of the materials in a high vacuum pressure up to 10−7 mbar with the help of 
turbo molecular pump. The laser excimer emits the laser pulse energy 0.8 joule/ pulse 
at a wavelength 248 nm uses high power (40 W) laser pulses to melt, and evaporate 
and ionize material from the surface of a target. This laser ablation event produces 
a high plasma plume that magnify intensely ahead of the target surface, and the 
produced laser plume is shown in Figure 10b. Additionally, PLD unit having rotating 
target carousel is used to make larger composite materials film in an ambient vacuum 
condition. PLD is used to fabricate all metals (Au, Pt, Ni, Ag, Cu, Al, etc.), metal 
oxides (MnO2, V2O5, Co3O4, NiO, SnO2 etc.), metal sulfides (MoS2, CoS, NiS, FeS and 
VS2 etc.), metal nitrides (CrN, TiN, VN and BN), conducting polymers (PANI, PPy 
etc.), solid state polymers (LIPON etc.) and other metalloid compound thin films 
for countless applications. While PLD is the stoichiometric conversion of the ablated 
material on or after the target directed to the substrates and the crystallite phase of 
the subsequent film is not essentially the similar that the target of materials.

From these consequences PLD is one of the ideal candidates to form micro / 
Nano structured films for energy storage and energy saving applications. Recently, 
de Krol et al. fabricated BiVO4 thin film prepared by PLD for solar water splitting 
application [51]. Wang et al. investigated supercapacitor performances of NiSe 
thin film electrodes fabricated by PLD technique and the corresponding electrodes 
delivered specific capacitance value 696 F g−1 [52]. Patil et.al studied effect of 
temperature of CoFe2O4 thin film prepared via PLD for supercapacitor studies [53]. 
This work CoFe2O thin film annealed at 450°C electrode exhibited 777 F g−1. Julien 
et al. examined Li2TiO3 thin film electrodes produced by PLD aimed at energy 
storage application. Here the LTO thin film grown at 600°C delivered a specific 
discharge capacity of 46 μAh cm−2 [54]. Lastly Author group demonstrated WO3 
and V2O5 symmetric thin film supercapacitors and Supercapbattery device assem-
bled by using in-situ annealed thin film electrodes prepared by PLD. Thin flexible 
Supercapbattery device presented superior charge storage performance, also the 
device displayed high volumetric capacitance about 40 F cm−3 [28]. As a final point, 
PLD is the most appropriate technique for energy storage device fabrication.

1.4 Current electrode materials for thin film energy storage

Current commercial flexible energy storage system contains anode and cathode 
are regularly exclusive based on the intercalation/ deintercalation principal of potas-
sium or lithium ions. Even though these flexible energy storage system by now exhibit 
a greatly upgraded when compared to the conventional supercapacitors of 10 years 
ago, their energy storage mechanism principle is also subject to essential limitations 

Process parameters Range

Laser Excimer energy 100–700 mJ

Pulse rate 1–50 Hz

In-situ Temperature RT −700°C

Partial pressure 10−6, 10−4, 10−2

Inlet gases Ar, N2, O2

Distance between target and substrate holder 5 cm

Vacuum pressure 1 × 10−7 mbar

Target size 1–2 inches

Table 2. 
Thin film fabrication process parameters in pulsed laser deposition (PLD).
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prominent to comparably low energy storage system densities. One of the challeng-
ing application for supercapbatteries in terms of specific energy and power densities 
in future portable Micro-electronics. Transition metal oxides such as RuO2, Fe2O3, 
Co3O4, WO3, V2O5, NiO, Bi2O3 etc., and ternary metal oxides NiCo2O4, ZnCo2O4, 
NiMoO4, ZnWO4 etc., have long been disregarded as possible electrode materials for 
all kinds of energy storage system such as Lithium ion batteries, Supercapacitors and 
Supercapbatteries because of the they having high pore volume with high crystalline 
nature for insertion / deinsertion of electrolytic ions. The positive electrode as the 
cathode, the positive electrode frequently has a superior potential than the nega-
tive electrode (Anode). The current always streams from the positive electrode to 
the negative electrode via the peripheral circuit, and the electrons movement in the 
opposite way. However, cathode (positive) and anode (negative) are well-defined, by 
the electrochemical electrode reaction being reduction or oxidation.

1.4.1 Anodic materials

For fabrication of hybrid energy storages such as ASCs and Supercapbatteries, 
anodic materials are promising candidate to meet future energy demands. Usually 
anodic materials charges stored through an electrolytic ions intercalation/ deinter-
calation mechanism. As a result, the rate capability performance of hybrid EES is 
restricted by the sluggish kinetics of ion diffusion in the solid surface, as the surface 
adsorption–desorption approaches at the cathodic materials are noticeably more 
rapidly than the Faradaic reactions occurs at the anode, More than a few materials, 
Bi2O3, MoO3, Fe2O3, VN and WO3 are being investigated as the suitable anodes to 
fabricate hybrid EES because they are having high theoretical specific capacity, 
faster ions diffusion and easily allowing to intercalation of electrolytic ions.

1.4.1.1 Tungsten trioxide (WO3)

Tungsten trioxide (WO3) is a noticeable anodic material for the intention that of its 
low-cost and rich oxidation states (W4+, W5+, W6+); WO3 has in modern times become 
visible as an apparent anodic electrode material in the development of pseudo-capac-
itive nature due to its exceptional electrochemical performance and global profusion 
[55, 56]. However, even though WO3 has well-known its potential as a proficient 
candidate for a widespread mixture of applications, it’s an ideal applicant for thin film 
EES applications; the active material ought to contain high conducting nature and be 
capable to providing extraordinary electrochemical performance. Very few of reports 
on its presentation as an anodic active material in the assembly of a SC in addition 
to battery necessitate to further investigation in this pathway [57]. Recently author 
effectively achieved WO3 Nano structure decorated (Figure 11a) on the surface of thin 
films, grown in an in-situ annealed condition by using well established PLD coat-
ing unit. Furthermore High resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) 
investigation using the WO3 Nano particles with the morphology shown in Figure 11b 
in addition that the elemental distribution analyzes of W and O the color mapping 
images are shown in Figure 11c and d. From this contest author revealed that WO3 is 
the one of the opted anodic material for TFSC device fabrications.

1.4.2 Cathodic materials

Usually, TMOs such as Co3O4, MnO2, NiO, ZnO, V2O5, etc. are redox-active 
behavior and have been used as positive electrode materials for thin flexible energy 
storage. Most of the TMOs having good electronic conductivity, chemically stable, 
high theoretical specific capacities, low prices, abundance, and eco-friendly.
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1.4.2.1 Vanadium pentoxide (V2O5)

Vanadium pentoxide (V2O5) is a well-known electrode active material for 
EES applications in the middle of vanadium family as stated by Whittingham 
et., Vanadium pentoxide has variable oxidation states (V5+, V4+, V3+, and V2+), 
permitting it to attain high capacity than the other TMOs and layered structure of 
V2O5 creates it highly striking for EES applications [58, 59]. V2O5 has also paying 
attention as an active material for improved green EES systems. V2O5 with diverse 
morphologies in an adequate particles and thin film Nano structures have been 
fabricated by a variety of methods. In particularly physical vapor deposition (PVD) 
techniques are promising tool for thin film Nano structure fabrication. Recently 
author fabricated V2O5 thin films by using thermal evaporation technique with 
different thicknesses such as 210 nm, 380 nm, and 540 nm respectively [46]. As 
fabricated films further gone to symmetric SC device assembly, further all devices 
subjected to investigate electrochemical studies. The thin film thickness of 540 nm 
(cross section Figure 12b) symmetric device showed better electrochemical per-
formance as clearly indicated from CV curve shown in Figure 12a. Meanwhile, thin 
film electrodes annealed at 500°C showed redox active behavior than as-prepared 
film (Figure 12c). The post annealing condition is also important for SC device 
performance because the annealed film morphology (Figure 12d) clearly shows the 
larger grain size.

Figure 11. 
(a) FESEM morphology of WO3 Nano structures; (b) HRTEM Nano particles image; (c, d) HRTEM- EDAX 
color mapping images of W and O (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [28]. Copyright 2020 Royal Society of 
Chemistry).
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In thermal evaporation technique, have some draw backs such as large molten 
materials are required for film fabrication. To overcome this issue author reported 
V2O5 thin film electrode fabrication by using PLD. PLD has some unique features 
such as layer by layer coatings, in-situ annealing condition, fine thickness control 
and inlet gases atmosphere while film fabrication. The author lastly reported work 
V2O5 Nano rods (Figure 13a) grown on flexible thin substrate with the help of 
PLD in an in-situ annealed 500°C at partial pressure atmospheric condition [28]. 
Further, the Nano structure investigation by using HRTEM is well agreed with Field 
Emission Scanning Electron Microscope (FESEM) morphology as displayed in 
Figure 13b, also the elemental distribution of vanadium and oxygen was uniformly 
distributed as presented in Figure 13c and d.

1.5 Flexible electrodes for thin film energy storage

As yet, it is still foremost contest to fabricate flexible thin electrodes with robust-
ness mechanical belongings and outstanding electrochemical performance. The 
TFSC device fabrication current collector must be an essential tool to supply power 
to the active materials. Normally, conducting metal foils are used as substrates or 
electrodes for EEs devices [7, 60]. In particularly, TFSC device manufacture flex-
ible current collectors can be needed; at the present time EES device fabrication 
usually used flexible electrodes such as 2 dimensional metal foils (Ti foil, Ni foil, 

Figure 12. 
(a) CV curve comparison of V2O5 symmetric capacitors in different thicknesses; (b) FESEM cross sectional 
image of V2O5 thin film fabricated by thermal evaporation coating unit; (c) CV curve comparison of bare 
substrate and V2O5 thin film annealed at 500 °C in a three electrode configuration; (d) FESEM morphology 
of V2O5 thin film annealed at 500 °C (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [46]. Copyright 2019 American 
Chemical Society).
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and stainless steel foil), conducting carbon clothes, and 3 dimensional arrays (Ni 
foam, cu foam, and graphite foam) have been widely used for the deposition of a 
combination of capacitive materials, conducting additives and binder. Nevertheless, 
metal foils are definitely corroded in aqueous electrolytes, which limits the lifetime 
of the devices [7, 30]. As a result, foregoing efforts have been attentive on the device 
design and fabrication of TFSC electrodes by way of non-metal materials. Even 
though, author used carbon paper substrates in aqueous electrolyte while fabrica-
tion of TFSC device used flexible Ni foam array is shown in Figure 14a and as pre-
pared TFSC device shown in Figure 14b. In set Figure 14b clearly indicates Ni foam 
is one of suitable conducting flexible electrode for TFSC device manufacturing.

1.6 Electrolyte for thin film energy storage

The solid-state electrolyte is one of significant key components for fabrication 
of flexible TFSCs. In assessment to aqueous electrolytes, solid-state electrolytes are 
at ease to handle, and have superior reliability and an extensive range of working 
temperature. In addition, with a solid-state electrolyte can avoid a leakage issue, 
and consequently, which is reducing the device packaging cost [61]. The most 
extensively used solid-state electrolytes in TFSCs are gel polymeric mixture. A good 
solid state electrolyte is a non-toxic material, fabrication cost is low and with high 
ionic conducting nature, excellent stability, functioning at ambient temperature, 

Figure 13. 
(a) FESEM morphological image of V2O5 thin film Nano rods grown by in-situ annealed at 500°C in a partial 
pressure atmosphere; (b) HRTEM Nano particle morphological image of V2O5 Nano rods; (c and d) HRTEM- 
EDAX color mapping images of V and O (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [28]. Copyright 2020 Royal 
Society of Chemistry).
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better mechanical strength and an extensive potential window. In comparison gel 
polymer electrolytes exhibit superior ionic conductivity than dry solid-polymer 
electrolytes further down ambient conditions. Gel polymer electrolytes classically 
contains in a polymeric mixture as the host of an aqueous / organic solvent used as 
the plasticizer, and a secondary electrolytic salt. Poly ethylene oxide (PEO), poly 
vinyl alcohol (PVA), polyacrylonitrile (PAN) and poly (methyl methacrylate) 
(PMMA) are the maximum frequently used for preparing polymeric gel electrolyte 
mixtures. Author group reported fabrication of TFSC and Supercapbattery devices 
solid state PVA-KOH gel polymeric mixture was used [28, 46].

1.7  Significant parameters for estimating the device performance of flexible 
energy storage device

There are two significant parameters for estimating performance of Flexible 
energy storage devices such as volumetric energy density and volumetric power 
density of a TFSC device can be evaluated by using Eqs. (1) and (2)
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Where Ccell is the specific capacitance of the TFSC device, V is the device 
working voltage and Δtd is the discharge time. Based on Eq. (1), to achieve high 
volumetric specific energy density and volumetric specific power density, there is a 
necessity to rise C and V even though reducing Rs. Make best use of the TFSC device 
specific capacitance and voltage window are straight approaches to magnify the 
volumetric energy density of TFSCs. The working voltage window is determined by 
the electrode active materials and electrolytes.

The dynamics of thin film solid state battery as well as Supercapbattery devices 
for estimating specific volumetric capacity from discharge rate performance can be 
evaluated by using Eq. (3)

Figure 14. 
Photographical image representation at CSIR-CECRI, India (a) V2O5 thin film deposited on Ni foam 
substrate; (b) author group fabricated thin film device.
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Where Cv is specific volumetric capacity of the supercapbattery device. υ is the 
volume of the thin film supercapbattery device and Δt is the discharge time. Author 
group reported the thin film supercapbattery device showed excellent rate perfor-
mance and the device delivered maximum volumetric discharge capacity ~32 mAh 
cm−3 at a current density of 1.3 A cm−3 [28]. This is unique instance for thin film 
supercapbattery energy storage was stated via PLD system.

To investigate essentially meaningful volumetric energy and volumetric power 
densities of a TFSC device, it must be fabricated and examined as a widespread 
sized and enveloped device. The essential calculation of volumetric energy and 
volumetric power densities ought to be based on the total area as well as volume of 
the whole device together with the thin film electrodes, solid-state gel electrolyte, 
the separator, current collectors and wrapping materials. Author reported super-
capbattery device delivered maximum volumetric energy density about 12.5mWh 
cm−3 is displayed in Figure 15. Furthermore, the thin film Supercapbattery device 
delivered the steady performance of cycle stability even if an assorted bending 
position is shown in Figure 16a. Finally, the flexible TFSC tested the practical 
viability by illuminating Blue Light Emitting Diode (LED) glow (Figure 16b) with 
the series combination thin film devices, TFSCs well thought-out to be probable 
candidates for use in biomedical and wearable Microelectronic applications.

1.8 Reaction kinetic mechanism

The supercapbattery device showed fast kinetics with good storage behavior. 
The investigated results are extremely specific and exciting in terms of stability, vol-
umetric energy and power density. This development in the supercapbattery device 
characteristics are essentially attributed to the electrode fabrication where the PLD 

Figure 15. 
Ragone plot for thin film supercapbattery device.
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deposition process plays an important role in such a Micro/ Nano scale devices. In 
order to make such supercapbattery device, the charge and mass balancing is very 
much important to construct, however, it is challenging to balance the charge 100% 
in practical devices. Instantaneously, in thin film energy storage, balancing of the 
charge storage can be attained easily by controlling the film fabrication process with 
the help of advanced coating system. Author’s present study, the mass of the thin 
film electrodes was optimized using the characteristics observed from the three 
electrode system. On other hand optimized thickness of thin film electrodes are 
playing very important role for device fabrication, here in author group fabricated 
thin film electrodes separately with the help of PLD and the thicknesses of WO3 and 
V2O5 thin film electrodes such as 1473 nm and 1075 nm is displayed in Figure 17a. 
Further this work reported total thickness of thin film supercapbattery device was 
2.5 microns, even if the device presenting good conducting nature, Electrochemical 
Impedance Spectroscopy (EIS) is the best way to determining Resistance of any 
electrode or device. The thin film supercapbattery device showed very low charge 
transfer resistances Rct value 11.9 ohms it’s clearly indicating EIS spectra is displayed 
in Figure 17b. Thus the supercapbattery device delivered better electrochemical 
performances.

Figure 16. 
(a) Stability analysis of supercapbattery for different bent position; (b) photographic image representation for 
blue LED glow at CSIR-CECRI India (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [46]. Copyright 2019 American 
Chemical Society).

Figure 17. 
(a) FESEM cross sectional image for V2O5 thin film fabricated by PLD; (b) EIS spectra for as fabricated 
supercapbattery device (Reprinted with permission from Ref. [28]. Copyright 2020 Royal Society of Chemistry).
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1.9 Future scope

Nano scale level thin film active materials brought significant improvement for the 
development of flexible thin film energy storage, Nano complex materials in the form 
of thin film facilitate accessible of electrolytic ions and an enhance the device rate 
capability. Nevertheless, an additional side reaction affected by increasing pore area 
must be taken into consideration for practical wearable and portable electronics. The 
flexible storage approach to combine in the form of thin film energy storage advan-
tages of different active materials is a hopeful approach for forthcoming development.

Gradually thin film based composite energy storages demands have led to 
necessities for more specific functions in an electrochemical energy storage devices. 
Furthermore, outdated Supercapbatteries are undertaking modernizations in 
different directions to encounter the special necessities of modern society. Here, 
promising development ways for Supercapbatteries for future as follows

• Microchip energy storage; Easy handling and wearable electronic apparatus is 
progressively becoming an essential in ordinary life, resulting in the perseverance 
to improve highly-integrated, diminished and Nano/ Micro-sized energy storage 
devices. Here, the gradually thin film composite necessities of Nano / micro- scale 
devices such as smart phones with intellectual operations will necessitate the 
expansion of materials on the atomic scale in the predictable future

• Portable and self-charging energy storage; Flexible thin wearable and stretchable 
energy storage devices are foreseeable trend in the imminent development of 
electrical devices for energy transports, drug delivery, recyclable testing, lighting 
apparatus, communication equipment’s and sensors as well as other applica-
tions in which the features of next generation portable products to enable direct 
wearing or direct connection to skin necessitate thin electrode materials with 
exceptional flexible, high deformation and low toxicity.

• Implantable energy storage devices; The fast progression of biomedicine and 
human health witnessing has led to promising demands for implantable very 
thin energy storage devices to permit for bioinformatics assembly, real-time 
pathological detection, active drug delivery and clinical usages in which the 
immeasurable mechanical and kinetic energy from the bio body (e.g. breath-
ing, workout, blood circulation, and heartbeat) can fulfill the self-supply of 
energy to implantable energy storage devices.

2. Conclusion

This chapter converses several properties of thin film influencing their elec-
trochemical performance such as cyclability, energy and power density and so 
on. Author have performed the comparison studies of two class of energy storage 
mechanism between supercapacitor and supercapbatteries have been considered 
to improve large potential window in solid state electrolyte as well as aqueous 
electrolytes. Flexible thin film supercapbatteries employing with the help of PLD 
system are expected to exhibit good electrochemical redox activity to deliver high 
voltage window yet showing a better stability in a post annealed temperature 
conditions. The thin film supercapbatteries consisting of Tungsten trioxide and 
vanadium pentoxide has to be a potentially interesting flexible thin film based 
device, that is simple, low cost, portable and eco friendly. There are no draw backs 
as the electrode materials because the fabricated electrode materials delivered better 
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cycling stability in a different bent position and both materials having good electri-
cal conductivity. Thus, WO3 and V2O5 thin film electrodes are promising candidate 
for flexible thin film energy storage applications and numbers of surveys are highly 
acceptable to discover the potential of these thin film energy storage materials with 
highly adhesive film fabrication methods.
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IPMC Based Flexible Platform:
A Boon to the Alternative
Energy Solution
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and Tarun Kanti Bhattacharyya

Abstract

The ameliorating urge for energy in consonance with the descending environ-
ment and attenuation of natural resources leads to the development of alternate
energy storage. Realistically, flexible, portable, and lightweight energy storage
devices have immense popularity for accessible transportation. In this context, this
chapter analyses a possible solution to the problems described aforesaid on IPMC
(Ionic Polymer Metal Composite) membranes. Also, this chapter includes porosity
induced electrolyte polymer membrane by MCP of Nafion enhances electrical
harvesting attribution. The novel and transportable ocean kinetic energy converting
platform by IPMC membrane was fabricated and applied for energy conversion.
The etching and surface sanding advances the surface area of IPMC to escalate the
gas generation rate as an electrolyser. The functionalised infiltrated Nafion
nanocomposite membranes are fabricated and analysed for DMFC performance and
methanol permeability. Perfluorosulfonic acid polymer electrolyte membranes
gained more attention in the former epoch for vast applications in energy, chloro-
alkali electrolytes, OER, and polymer electrolyte fuel cells. The direct methanol fuel
cell is an excellent alternative to PEFC for managing liquid fuel and higher energy
density at low operational temperatures. Nevertheless, polymer electrolyte mem-
branes and direct methanol fuel cells are potential contenders for circulated power
and transferable power applications; the substantial technical, scientific, and
economic difficulties must be elucidated beforehand commercialisation.

Keywords: Energy storage, Fuel cell, IPMC, Flexible storage, smart material,
ionic polymer, electro-active polymer, Composite membrane, Electrochemistry

1. Introduction

Over the century, the evolution of electronic devices has been rehabilitated
rapidly and day by day. The transistor incorporation led to reducing the feature size
of any realistic instruments, and besides that, the efficacy has to be ameliorated for
that purpose. The continual advancement of the fabrication methodologies of
printed circuit boards makes the transistors significantly small, permitting the huge
number of transistors in one plate and lessen the consumption of electric power of
the integrated circuit. In the present day, many electronic devices are used in
miniature sizes and too much power for any operation. Subsequently, energy
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storage devices are required in the same formation used in those new small devices,
batteries, and capacitors, which are hindrances to their improvement. The batteries
are analysed, which are lower of flexibility, higher weight, and mainly possess huge
space in the particular equipment. Generally, the capacitors with low storage
capacity with low energy occupy a huge space, mainly electrolytic capacitors,
restrained by shape. Moreover, the capacitors need to solder directly to the inte-
grated circuit; their electrical polarity cannot be reversed in electrolytic capacitors.
In this scenario, this chapter explores a probable elucidation to the above-said
context based on IPMC (ionic polymer-metal composite) systems. These attain
capacitive features after dipping in the ionic solution; then, the membrane becomes
flexible and lightweight with stored potential, a new kind of flexible capacitor.
Furthermore, the flexible IPMC membrane capacitor is malleable and easily used in
polarity reversal based on needs. In most cases, the analysis and application of the
IPMC polymer matrix entirely focused on the actuator’s application [1–5]. This
chapter focused on another part of IPMC, i.e., the energy storage application. The
different fabrication procedures and corresponding attributes of the polymer sys-
tem are discussed thoroughly here. Prominent displacements analyse IPMCs within
lower density forces. In the mechanical energy harvesting system, IPMCs are
investigated using the generated lower electric power values, but irrespective of
using significant mechanical pressures, the reverse function is happened as with the
piezoelectric type materials [6, 7]. Present-day, electric double-layer capacitors
(EDLCs) and lithium-ion batteries are the maxima used energy storage devices on
the scale of important commercial use. Every device exhibits definite attribution
and applications that need high energy density (Whkg�1) for lithium batteries and
high power density (Wkg�1) of EDLC system [8–11]. Furthermore, few polymers
depict several characteristics changes and some benefits in the potential application
field in the presence of electrical stimulation; those are called electro-active poly-
mers or EAPs. Those materials are showing response in size and shape by the
variation of electrical stimulation. This material is categorised into two depending
on the activation mechanism, i.e., ionic and electronic or field-activated [12, 13].
Generally, the electronic grade exhibits a higher energy density of mechanical
energy; in comparison, ionic systems potentially employed ion diffusion or trans-
portation consist of the electrolyte-electrode interface. Conductive polymers, ionic
polymer gels, and composites of ionic polymer-metal are examples of some ionic
EAPs. The electromechanical response of the membrane, showing huge strain at
electrical stimulation, is very similar to the biological tissues. The Ionic polymers are
introduced in fuel cells application in the 1960s; the features of EAP and the
connexion of electromechanical ion-transportation of metal-ionic polymer compos-
ites (IPMC) were invented in 1992 by researchers in the United States and Japan
[14, 15]. In general, IPMC comprises a membrane of polyelectrolyte, normally
Flemion or Nafion covered on all sides with a conductive metal. After that, the
counter-ions are neutralised, stabilising the electrical anionic charge of the cova-
lently stable to the pillar of the membrane. The hydrated cations transportation
between an IPMC polymer matrix is kept within the voltage applied, and
corresponding electrostatic interactions enhance the bending. IPMCs are the work-
ing actuator that delineates lower impedance. Moreover, the water-based IPMCs
generally dissociate with solvent content when it is subjected to 1.23 Volts higher.
IPMCs are corroborated as the smartest prominence materials for larger bending
deformation and lighter weight within significantly less applied voltages [16–18].
However, To fabricate chemically coated IPMC membrane, electrodes of metal ions
gold, platinum, etc., are distributed through the hydrophilic sections of the polymer
matrix and generally decrease the consistent metal atoms of zero-valence. Paddison
et al. [19] researched the measurement of hydrated Nafion’s permittivity in the
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range of broadband frequency. Their outcomes denote that the dielectric constant
enhances with incrementing the water content, reduced with frequency increase.

2. Different manufacturing process of IPMC membrane

The important pillar for IPMC manufacture procedure is choosing the base ion
altercation polymers; those are naturally fabricated from the organic polymers,
comprising a permanent ionic group of covalently bonded. In the electrochemical
industry, generally well-known ion exchange materials are used that rely on a
copolymer of divinylbenzene and styrene. Moreover, the permanent ionic groups
are shaped after the completion of polymerisation. The widely held ion altercation
materials are alkene of perfluorinated: with lesser length side-chains concluded by
ionic groups like Nafion, normally ammonium cations for anion exchange or car-
boxylate or sulfonate (COO� or SO3�) for exchange of cations. In a perfluorinated
compound (PFC), all hydrogen is supplanted by fluorine in the chain of carbon;
however, the molecule holds one altered functional group or atom at least. The
backbones of large polymer conclude their short side-chains and mechanical
strength afford ionic groups that interrelate with water and the transportation of
suitable ions. Furthermore, they might generate nano-channels of hydrophilic
nature that are called cluster networks. Yu. et al. was fabricated the IPMC polymer
matrix using the as follows method. However, in this process, the perfluorinated ion
exchange membrane is taken upon that metal is deposited, such as platinum or gold.
The IPMCmatrix samplings were constructed with the twice depositing of platinum
on Nafion–117 [20]. The initial stage is to coarsen the material surface; a) the emery
paper is used to scratch the membrane surface for increasing the effective surface
area; b) using an ultrasonic cleaner, the membrane is cleaned with preferable water;
c) the membrane is dipped and boiled the in aqueous hydrochloric acid, i.e., HCl
aqueous of 2 N concentration for 30 minutes to eradicate the ions and impurities in
the membrane, d) finally after the rinsing with DI water, the entire membrane is
merged in hot deionised (DI) water for up to 30 minutes to eliminate acid and
swelling the polymer membrane matrix. The coarsened membrane is kept in
deionised water. The subsequent procedure steps are to integrate the ion transpor-
tation or altercation capability with the help of a complex metal solution. The
platinum amine complex ([Pt(NH3)4]Cl2) aqueous solution is used. Furthermore,
when the polymer membrane is submerged, a solution of ammonium hydroxide
(5%,1 ml) is added that to neutralise. Store the membrane at room temperature in
the solution for more than three hours. Following Yu et al., the third step is primary
plating. In this procedure, the complex of platinum cations is decreased to a metallic
state as nano-particles form with the help of a prominence-reducing agent. After
the rinsed in 180 ml 40°C deionised water, sodium borohydride (2 ml of 5%) is
mixed in each 30 min for seven times. Within this arrangement, the temperature is
raised progressively to 60°C for 1.5 hours. A smooth Pt particles black layer is
coated in the membrane surface. After that, the entire polymer matrix, i.e., the
membrane, is again washed with deionised (DI) water and plunge in 0.1 N dilute
hydrochloric acid for up to one hour. In the finishing procedure, the secondary layer
of plating is completed. This methodology is envisioned to deposit Pt over top of the
preliminary surface of Pt to diminish the resistance of the surface. Next, the sup-
plementary quantity of Pt is overlaid with the following methods into the as grow Pt
layer. Furthermore, hydroxylamine (6 ml) and 5% hydrochloride solution are
added, and 20% of hydrazine solution (3 ml) is mixed in every single 30 minutes
interval simultaneously. In this sequential fabrication route, the temperature is
elevated to 60°C progressively for four hours; after that, the grey metallic texture
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will be coated on the membrane surface. After that, when no platinum ions are
there in the solution of plating, the membrane is adequately washed with water and
again placed in boiling in 0.1 N hydrochloric acid (dilute) to eliminate the cations of
ammonium of the membrane.

2.1 Casting method and silica gel process

The economically available Nafion film thickness varies in the range of
50 � 180 μm, though the efficiency of the IPMC differs by thickness, like the
rigidity of bending, a field of electric, etc. However, to attain a denser or targeted
depth of Nafion membrane irrespective of customised thickness, the entire process
is illustrated below. Furthermore, this procedure needs a very controlled tuning of
the method’s parameters like the specific solvent concentration and temperature;
therefore, it has reproductivity issues [21]. The thickness of Nafion may be attuned
by the fine-tuning of volume dispersion of the Nafion. The overall fabrication
procedure comprises four steps (a) stirring, (b) mixing and (c) thermal treatment,
and (d) sonication. Thermal handling enhances the Nafion film’s mechanical stiff-
ness. Lastly, the Nafion film must be placed in the hydrogen peroxide solution in
boiling state for 1 hour within temperature range 75°C -100°C and then the mem-
brane heated for 1 hour in the deionised (DI) water. Furthermore, the process of
casting has been testified to attain higher thickness Nafion IPMC actuators [22].
Moreover, Jung et al. was established a Nafion membrane of controlled pore size
with porosity by silica sol–gel methods and etching by hydrofluoric acid [23].
Furthermore, they established an improved metal composite actuator consisting of
ionic polymer with the help of Nafion membrane having porosity using the ion
exchange procedure and electroless plating. After that, (i) the different Nafion
surface possessing membranes were coarsened with sandpaper #1200 grading, and
after that, the surface is substantially cleaned by ultrasonication cleaning method
and chemically using HCl solution (2.5 N); (ii) for the exchange methods of Pt ion,
the membranes were dipped in [Pt(NH3)4]Cl2.xH2O solution (0.2 wt%), and then
ultrasonicated for 8 h with 30 min interval; (iii) for the initial reduction methods,
an aqueous solution about 180 ml having NH4OH (0.5 ml) solution was arranged,
and then the membranes are absorbed in that solution; (iv) 1 wt% (0.5 ml) PVP
solution and 2 mL of 5 wt% NaBH4 solution is mixed in each 10 min interval; and
(v) while the temperature of the solution is 600°C, the 20 mL of NaBH4 solution
(5 wt%) was mixed, and after that PVP solution (0.5 ml 1 wt%) was mixed at
intervals of 20 min for four times. Finally, while this method was concluded, the
membranes were dipped for 12 h in 0.1 N HCl solutions and then cleaned with
deionised (DI) water. Thus, the membranes were accomplished by the Pt ion
exchange methods of four cycles and the methods of initial reduction. Also, in the
second-reduction methods, an aqueous solution of 280 mL is made that contains
[Pt(NH3)4]Cl2.xH2O (400 mg) was executed, and the membrane was dipped in
that solution at 400C. Then 3 mL of NH2OH-HCl solution (5 wt%) and 6 mL
of NH2NH2.H2O solution (20 wt%) were mixed with each 10 min. After that,
the membrane was cleaned with DI water and 0.1 N HCl solutions. Lastly, in
cation exchange, the membranes were dipped for 48 h in 1.5 N LiCl solutions
(Figure 1).

2.2 Nafion-CNT composite based IPMC membrane

Ijeri et al. have prepared a carbon nanotube and Nafion polymer nanocomposite
for combinational electron and proton transportation. The membranes depict the
proficiency to permit a separate electron-proton transportation path inside the
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membrane matrix. This feature unfastens new applications in particular mem-
branes like advanced synthetic devices proficient in working sunlight to harvest
hydrogen using water splitting. The manufacturing procedure is delineated as fol-
lows [24]. First, the needed amounts of MWCNTs and Nafion solution were
weighed and put for 20 min in an ultrasonic cleaning bath with water. This pro-
vided a uniform dispersal of MWCNTs. The quantities were designed to provide
MWCNT (0–5%) on a dry weight basis in nafion. In addition, isopropyl alcohol
(1 ml) was mixed to assist in the proper dispersion and wetting of MWCNTs.
Whenever the homogenous solution was decanted into petri dishes, it was kept on a
furnace, maintaining that it is placed in an equal height levelled flat platform
allowing uniform evaporation of solvent for 3 h within ambient conditions. More-
over, the entire setup was then replaced at 40°C and in the oven overnight. Fur-
thermore, the membrane was then moistened with deionised (DI) water for one
hour, separating the membrane from the entire setup substrate. Finally, self-
supporting, flexible membranes were fabricated by just detaching them from the
entire petri dish. Finally, the membrane was dried again and kept in an oven
overnight.

2.3 Fabrication procedure by silver nanolayer in the membrane

Chung et al. introduce nanopowder of silver for IPMC fabrication membrane,
which progresses the adhesion between polymer membrane matrix and metal elec-
trode [25]. The normal methodologies of this process are the nanopowders of silver
casting with Nafion polymer trailed by ornamentation and technologies of electro-
less plating of silver. The IPMC actuator of 5 mm (width) x 2 cm (length) x
0.23 mm (thickness) is taken for deformation investigation. The IPMC membrane
corroborates a huge bending deformation with more than 900 angle curvature
bending at 3 V applied. For the Ag nanopowder casting, the in-between adhesion of
the electrode of metal and the polymer matrix membrane delineates superior attri-
butes; however, this will enhance the surface resistance up to 2 Ω/square. To solve
these difficulties, a non-toxic electroless plating of silver is introduced to diminish
the resistance of the surface. Moreover, the resistance of the surface is lessened to
0.12–0.15 Ω/square after this electroless plating method. Furthermore, in the pro-
cedure, the contact pad will incline to form Ag2O for the oxidation of Ag by the
influence of OH� from the water that will increment more the resistance of the

Figure 1.
Schematic representation of the fabrication of Nafion membrane technology incorporated with porosity [23].
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surface. The nickel electroforming in the contact pad will lessen the surface’s resis-
tance because it will preclude the Ag2O formation. This novel is emerging procedure
has the eminence of the better bond between the polymer membrane and electrode,
shorter process time, substantial driving force in the lower driving voltage (around
0.22gf at 3 V), low cost those making it potential for application of mems based
device (Figure 2).

2.4 The process of hot-pressing

The hot-pressing method is used to fabricate numerous thin films of Nafion
observe together, which improves the stiffness of bending, reproducibility, and
force performance. The key benefits of this process are that it is simple, repeatable,
and lucid to regulate the thickness [26]. Mainly the actuators of IPMC are fabricated
by this method. Modify the films of Nafion with appropriate dimensions, clean by
the acetone, and pile by the polyimide film in the mildew. The mould setup is then
positioned between the 180°C preheated setup with presses for 20 minutes without

Figure 2.
The schematic method flow of Ag nano-powders coated IPMC actuator [25].

Figure 3.
Fabrication by hot press and stacking [27].
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pressure, and at 180°C, then it is hard-pressed in the pressure of 50 MPa up to
10 min. After the films are cooled in ambient air to ambient temperature, the film is
boiled for 1 hour at 70°C 3 wt% sulphuric acids for 1 hour at 70°C in 10 wt%
hydrogen peroxide for 0.5 hours in DI water. Furthermore, dipped in platinum
ammine complex ([Pt(NH3)4Cl2]) aqueous solution for one to two days for plati-
num ions absorption in the piled film. Furthermore, after cleaning the membrane
with deionised (DI) water, keeping it at 40°C water of 500 ml, stirring and mixed
sodium borohydride (5 wt%, 5 ml) solution in 30 min every interval and also
temperature steadily incremented up to 60°C (Figure 3).

3. Properties of IPMC

3.1 Actuation of IPMC membrane

When a membrane of Nafion-based IPMC polymer is induced to a slight amount
of DC potential, the membrane experiences a deformation of rapid bending incline
to the anode, trailed by a time-taking relaxation headed for cathode that is in the
opposite direction. When both surfaces are connected after the movement of relax-
ation has clogged, the test sample exhibits a faster deformation of bending in the
direction of cathode and, after that, gradually relaxes to its prior position to the
anode direction.

3.2 Electrical and mechanical features of IPMC

It is established that the IPMC holds high modulus of elasticity and stiffness than
the Nafion membrane, while both trails a similar pattern from the stress and strain
analysis. This is because strain–stress performance is prevailed by the polymer than
the powers of metal (as coated as electrode material). At the time, IPMC functions
in a mode of bending; there is dissimilarity in mechanical features of the particles of
metal (in the electrode) and network of polymer likely to influence one another.
Moreover, fabricating a potential strain and stress plot of the IPMC membrane
should be tested and cut as a cantilever configuration. The impedance analysis is
delineated that IPMC works as an impartially capacitive material in low-frequency
(>100 μF) and a resistive material like >50 Ω in higher frequency (Figure 4) [26].

Figure 4.
Impedance spectra of wet IPMC sample at fully hydrated state [27].
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3.3 Effect of cations variation

Kim and Shahinpoor [28] investigated in detail to realise that IPMC polymer
matrix features vary depending on cations variation. Each membrane was
manufactured to absorb dissimilar counter-ions likely as Li+, Na+, H+, Ca2+, K+, Ba2+,
Mg2+ by sopping it in a particular solution of salt (1.5 N of LiCl, NaCl, HCl, CaCl2,
KCL, BaCl2, MgCl2), individually for 3 days at 30°C [6, 29, 30]. All the IPMC sample
is monitored at null displacement holding different cations with respect to the Na+

ions in IPMC. So it is clear that Li+ � comprising IPMC is more outstanding than
others, representing those hydration procedures compared to transportable cations
that create a prominent character in actuation. Similarly, Flemion corroborates the
same response (Figure 5) [31].

3.4 Lowering of IPMC electrode surface resistance

The resistance of the surface shows a crucial part in the electro-deformation of
IPMC. Shahinpoor and Kim [32] abridge the resistance of active electrode surface
effects on the prominence of artificial IPMC system is inclusive [33, 34]. It is
observed under the scanning electron microscope (SEM), the surface cracks on the
IPMC are easily visible, and pores are easily distinguishable. The relaxation and
contraction are repeatedly shown when actuation bending of an IPMC generates
more electrode surface cracks and depreciates the IPMC conductivity of the surface.
If the IPMC electrode surface has a high resistance surface, the solvent molecules
and cations membrane inside will transport to the outer side electrodes associated
with the supply of power for the gradient encouraged in the field of electricity. The
AC impedance analysis is an electrochemical method that helps to investigate IPMC
artificial systems that elucidate the structure’s equivalent circuit. The surface-
electrode resistances (Rss), the polymer resistance (Rp), and impedance (Zw) for
the charge transportation resistance nearby the surface electrode, with the double
layer capacitance, relates in the interface of electrode-surface-electrolyte (Cd) and
ionic polymer. In general, the surface electrode length (L) and the thickness of the
surface electrode (t) play an essential role [27].

4. Energy storage study of IPMC polymer system

The electro-active IPMC material comprises a central layer possessed by a poly-
mer with the upper and lower layer prepared of higher conductive electrodes.

Figure 5.
Schematic representation of the deposition process of higher conductive material [27].
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The polymer that conquers the central layer has two main attributes: ion selectivity
and permeability. These features are accomplished using polymers comprising
organic ionic groups involved by covalent bonds to the polymer’s backbone. Rely on
the sign of the charge of the ionic groups existing in the polymer; it may be pene-
trable to cationic charge, i.e., positive and anionic charge, i.e., negative, or both. The
polymers are commonly used with fixed ionic sulfonate groups for permeable pos-
itive ionic charges [35]. Furthermore, it is stated that one of the most standard
groups of polymers worked in IPMC is “perfluorinated alkene,” and specimens of
these polymers are Nafion, Neoseptat, Flemiont or Selemiont, and Aciplext [35].
The electrodes founding the upper and lower layers of IPMCs are electrical conduc-
tors, investigated by very low electric resistivity. They are generally platinum (Pt)
or silver (Ag) [36]. In the methods of fabrication of an IPMC, the electrodes depo-
sition is presently made on the upper and lower active surfaces in three techniques:
the route of “incorporation through reduction” (suffusing reduction methods) [29];
the physical casting procedure and the “direct mounting methods” (natural process
assembly). The latter was established to elucidate the main difficulty of the two
other manufacturing methods: the poor control in the deposition time of electrodes.
The efficacy of the “integration through reduction” methodologies has created this
the most worked, despite being the most time-taking and highly expensive [37].
IPMC membranes were fabricated using Nafion 117 polymer that is penetrable to
positive ionic charges. The electrodes were deposited by high conducting metal like
platinum or gold on the polymer using the “integration by reduction” procedures.
Moreover, the disadvantage of holding poor control in the surface features of the
electrodes typically reasons IPMC membranes to have different textures. The sur-
face morphology and geometry of the electrodes of the IPMCs must be associated
with their enactment, concomitant with the electrodes’ electric resistance, and the
consequential IPMC dielectric constant. Fundamentally, existing research work uses
IPMC materials as actuation elements in electromechanical systems [30, 38–42]. A
research was conducted on the capabilities of electro-active IPMC capacitors and the
requirement of these possibilities on temperature [43–47]. Numerous IPMC mem-
branes were observed with the same thickness but varying active surface areas. The
membranes did not need any electrolyte that is why it is called “dry” strips with
those capacitor elements. The polymer constituent of the membranes was acquired
from a sheet of Nafion 117 and having a definite thickness. After cutting, a layer of
chromium of 5 nm thickness was coated on the polymer surface, followed by a gold
layer with a thickness of 100 nm on that same platform. Chromium was used to
guarantee good adhesion between the gold and the polymeric matrix. The features
of the voltage terminals of the composite material were chronicled within charge
and discharge tests. All assays were done when charging the IPMC using a current
power source, from which constant current charge was produced. Each IPMC was
charged over fixed time using a fixed electric charging current in mA and then
allowed to discharge, investigating the material property itself, i.e., how long they
hold a charge. Moreover, the obtained results are calculated, and the exhibited
capacitance value of specific and areal both have in the very higher range. The
charging procedure is happened very fast up to the limit. The operating voltage was
also perceived that the operating voltage is set up to that above which the IPMC got
disrupted. Some of the used IPMC membranes were cut to test their storage capac-
itance scalability with their effective surface area. It was witnessed that a lessening
of 20% of the surface area amounted to a reduction of 20% of its storage capaci-
tance, such as a linear relationship [48]. Another research work verified a system for
producing and storing electrical energy using IPMC devices and polymeric
polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) piezoelectric devices to feed emitting organic
diodes. For the electrical energy storage of IPMC, electro-active devices were
worked, also for the production of electrical energy, PVDF piezoelectric elements
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were employed, both as-fabricated single and double layers. The feasibility of
IPMCs as electric energy storage elements was measured. The experiments were
executed concerning the duration of the electrical charge store in the IPMC and
reached the voltage level when the charging mechanism occurred at a constant
voltage and constant current. Mainly The Nafion polymer is used in the IPMCs. The
chromium electrodes were worked with an intermediary layer between the gold and
the polymeric matrix, and also, the electrical contact from the gold platform is easy
to make up [49, 50]. The storage capability of the IPMC membranes was certified
with the integration of lithium ions in their interior structure. This for the initial
doping of the IPMCs matrix was executed by dipping the devices in LiCl solution.
The fabricated morphology of IPMCs matrix and metal-doped IPMC membranes
stored charge in the greatest amount within a particular time window compared to
the other storage elements, especially electrolytic capacitors, which exhibited
specific and areal capacitances, too high. This work allows us to determine the
relatively short electric charge of this material (Figure 6).

4.1 Electric model representing IPMCs as electrical energy storage elements

Dependent on the IPMC element mode, a variation of its theoretical model had
to be prepared. This section analyses the various aspects and effects of the entire
force on the positive ionic charges when the IPMC stores electrical energy. Electrical
forces: When a continual electric current is enforced on the IPMC matrix, this leads
to the positive ions, which are primarily at rest within the negative ionic polymer
charges, to transport in the direction of one electrode. However, the negative ionic
costs in the polymer are permanent; they will not be transportable. The gap
between the positive and negative ionic charges will then escalate to the genesis of
an electric field inside the IPMC matrix; there is a potential difference in its termi-
nals and electrical forces between the IPMC systems. Mass diffusion forces: Mass
diffusion forces are important in the experimental stage. When an IPMC membrane
is dipped in an electrolyte, the forces for the mass diffusion method contribute to
the impregnation of the membrane with the component positive ionic charges of
the electrolyte. At the time of positive ionic charges, concentration in the mem-
brane equals outside positive ionic charges. The concentration on the outer surface
is residual; a substantial concentration gradient can transfer charges into the poly-
mer matrix. Nafion 117’s polymer encompasses negative charges, making the IPMC
membrane selective only to positive charges concerned by the electrical forces

Figure 6.
Illustration of ionic distribution in the IPMC based system [51].
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between them and the negative fixed charges. Mechanical forces: There are no
mechanical pressures forced on the IPMC capacitor. The positive ionic charges
current density: regarding the forces’ characterisation, one arrives at Eq. (1) for the
positive ionic charges current density within the IPMC.

Jþ ≈ � RT
K

� �
∇þ

ρc �
qþ
kp

� �
∇pmec (1)

4.2 Discharging and charging of IPMCs at constant current

The discharge investigation under a resistive load intended to acquire the spe-
cific capacitance values Ceq (Fg

�1) connected with a specific IPMC membrane, i.e.,
a capacitive element, and compute each discharge time td and each used electrolyte.
To execute a discharge test, it is essential to execute the electrical charging of each
IPMC capacitive membrane. However, in every discharge, the test contained two
divergent phases: discharging through a resistor and constant voltage charging. The
obtained value was selected to have a much low value than the internal IPMC Rdif

resistance. This is expected to realise the synchronised use of two membranes of
IPMC materials connected in parallel. The upper IPMC electrodes were associated
with the positive terminal of the external DC voltage, while the lower electrodes
were coupled to its negative terminal. There is a discharge resistance, i.e., Rext is
present in between the terminals of the external circuit. Two of the most significant
parameters for analysing a device for electrical energy storage are the rated voltage
Vn and charging time ts. A series of IPMC charge tests are executed at a constant
current to acquire values for those two parameters. The current source has the main
benefits of being consistent for quite lower values of current in the mA order, and
the voltage is controlled. The usage of the lower current value is for charging the
IPMC is vindicated by these for being usable in low-power devices. This voltage
source permits the constant current imposition to the IPMC capacitive membrane
elements is crucial for the investigations of charging and discharging. The net gain
in the current power source is better. The IPMC charging analyses were carried out
at a constant current. This value was selected because the thinnest IPMC used in
those tests reaches its nominal voltage of 1.5 V.

4.3 Duty cycle

The quantity of charge–discharge cycles provides the valuable life of a precise
electrical energy storage device that can tolerate ago no longer being fit for opera-
tion. Those parameters are essential for indicating how long or for how many cycles
the elements can be worked for a specific application. To conclude whether altered
solute concentrations could enhance the useful life of an IPMC capacitive mem-
brane, numerous consecutive charging and discharging investigation at constant
current were executed. This harvests a square waveform of electric current
conforming to charging and discharging cycles at fixed current. The waveform was
asymmetric because a negative current in the discharge time was introduced, and
the IPMC terminal voltage would reach negative values [51].

4.4 Holding time

Preferably, a device for electrical energy storing should deliver all of the electri-
cal energy previously-stored irrespective of the time at which it was stored. The
IPMC electromechanical model delineates that the electric charge in the IPMC
system is related to the terminals voltage in Eq. (2). This designates that the electric
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charge stored in an IPMC is directly proportional to the voltage between its termi-
nals, as in a capacitor.

Q ¼ 3εbl
5d

V (2)

The experimental methods for assessing the conservation of electrical charge in
IPMC capacitive elements had two dissimilar parts; whole charging of the IPMC
following the analysis of its voltage at subsequent instants of time [52]. When the
IPMC rated voltage is reached, the current source was turned off. The terminals
voltages of the membrane were then calculated by varying times. The IPMC mate-
rial depicts capacitive behaviour, and the value of its capacitance relies on the
dielectric constant as in Eq. (3).

Ceq ¼ 3εbl
5d

(3)

The specific capacitance Ceq_e (F kg�1) of a given IPMC membrane is measured
by Eq. (4), where r is the equivalent mass density of the IPMC membrane.

Ceq_e ¼ Ceq
m

¼ 3εbl
5d

� �
:

1
ρ:b:l:dð Þ ¼

3ε
ρd2

(4)

The dielectric constant value of the as-fabricated IPMC capacitive system is
affected by the electrolyte used and the negative ionic charge density of existing
connections to the polymeric morphology. Therefore, the connexion between the
dielectric constants of two different IPMC membranes, if assembled in the same
electrolyte, is only depicted by the ratio existing within the negative ionic charges
density in the same element, which in turn will rely on the volume of the IPMC
system (b.l.d) and the ionic charges density of the polymeric matrix used, k, stated
by the following relation in Eq. (5).

ε∝k:b:l:d (5)

The significant time evolution of the voltage at resistance Rext throughout the
IPMC discharge is given by Eq. (6), where U is the voltage at the preliminary
instant, Rext is the electrical discharge resistance, and Ceq is the equivalent
capacitance of the IPMC element.

ϑ tð Þ ¼ U:e�
t

Rext :Ceq (6)

The primary technique contained the numerical approximation of the voltage
curves acquired experimentally via Eq. (6). The methodologies of nonlinear least
squares with the help of the confidence region algorithm were introduced to assess
Ceq. The Rext had a value in the range kΩ. As the regression curve calculated was not
a better approximation of the experimental data curve. Eq. (6) for the capacitance
of IPMC equivalent presumes only a single capacitive effect in IPMC membranes.
This is delineated for the transportation of positive ionic charges in between the
polymer matrix, and it’s accumulated along the whole surface of the electrode with
a negative polarity (Figure 7).

Moreover, when the low-frequency is applied electrical signals like 0.1 Hz in this
proportion of electro-active material, the positive ionic charges circulated the inner
side of the IPMC matrix quickly gathered the nearby zone of the negative electrode,
and consecutively the capacitive double layer is formed. The outcomes of
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experimental analysis, however, depicted the capacitive effect of higher potential-
ity. On the basis of the physical model formerly manifested for the IPMC materials,
it was noted that the capacitive effect was only corroborated with the formation of
electric dipoles in between the positive ionic charges and fixed ionic charges those
are located in between the double layer region and the positive electrode. In con-
clusion, there are two distinct capacitive effects: one is for the genesis of the double
layer, and another is associated with the produced electric dipoles. To interpret for
the two capacitive effects in the time frame of the voltage, an amendment was made
to Eq. (6), containing the sum of a second exponential component linked with a
second time constant, as Eq. (7) shows [52].

ϑ tð Þ ¼ a:e
�t
τ1 þ b:e

�t
τ2 (7)

The model now reflects two-time constants: a short time constant τ 1 and a slow
time constant τ 2. The sum of those parameters a and b is equal to the IPMC voltage
at the initial stage of the discharging methods. The capacitance value is obtained
related with each time constant from Eqs (8) and (9). One of that time constants is
associated with the capacitive effect in the IPMC linked with the electric dipole
arrangement and which zone in the polymer resembles the region between the
positive ionic charges and the fixed ionic charges. On the contrary, the second
constant is allied with the double layer.

C1 ¼ τ1
Rext

(8)

C2 ¼ τ2
Rext

(9)

Using the revised model, a substantial enhancement was achieved, allowing
assessing the value of capacitances C1 and C2 and the time constants connected
with each type of IPMC system and for each type of electrolyte. The fact that the
maximum capacitance was accomplished when using electrolytes with lower solute
concentrations can be elucidated by the encapsulation effect [53]. The encapsula-
tion effect ascends from the circumstance that the maximum number of electric
dipoles designed in the polymer matrix is attained for a given solute concentration
of the electrolyte. A definite limited number of electric dipoles will relate to a
maximum yield of the dielectric constant of the IPMC matrix. Since the capacitance

Figure 7.
Schematic representation of the formation of the electric double layer in the matrix of polymer.
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concomitant with an IPMC is correlated to the dielectric constant using Eq. (9), it
follows that the capacitance will incline to a maximum value at high solute concen-
trations. It should be recollected that τ 1 is associated with the polymer region where
the creation of electric dipoles in between positive ionic charges and fixed ionic
charges happens and the region that will establish the characteristic times of charg-
ing and discharging of each IPMC system. However, an IPMC membrane having a
higher thickness does not signify a greater time constant but directly proportional to
the effective surface area. The difference in surface areas also delineates the alter-
ation in results between the IPMC with the same thickness. Therefore, the second-
largest surface area of the IPMC membrane in the research would be predictable to
have higher yields than were acquired.

4.5 Discharge time

For an RC circuit, the load voltage during discharge of the capacitor over resis-
tance is correctly given by Eq. (10).

ϑ tð Þ ¼ U0:e�
t

R:C (10)

The discharging time constant τ is given by eqn

τ ¼ R:C (11)

Replacing Eq. (11) into Eq. (9.20), one arises at the voltage at time t given by
Eq. (12).

ϑ tð Þ ¼ U0
e

≈0:368Uo (12)

The instantaneous at which the IPMC voltage reaches the value calculated by
Eq. (12) is measured from all the experimental results. It was depicted that the major-
ity of IPMC membranes offered results in the order of hundreds of seconds.
Incrementing the values with enhancing electrolyte solute concentrations were also
found. This system had the lowest surface area among the IPMCmatrix analysed, thus
having fewer electric dipoles along the electrodes of this matrix. The IPMC double-
capacitance model undertakes two different capacitive effects; one is related with a
fast time constant τ1 and with the other a slow time constant τ2. The significance of
each time constants in the IPMC capacitor process is related to the frequency of the
circuit in that it will be implanted. The capacitance C1 is leading in the case of high
frequencies. Contrariwise, in low frequencies, the capacitance C2 will hold huge
prominence in the operation of the IPMC capacitor. However, different functional
features rely on the frequency operation of the circuit in which the IPMC is implanted;
it is crucial to envisage its energy depending on the envisioned mode of operation. To
calculate that percentage of the total stored energy can be free if high frequencies are
used, the power degenerate in the resistive load in the time interval consistent to the
first time constant—that is, from the initial time of the discharge until the time instant
τ1—was calculated. Within these essays, two charging times importances had been
taken care of analogous to two different time instants in the charging methods of the
IPMC. The first time moment t corresponds to the instant at which the IPMC voltage
value at its terminals is approximately 63% of the final value U, as shown in Eq. (13).

ϑ τð Þ ¼ U 1� 1
e

� �
≈0:632U (13)
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The second time instant is related to when the across IPMC terminals voltage
equals 95% of its final value. These two moments were selected to depict the effect of
the two-time constants of the system forecasted by the attuned electrical model. The
best times were usually realised for higher solute concentrations, with the maximum
having reached for IPMC using the higher electrolyte solute concentration. The
charge time values are alike to the period of the cut-off frequency an IPMC element
replies to mechanically. The charging time of an IPMC element is directly associated
with its frequency response; meanwhile, this time interval resembles the time needed
for much of the positive ionic charges stored inside the element is located on one of its
electrodes, establishing dipole electric ionic in between positive and negative electric
charges. Thus, one can authorise two charging time constants: a fast constant, which
impacts the early charge stages, and a slow constant, with greater effect in the
remaining moments. For cases of constant current charging, the model that expresses
this fact is given by Eq. (14), where Umax is the IPMC voltage at the end of charging
and the sum of the constants a and b is equal to 1.

ϑ τð Þ ¼ Umax 1� ae
�t
τ1 � be

�t
τ2

� �
(14)

4.6 Nominal voltage and number of charge: discharge cycle

To assess an IPMC matrix system’s electric power density over the maximum
energy stored for each IPMC, the rated voltage must know first. It has been con-
templated that the nominal voltage of an IPMC polymer matrix to the extreme
potential variance can happen at its terminals deprived of the electrolysis of the
solvent. Electrolysis of water is a physical circumstance investigated by the water
decomposition into its basic elements, namely oxygen molecules and hydrogen ions.
This incident has the effect of concentration lowering of solvent present in the
IPMC, reducing the ionic mobility within the IPMC. Moreover, the H+ ions forma-
tion enhances the density of positive ionic charges, leading to a temporary incre-
ment in the ionic current density. If an adequately high electric field is extended,
the polymer matrix electro-active IPMC membrane material interruption may still
happen, that instigating permanent destruction to the material. The target is to
inspect the association between the number of charge–discharge cycles and the
solute concentration of a given IPMC polymer matrix. Different IPMCs were eval-
uated rely on the electric energy originally stored in certain IPMCs equated with the
values at the end of the limited number of charge–discharge cycles of the IPMC. It is
noted that these results were also equated with all solute concentrations considered.
The methodologies introduced to relate the stored energy at the initial and end of a
test relates to the square of the voltage at IPMC terminals. After a particular time,
the outcomes for the decrease in stored electric energy were calculated as a solute
concentration function. When the IPMC system is charged up to a definite maxi-
mum voltage, and after a few seconds, the entire system allows for discharge
typically without external influence, and the total charge dissipation has occurred
consecutively. The entire time taken for discharge is fully its charge storing capa-
bilities. The primary rapid decrement in the voltage is due to the downfall of the
double layer shaped by the positive ionic charges and the electric ones on the
electrodes. The electrical energy stored in a capacitive system is given by Eq. (15).

E ¼ 1
2
:C:V2 (15)

In the time interval, the main incident was the reorganisation effect of the
electric dipoles formed by ionic charges in the IPMC polymer matrix system.
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As a result, the voltage at the IPMC lessened significantly. This voltage drop can be
elucidated by evaporation of electrolyte, i.e., water in this case. However, the IPMC
does not encapsulate; the evaporation of water will play a vital role in these cir-
cumstances [53]. As the solvent vaporises, this took away positive ionic charges, so
the electric charge decreased within the IPMC system and the decreased number of
electric dipoles. In some cases, it was observed that the membrane had dried,
probably having some water in the matrix inside, which elucidates the presence of a
residual voltage at its terminals. The energy density of stored electrical energy: It
has been calculated that this type of capacitive element—the IPMC material pos-
sesses that is similar in nature to that of classic capacitors when used for energy
storage. It is known, electrical energy is measured from the rated voltage and the
capacitance. The power is proportional to the nominal voltage square directly, and,
in turn, the rated voltage is proportional to the IPMC element thickness directly
since the electrolysis of the solvent is catalysed by the electric field present within
the IPMC system matrix. The energy density is exhibited by the ratio between the
extreme energy the IPMC can store and its respective mass. It has also been seen
that the response that incrementing the thickness of the IPMC does not impact
energy density enhancement. This is a significant response that depicts that the
price of a membrane of electro-active IPMC material becomes high prominently
with the thickness. It is crucial to mention that the electrolyte a solution of salt and
water for research purposes. If an electrolyte having a higher dielectric constant,
like an electrolyte composed of lithium and propylene, had been introduced, it
would be anticipated that the electric energy storage capacity of the IPMC materials
matrix would be prominently enhanced. Lithium ions (Li2+) developing the solute
of the electrolyte has a lesser atomic radius than sodium ions (Na+) and thus have
higher ion transportation capabilities within a membrane of IPMC material, which
accelerates the ion interaction between the sulfonate ions (SO3�) and the positively
charged ions attached to the polymer structure [54]. Moreover, this electrolyte’s
degree of evaporation is very low, which advances the preservation time of the
electric charge of a capacitive IPMC material matrix.

5. Different applications of IPMC based energy harvesting and storage

5.1 Metal composites based ionic polymer on microcellular foamed Nafion

The energy harvesting experimentation of the IPMC composite membrane was
lead in the 20 Hz frequency or less. When vibrations of a definite frequency
window were allowed, the microcellular foamed samples were permitted, and a
prominent proportion of energy was gathered from foamed samples compared to
non-foamed samples. The outcome value was transformed by computing the mod-
ification data attained by the standardisation for the obtained current. In the band
of frequency, the subsequent data was transformed into the value of root mean
square (RMS), and also a 20 s time from the entire 30 min time approximately
delineated the higher data was designated and connived. Two polymer membrane
matrices were investigated in similar analysis environments, and the average value
was accepted. For every analysis scenario, we connived a graphical output of cur-
rent versus time. That was corroborated by that foamed IPMC samples logged a
band of high frequency with the higher value. Moreover, in the band of low-
frequency, it is depicted that the IPMC samples of non-foamed higher energy
harvest compared to the foamed system. This analysis is accredited to the much
critical non-foamed samples movements. In the band of frequency about 10 Hz, it
was investigated that the foamed system deviate much higher swiftly than the
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specimen of non-foamed; also, the following data fluctuated up to roughly three
times. The capacitance was calculated with the 0.001 μF resonance in the 120 Hz
band after drying in a vacuum under all conditions of the specimen. Distinct out-
puts were gathered for every analysed system. As the ratio of foaming incremented,
the retention capacity of cells’water was enhanced thereafter, along the capacitance
was also incremented. It is presumed that the thickness increment in the membrane
of polymer electrolyte and enhancement of water retentivity ameliorate the effec-
tive enactment of the capacitance. These are for the containing of water in the IPMC
matrix and affecting the responses as a relaxation factor depicts the prominence
outcome of the capacitance [55]. The obtained yields are delineated in Figure 8.

5.2 Ionic polymer-metal composite based water electrolysis for solar
energy storage

The typical gas generation rate was calculated using the total volume of hydro-
gen gas composed divided by the duration of the 300 s. When the applied voltage
increases, the gas generation rate enhances for all three IPMCs. Fascinatingly, the
etched IPMC delineates a steeper increase compared to both the sanded and control
IPMCs. Even though sanded and etched IPMC have higher whole gas production
rates than the control IPMC, the sanded IPMC’s gas generation rate was higher at a
lower voltage, whereas the etched IPMC’s gas generation rate was higher the higher
voltage. To calculate the efficacy of the different fabrication process, the average
gas production rate, the average voltage supplied, and the average current through
the IPMC was computed to regulate the system’s competence. From the graph, all
three IPMC exhibits higher efficiency at lower voltage and their efficiency decre-
ment at a variable rate as the voltage applied increases. Sanded IPMC has the
highest efficiency and highest gas generation rate around 3 V, successfully produc-
ing that increasing the surface area through sanding will advance the performance
of IPMC for energy harvesting. Although etching has a higher gas generation rate
compared to the control, it must be noted that its energy efficiency values are often
lower compared to both the sanded and control IPMC. On the other hand, at lower
supply voltages, the electrolysers at higher temperatures were lagging in the gener-
ation of gas. However, the gas generation rate was higher at higher applied voltages,
signifying a higher average slope in applied voltage vs. gas generation rate. The
proficiency of the IPMC electrolyser generally decreases as the voltage applied
increases. However, for higher temperatures (45°C, 55°C and 65°C), an increase in
the productivity of the IPMC generator is seen as the voltage applied surges from
4 V to 5 V. When the temperature is low (45°C), it behaves similarly to IPMC at

Figure 8.
Water content, capacitance, and output current versus frequency variations according to the foaming ratio of
IPMC specimen [55].
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room temperature, however, when the temperature increases to 45°C, the
electrolyser seems to hold a constant efficiency. As the temperature increases to 65°
C, the efficiency seems to progress with increased voltage [56]. Comparison analysis
illustrated in Figure 9.

5.3 Nafion-PVA composite membranes performance for direct methanol
fuel cells

This research analysis has been targeted to investigate the permeability of
methanol and fuel cell proficiency of Nafion-PVA composite membranes in the
functionalities of the thickness in the range of 19 � 97 μm. Also, the composite
polymer membranes were fabricated by the Nafion polymer that is placed in the
nanofibres of (PVA) polyvinyl alcohol. The methanol infusion resistance of the
Nafion/PVA composite membranes exhibits a linear deviation versus thickness. The
variation between actual and apparent permeability leads to a calculated data of
4.0 � 10–7 cm2s�1 for the proper or intrinsic permeability in the phase-in bulk of
the membranes in the composite matrix. The integration of nanofibers of PVA
creates a noticeable decrease of one order scale in the permeability of methanol
associated with Nafion original membranes. The proficiency of DMFC of the elec-
trode membrane assemblages fabricated from pristine and Nafion-PVA membranes
was analysed at 95°C, 70°C and, 45°C in different concentrations of methanol, like
as 3, 2 or 1 M. The membranes polymer composite in nanoscale with the thicknesses
of 47 μm and 19 μm corroborated densities of power of 184 mWcm�2 and 211
mWcm�2 in the temperature of 95°C and the concentration of 2 M methanol. It is
analogous to the finding for membranes by Nafion with an analogous thickness of
the similar conditions, 204 mW cm�2 and 210 mW cm�2, correspondingly. How-
ever, a higher degree of utilisation of Nafion work as a material of proton-
conductive in Nafion-PVA membranes is delineated for the lesser proportion of
Nafion polymer in the membranes composite. Therefore, substantial reserves in the

Figure 9.
Comparison illustration of IPMC H2 production rate and IPMC electrolyser’s efficiency under temperatures
variation [56].
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expended Nafion amount are significantly achievable. Moreover, the PVA
nanofibers incorporation in the time of fabrication exhibited the polymer mem-
branes with lower thickness with higher mechanical attributes; however, the mod-
ification of membranes of pristine Nafion become unviable below the 50 μm
thickness. The innovative membranes of nanocomposite are fabricated using
Nafion polymer amalgamated in between the functionalised nanofibers of polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA) and investigated the attribution of DMFC performance and metha-
nol permeability. Furthermore, methanol’s primary permeability is detected from
the attribution of original permeability inherent to the material of the membrane
matrix. The composite polymer membranes delineated the permeability coefficient
of methanol with a magnitude reduction of one order compared to the pristine
membrane of Nafion for the barrier effect triggered with the nanofibers. Further-
more, the nanofiber phase is not impacted in the coefficient of electro-osmotic drag
of methanol; in some definite circumstances, the low values were detected in
membranes of Nafion-PVA. Fascinatingly, the coefficient of electro-osmotic drag of
methanol was decremented corresponding to temperature as an alternative of the
water responses conveyed to increment with temperature increase. Direct
methanol fuel cell analyses at variational methanol concentration and temperature
conditions delineated the extreme outcomes to be attained in 2 M solutions at 95°C.
In these scenarios, the membranes of Nafion-PVA of 47 and 19 μm of thickness
attained comparable engagements to Nafion membranes with equivalent
thickness compared to the high protonic resistance detected at the membranes
polymer composite. Introducing a phase of nanofiber in the Nafion polymer
matrix and the thin membranes use leading to important reserves in the
expended Nafion polymer amount can be proficiently managed to keep higher
performances [57].

5.4 Ocean-based energy production system using the electrochemical
alteration of wave energy with the help of ionic polymer-metal composites

In this research work, ionic polymer with metal composites (IPMCs) based on
an energy harvesting platform stored the kinetic energy from the waves of the
ocean and transformed it into electricity. However, the investigational analysis
depicted that IPMC composite materials attribute several benefits, like durability
and softness; they also counter speedily to wave parameters like wavelength,
amplitude, and frequency. Moreover, the data analysis recorded for 296-day
delineated that the gross power density engendered persisted stability around
245 μW/m2. The decaying electrical performance of IPMC polymer matrix in a span
of long term process is trivial. Generally, the modules rotation is nominal: the 18
modules’ gross amplitude in the motions of rolling, pitching, and yawing is roughly
1 degree in the 0.48 Hz frequency.

Furthermore, the displacement in the z-direction is profoundly high compared
to the incident waves’ amplitude and different displacements directions. The inves-
tigational outcomes demonstrated the gross power density intensely oscillated at a
particular time in a day more than 180 μW/m2, also with the power density average
of roughly 245 μW/m2 and 292 μW/m2 peak value. The IPMC polymer system’s
power density is mostly smaller than the conventional energy resources; further-
more, the IPMC system is economical and sturdy. The system power can be
enhanced by accumulating the effective area of the IPMCmembrane matrix. On the
other hand, several explorations will emphasise evaluating buoy systems in fluctu-
ating wave and current presences to analyse the configuration system stability in
the ocean at the time of extreme weather or typhoon. Those studies will assist in
augmenting the long-term performance and lessening the prices of maintenance at
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the installation time. Furthermore, the IPMC material bending plays a potential role
to develop the proficiency of the energy harvesting structure [58].

5.5 Water and ion transportation in Perfluorosulfonated ionomer membranes
for application of fuel cells

The volume fraction of water θ rises with lessening equivalent (EW) weight
values of the IPMC membrane, irrespective of the membranes types and the coun-
ter cations. That point denotes the water present in the membranes matrix escalates
with the concentration surges of the group of ion exchange. Afterwards, the water
molecule presents in the groups of sulfonic acid and the counter cations within
membranes to create the regions of the ionic cluster. On the other hand, anticipated
that the membranes possess lesser EW values help to advance more numerous and
much extensive ionic cluster zones in the membrane by providing high ionic con-
ductivity. However, for the variation of cations species, the content of water order
is Na+ < H+ < Li+ for all the matrix of membranes. It designates that the content of
water relies on the species of cations, and specifically, Li + cations can fetch the
molecules of water for having the higher hydrophilic features. The ion-exchange
group contributes to the formation regions of the ionic cluster. The total water
molecules number in the membrane per ion-exchange group is λ also enhances with
lessening the equivalent weight value; also, the order of λ for cations species varia-
tion is similar with the volume fraction of water Na+ < H+ < Li+. It is advised that
the number and size of regions of a cluster of ions in the matrix of membranes are
pressurising with the value of the equivalent weight and the cations species varia-
tion. This signifies that when the equivalent weight diminishes, the counter cations
and groups of sulfonic acid attract much water in the ionic ambience. The content
of water is calculated by the stability in between the force of osmotic hydration in
the ion and elastic force cluster persuaded with the fluorinated polymer deforma-
tion that is the leading chain. The activity of water can be equally presumed in the
membrane matrix and the outer side of the solution of the membrane.31 If the
number and size of the cluster region of ions enhance by escalating the membrane
volume, the membranes density will be diminished for the water thickness (ca. at
25°C 1 g cm-3,) is lesser than the membranes itself (at 25°C around 2 g cm-3). The
membrane densities reduce with reducing the equivalent weight value, particularly
the Li-form membranes thicknesses that are lesser than the different cations-form
membranes.

Furthermore, the membrane possesses a lesser equivalent weight value that
enlarges the volume, and the cluster regions of ion are primarily developed mostly,
specifically in the membrane of Li-form. The membrane possesses a lesser equiva-
lent weight value that can create greater expanded cluster regions of ions despite
the cations’ species. The membranes’ ionic conductivity is roughly correlated with
the number and the size of cluster regions of ions in the matrix of membranes.
Furthermore, the conductivity of all protonic membranes is significantly greater
than the rest of the membranes of cationic form. It is usually attributed that the
proton of the aqueous solution is elated with the help of the hopping process and
can be transported faster compared to the rest of the cationic species transferred
using the vehicle process. The probable aspects of finding out the conductivity are
the mobility and concentration of carrier cations within the matrix of membranes
that is calculated from the outcomes of the density of membrane and conductivity
of ions. The sulfonic acid group concentration within the membranes, i.e. CSO3- is
analysed and equivalent to the carrier cations attention. However, the carrier cat-
ions concentration for all membranes is impervious to the equivalent weight value
of membranes. The carrier cations species mobility is enhanced with reducing the
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EW value. Like this, the increment of carrier cations mobility becomes an initial
factor in enhancing the membranes conductivity. Moreover, the perfluoro sulfonate
ionomers are not membranes of the cross-linked polymer. The EW value decrease
leads to increasing the cations species number and expanding the membrane
volume for the swelling.

The motion of water molecules in the polymer membranes is subjective with
electrostatic counteraction by the cationic species; the water molecules mobility
within membranes are diminished when the stronger interaction is present, and the
membrane’s diffusion rate will be slower with the reduction of water molecules.
Furthermore, the cations species and water molecules’ mobility in the polymer
membranes is prominently crucial to comprehend the ionic movement in the
membranes. In this scenario, the coefficient of water transmission tH2O and the
permeability of water Lp are significant parameters; they also provide such partic-
ulars about transportation. One carrier cation dragged that much water molecules
denoted tH2O holds a positive charge when cation transports within membranes. If
this value becomes higher, the molecules of water intermingle with the cation
species to the membranes more sturdily.

On the other hand, Lp depicted that the rate of permeation of water molecules
within membranes. The diffusion of water molecules arises more smoothly in the
membranes when the value is higher. The tH2O value of the Na+ and Li+ form
membranes depicted high values compared to the membranes of the H-form. The
Lp Na-form and Li+ membranes are lesser than the membranes of the H-form. The
Na+ and Li+ cations have sturdier counteractions compared to protons in the mem-
branes with water molecules and avoid the diffusion of water molecules.

Moreover, the yield results delineated of the H-form membranes is the trans-
portation of proton controlled by the hopping process, and the molecules of water
are dragged hardly together at the time of proton transportation within membranes.
In this case, the water molecules easily diffuse compared to Na-and Li-form mem-
branes. The variation in Lp and tH2O with respect to the EW value exhibits impor-
tance for water molecules with ion transport. The tH2O is not systematically varied
in the proton membranes, with the increment of Lp with EW value decrement. The
two distinct parameters, water permeability and water transference coefficient,
have better associations with the membranes conductivity. It is corroborated that
the water molecules move more easily, in which membrane depicted higher ionic
conductivity. The water molecules mobility within membranes correlated with the
conductivity and is motivated by the cation species and the equivalent weight value.
To envisage the interrelation between the cation species and the water mobility in
elaborate, the analysis of the coefficients of self-diffusion DLi+ and DH2O was
calculated by Li, and 1H PGSE-NMR are investigated. The values ofDH2O are about
10�10 m2s�1 in the membranes. The acquired value for the proton Nafion 117 is very
similar as investigated by Zawodzinski et al. in the temperature of 30°C. It is
identified that the DH2O value of pure H2O at 30°C is 2.55 � 10�9 m2s�1. So the
molecules of water mobility in the membranes are decreased. The DH2O of the
membranes enhances with reducing the EW value. The H-form membranes depict
high values compared to the Na- and Li-form membranes. Those obtained outputs
indicate that the water molecules transportation within membranes is decreased
with the channel morphology of the cluster of ion zones and the interactivity by the
species of a cation. Moreover, the molecules of water penetrate more rapidly in the
Nafion membranes compared to the flemion membranes in the almost equivalent
EW value. Also, it is fascinating that the polymer matrix membrane morphology
impacts the membranes’ conductivity. As a carrier ion, the movement of Li+ is
much connected to the water molecules transports in the membrane matrix. This is
illustrated in Figure 10, here DLi+ is illustrated versus DH2O of the similar
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membranes. Generally, the diffusion phenomenon (small-range) is quicker than
diffusion of longer-range is elucidated as inconsistent diffusion.

Moreover, the time-dependent DH2O illustrates that the molecules of water
disperse in the heterogeneous region in the membranes. The areas of an ionic cluster
are not the open area for the H2O diffusion, and the interaction of water molecules
with SO3� and Li+ shows dissimilar exchange rates. All of the obtained coefficients
of self-diffusion analyses for Li+ cation and water molecule by the PGSE NMR
procedure are correlated well with other investigations of ionic conductivity, water
content, water permeability, and water transference coefficient. Moreover, it is
becoming a potential tool to comprehend water and ion-molecule transportation
performance within the membranes [58].

6. Conclusion

This chapter represented the energy storage application with results and the
practical characteristics of IPMC polymer materials in the analogous field. This
composite polymer and polymer matrix have been researched in detail in the
potential application of flexible energy storage of electrical energy. The attributes
create the IPMC polymer materials prominent and potential elements for substitut-
ing the conventional capacitors in different real-time applications. These whole
chapter goals delineate the summary of IPMC polymer material on energy storage
and its corresponding working principles. There is plenty of fabrication methods
comprising the primary process of compositing membrane and electrode of mem-
brane surface discussed in detail. The coefficient of electro-osmotic drag of metha-
nol is varied with temperature directly proportional. Direct methanol fuel cells
analysed at different temperatures and methanol concentration delineated the
highest performances in 2 M solutions at 95°C. The Nafion-PVA membranes of
47 μm and 19 μm thickness depicted proficient response, though the protonic
resistance is high of composite membranes. The Nafion film thickness is enhanced
the electrical harvesting response considering the more water retention in its inter-
nal pores. The foaming ratio escalation modifies the structure internally of

Figure 10.
Mobility u and concentration c of carrier cations species in dissimilar membranes at the wholly hydrated state
and the illustration of coefficient of self-diffusion of Li+ cation DLi

+ within Li-form membranes versus water
molecule DH2O [59].
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electrolyte membrane and enhances the harvesting phenomena, and that corrobo-
rated to increase storage of electric charge and modification of capacitance, with
augmentation of water. The content of water in the membranes depicted the pro-
pensity of the increment of ionic cluster areas number with size though equivalent
weight value decreased and the Li + form membranes fashioned the biggest regions
of the ionic cluster. Also, the coefficients of water transfer and permeability
denoted that in the Na- and Li-form membranes, the interaction of water molecules
much sturdily with cations compared to proton when it can transport within mem-
branes, and the molecule of water diffusion is decreased. The research analysis
illustrated that surface area increment of IPMC by the etching and surface sanding
enhances the gas generation rate of the IPMC electrolyser. The temperature incre-
ment of water effect on the IPMC electrolyser and the analysis data depicts the
sharp enhancement of gas generation rate with the voltage applied to the generator
ameliorates. Generally, the module’s rotation is very less along with the gross
amplitude of the 18 modules in the yaw, rolling and pitching motions is roughly 1
degree at 0.48 Hz. Moreover, the displacement in the z-direction is substantially
high compared to the incident wave’s amplitude and displacements of other direc-
tions. The experimental analysis delineated that gross power density at a particular
time of a day sturdily fluctuated above 180 μW/m2, along with power density of
roughly 245 μW/m2 with 292 μW/m2 peak value. This polymer matrix system and
its prominence application in electrical energy storage are yet to investigate more,
and there are lots of parts that have to be explored in upcoming times. This chapter
will also be beneficial in comprehending the IPMC polymeric matrix system to
plenty of interested researchers in electro-active polymers. To be precise, the appli-
cation of IPMC materials in electrical energy storage acts as guidance.
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Chapter 7

Structural, Optical, and Electrical 
Studies of PAN-Based Gel Polymer 
Electrolytes for Solid-State Battery 
Applications
Vijaya Kumar Kambila

Abstract

Gel polymer electrolyte films (GPEs) based on polyacrylonitrile (PAN) 
 complexed with NaF salt and an Al2O3 nanofiller were prepared via solution cast 
method. Structural studies were performed to investigate the order of conductivity 
under the influence of salt and nanofillers. The prepared films were  characterized 
using energy dispersive x-ray spectrometry (EDS) to determine the chemical 
composition in wt%. EDS studies reveal that PAN–NaF with Al2O3 ceramic filler 
decreases the degree of crystallinity with increasing concentration of the nanofiller. 
The UV–Vis spectrum was recorded by a Hewlett-Packard HP8452A diode array 
spectrometer. The structural effect of salt and nanoparticles on the conductivity was 
also confirmed by UV–Vis spectroscopy. The mechanical properties of the prepared 
polymer electrolytes were determined using a Universal Tensile Machine (Instron 
Model 5565, Canada) with a constant crosshead speed of 10 mm/min. The addition 
of nanoparticles increased both the modulus and the strength of the polymer nano-
composites. Both the tensile strength and Young’s modulus increased with increasing 
functionalized nanoparticle loading. The change in transition temperature caused by 
the incorporation of the Al2O3 nanofiller and plasticizer into the PAN+NaF complex 
was studied by differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) analysis. Additionally, DSC 
thermograms were recorded to measure the glass transition temperature and melting 
temperature of PAN-based electrolytes using a Mettler instrument. Conductivity 
studies were carried out for all the prepared polymer electrolytes to understand the 
conduction mechanism. The role of the ceramic phase is to reduce the melting tem-
perature, which is ascertained from DSC. The sample containing PAN:NaF (70:30) 
exhibits the highest conductivity of 1.82 x 10−4 S cm−1 at room temperature (303 K) 
and 2.96 x 10−3 S cm−1 at 378 K. The polymer electrolytes considered in the present 
study exhibited an Arrhenius type of conduction. The polymer electrolyte contain-
ing 3 wt% Al2O3 nanofiller showed an ionic conductivity of 5.96 × 10−3 S cm−1. To 
determine transfer numbers, Wagner’s polarization method can be used. From these 
studies, it is observed that the conduction mechanism is predominantly due to ions. 
Using this (PAN–NaF– Al2O3) (70:30:3) electrolyte, a solid-state electrochemical cell 
was fabricated, and its discharge profiles were studied under a constant load of 100 
kΩ. Finally, several cell profiles associated with this cell were evaluated and reported.

Keywords: gel polymer electrolyte, solution casting technique, EDS, UV–vis method, 
tensile strength, solid-state battery discharge characteristics
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1. Introduction

For the last three decades, ionic solid conducting polymer electrolytes have been 
used as active potential components in novel battery technology such as electrodes 
and electrolytes. They have excellent properties including light weight, appreciable 
mechanical strength, excellent plasticity, flexible processing, and easy fabrication 
in solid-state battery technology. The main advantages of solid polymer electro-
lytes are their chemical and physical stability, comparable performance to that of 
thin films (approx. 1 micrometer), and majority conduction of ions rather than 
electrons. However, the main drawback of solid electrolytes is interface stress due 
to electrode charging and discharging. Polymer electrolytes are used for batteries 
due to their ease of forming thin films with a large internal area; reduced resistance, 
which increases current density; stable and compatible contact with electrodes; and 
stability under ambient conditions such as temperature, pressure, and atmosphere 
to facilitate production on a mass scale.

Among polymer electrolytes, gel polymer electrolytes (GPEs) are a very impor-
tant class of materials and have been used in electrochemical batteries such as fuel 
cells and electronic display devices [1–4]. Compared to liquid and solid polymer 
electrolytes, GPEs are found to be very advantageous. In general, in these types 
of GPEs, salt provides ions for conduction and solvents provide a medium for this 
conduction. Plasticizers also help to decrease the glass transition temperature. 
Sodium may be considered an alternative to lithium as a negative electrode due 
to its low cost and natural abundance. The softness of this metal enables better 
electrical property contact with other components in the battery. The addition of 
nanofillers such as aluminum oxide (Al2O3) to this type of salt-based film rapidly 
enhances the electrical properties. The present work reports on a polymer electro-
lyte (PAN+NaF + Al2O3) and is concerned with solid-state electrochemical cells that 
are based on (PAN+NaF) electrolyte films. Several experimental techniques, such 
as structural, optical, electrical, tensile strength, differential scanning calorimetry 
(DSC), and DC conductivity measurements, were performed to characterize 
these polymer electrolytes. Based on these electrolytes, electrochemical cells were 
fabricated with anode/polymer electrolyte/cathode configurations. The discharge 
characteristics of the cell were studied for a load of 100 kΩ.

2. Experimental

2.1 Preparation of plasticized nanocomposite polymer electrolytes

Figure 1 illustrates the preparation method of solid polymer electrolytes. 
Table 1 shows various compositions of filler incorporated GPEs. Polyacrylonitrile 
(PAN) with a molecular weight of 1,50,000 g/mol was used as the host polymer 
and sodium fluoride (NaF) was used as the dopant salt. Ethylene carbonate (EC) 
was used as a plasticizer in the electrolyte and aluminum oxide (Al2O3) was used 
as a nanofiller. Solid polymer electrolytes were prepared by mixing PAN and NaF 
salt in dimethyl formamide (DMF). The solution thus obtained was.

stirred in a magnetic stirrer for approximately 4 hours until we obtained a homo-
geneous translucent gel after the ethylene carbonate (EC) plasticizer was added to 
this solution and stirred for approximately 2 hours. After that, the Al2O3 nanofiller 
was added to this solution and stirred for 48 hours to disperse the nanofiller homog-
enously in the polymer matrix [2]. The resulting homogeneous mixture was then 
cast onto polypropylene dishes and the solvent was allowed to evaporate at room 
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temperature. After the solvent had completely evaporated, the films were peeled 
off from the polypropylene dishes and pressed under a membrane hot press at a 
temperature of 40°C. The pressure applied by this method was 3.5 torr/cm2, and we 
obtained flexible and self-standing polymer electrolytes. The samples consisted of 
1 wt% Al2O3 (A1), 2 wt% Al2O3 (A2), 3 wt % Al2O3 (A3), and 4 wt% Al2O3 (A4). The 
prepared electrolyte membrane systems had a thickness of approximately 128 μm.

Figure 1. 
Preparation method of solid polymer electrolyte films.

Sample code Composition (mol %)

PAN NaF DMF + EC Al2O3

PURE 700 mg 300 mg 20 ml + 880 mg 0

70PAN:30NaF:1 wt% 700 mg 300 mg 20 ml + 880 mg 1

70PAN:30NaF:2 wt% 700 mg 300 mg 20 ml + 880 mg 2

70PAN:30NaF:3 wt% 700 mg 300 mg 20 ml + 880 mg 3

70PAN:30NaF:4 wt% 700 mg 300 mg 20 ml + 880 mg 4

Table 1. 
Various compositions of filler incorporated gel polymer electrolytes [5].
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Figure 3. 
Gel polymer electrolyte film based on nanofillers (Al2O3).

2.2 Materials characterization

Figure 2 shows a flowchart for the characterization of solid polymer elec-
trolytes. In the present work, the prepared films were characterized by energy 
dispersive x-ray spectrometry (EDS) to determine the chemical composition in 
wt%. The UV–Vis spectrum was recorded by a Hewlett-Packard HP8452A diode 
array spectrometer. The mechanical properties of the prepared polymer electro-
lytes were determined using a Universal Tensile Machine (Instron Model 5565, 
Canada) with a constant crosshead speed of 10 mm/min. The sample dimensions 
were 25 mm × 40 mm × 0.1 mm. Additionally, DSC thermograms were recorded to 
measure the glass transition temperature and melting temperature of PAN-based 
electrolytes by using a Mettler instrument. The samples were heated sequentially 
from 50–360°C. Finally, transport characteristics and discharge characteristics, 
such as transference number, open circuit voltage (OCV), short circuit current 
(SCC), and power density, were determined. at a constant load of 100KΩ. Figure 3 
illustrates a GPE film based on a Al2O3 nanofiller.

3. Results and discussion

Figure 4 reveals the energy dispersive spectra of the prepared samples. From 
these spectra, the chemical composition of composite materials can be explained. 

Figure 2. 
Flow chart techniques for the characterization of solid polymer electrolytes.
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The analysis indicates the presence of carbon (C), nitrogen (N), sodium (Na), 
fluoride (F), oxygen (O), and aluminum (Al) with chemical elements in the GPE of 
PAN + NaF (70:30) + Wt% Al2O3. EDS can be used to estimate the relative abun-
dance and accuracy of quantitative analysis. This analysis explains the structural 
properties of prepared samples, and these properties may affect various factors 
[6–8]. With increasing nanofillers in the polymer composite, the atomic nature of 
the samples can be modified, and the results are represented in the above tabu-
lar forms.

4. UV: Visible spectroscopy

Figure 5 shows the UV–Vis spectra of PAN with different wt. % ratios of NaF 
salt and Al2O3 nanoparticles at room temperature. The UV–Vis spectrum was 
recorded by a Hewlett-Packard HP8452A diode array spectrometer. The structural 
effect of salt and nanoparticles on the conductivity was also confirmed by UV–Vis 
spectroscopy. Optical absorption, particularly studying the shape and shift of the 
absorption edge, is a useful technique for understanding the basic mechanism of 
optically induced transitions in crystalline and noncrystalline materials. UV–Vis 

Figure 4. 
[a-d]. EDS spectra of PAN:NaF (70:30) + (1–4)Wt% Al2O3 nanocomposite gel polymer electrolyte films.
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spectroscopy is used to identify inorganic complexation of molecules and their 
qualitative and quantitative measurements [9]. It is also used to identify the energy 
band gap values of the materials in the transmitting radiation. At an energy level, a 
photon is absorbed in its orbit. When an electron jumps from a lower energy level 
to a higher energy level. Transitions take place in a band gap energy as it rises in the 
absorption process called the absorption edge, where the optical band gap ener-
gies are determined [10–12]. The absorption rate is slightly changed by increasing 
the salt ratio of solvents and nanoparticles. The optical band gap of the polymer 
electrolytes was determined using UV–Vis spectra. It can be determined by

 E hc /λ=  (1)

where h is Planck’s constant (6.626 x 10−34 joules sec), c is the light velocity  
(3 x 108 meters/sec), and λ is the cutoff wavelength. Table 2 gives the wavelength 
values from the UV–Visible spectra. It is cleared that the optical energy band.

4.1 DSC characteristics

The Mettler instrument was calibrated with indium and zinc standards and the 
analyses were conducted under a nitrogen flow rate of ca. 20 mL/min. The sample 
was heated sequentially from 50–360°C. The change in transition temperature 
caused by the incorporation of nanofiller Al2O3 and plasticizer into the PAN+NaF 
complex was studied by DSC analysis. Figure 6 shows the DSC thermograms of 
70PAN:30NaF and 1–4 wt% Al2O3.

Figure 5. 
(a-e): UV–VIS spectroscopic images of PAN:NaF (70:30) and different ratios of nanoparticle gel polymer 
electrolyte films at room temperature.
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Table 3 summarizes melting temperature (Tm) and the corresponding heat 
enthalpy (ΔHm) and the percentage of crystallinity (χc) of the prepared polymer 
electrolytes. The percentage of crystallinity was calculated by

 1
c mH /398. jg* 6 −χ = ∆  (2)

where ΔHm* is the heat enthalpy of the polymer electrolytes, PAN has Tm,Tg and ΔHm 
of 317°C, 107°C, and 398.6 Jg−1respectively. From the table, it can be concluded that the 

Polymer electrolyte Planck’s 
constant (h)

Light 
velocity (C)

Wavelength 
(Ǻ)

Optical energy band 
gap in (ev)

Pure PAN 6.626 x 10−34 
joules sec

3 x 108 meter/
sec

350.12 3.54842

70PAN:30NaF:1 wt% 6.626 x 10−34 
joules sec

3 x 108 meter/
sec

340.0 3.65404

70PAN:30NaF:2 wt% 6.626 x 10−34 
joules sec

3 x 108 meter/
sec

352.0 3.52787

70PAN:30NaF:3 wt% 6.626 x 10−34 
joules sec

3 x 108 meter/
sec

360.0 3.44803

70PAN:30NaF:4 wt% 6.626 x 10−34 
joules sec

3 x 108 meter/
sec

350.0 3.54947

Table 2. 
Optical energy band gap for PAN-based polymer electrolytes.

Figure 6. 
DSC thermographs of the 70PAN:30NaF, A1, A2, A3, and A4 samples.

Sample Tm(°C) ∆Hm
*((j/g) Crystallinity (%)

Pure (Filler free) 317.22 398.6 98

70PAN:30NaF:1 wt% 309.43 298.3 87

70PAN:30NaF:2 wt% 304.02 243.6 74

70PAN:30NaF:3 wt% 283.42 132.5 60

70PAN:30NaF:4 wt% 295.57 175.4 63

Table 3. 
Tm, ∆Hm

*, χc of 70PAN:30NaF, A1, A2, A3, A4 samples.
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Figure 7. 
Tensile test of 70PAN-30NaF-(1–4 wt%)Al2O3Composite.

incorporation of NaF salt and Al2O3 nanopowder into the polymer blend matrix decreases 
the Tm value, and the minimum Tm value is 283.42°C for the 3 wt.% Al2O3 nanopowder 
content. This observation suggests an increase in the crystallinity of the complexes 
because of the presence of excess nanopowder. It is also evident from conductivity stud-
ies that the conductivity of the complexes increases with increasing salt concentration 
and decreases for greater concentrations of nanopowder due to the formation of ion 
clusters. When sodium fluoride salt was added to the host polymer PAN, the results 
obtained indicated that the filler–polymer interaction influenced the speed of sodium 
ions in the polymer chain. This is in good agreement with TGA results [5, 13–16].

4.2 Tensile test: 70PAN-30NaF-(1–4 wt%) Al2O3 composite

To effect the practical use of a polymer electrolyte, the electrolyte must remain 
structurally stable during manufacturing, cell assembly, storage, and usage, prevent 
flow from occurring within the cell to prevent self-discharge, and be easy to prepare 
in a repeatable manner. That is, mechanical strength is also an important factor 
when manufacturing polymer electrolytes. As noted earlier, incorporating addi-
tives such as ceramic powder can strengthen the dimensional stability of electrolyte 
membranes [17–20].

The addition of nanoparticles increased both the modulus and the strength of the 
polymer nanocomposites. Additionally, the toughness (area under the stress–strain 
curve before rupture) increased significantly. Figure 7 shows the tensile strength (the 
maximum stress in the stress–strain curve, MPa) and Young’s modulus (the slope of 
the stress–strain curve in the low strain region) as a function of nanoparticle volume 
content. Both the tensile strength and Young’s modulus increased with increasing 
functionalized particle loading. Compared to the pure polymer, the strength and 
Young’s modulus of the 4 wt% filled nanocomposite sample increased by approxi-
mately 99%. The imagination of the nanoparticles was observed to have a greater 
effect on the Young’s modulus. Moreover, the relatively uniform distribution of Al2O3 
particles and decrease in interparticle distance with increasing particle loading in the 
matrix results in polymer nanocomposites having increased resistance to indentation. 
For a given volume fraction, nanoparticles are much closer to each other than mic-
roparticles in the matrix, and hence nanoparticles will more strongly resist the pen-
etration of the indentation in the matrix [21]. This results in higher microhardness for 
nanocomposites than that of polymers at a constant volume fraction of particles.

4.3 DC conductivity studies

4.3.1 Conductance spectra for PAN:NaF gel polymer electrolytes

Figure 8 shows the ionic conductivity in addition to NaF salt with the host poly-
mer PAN. The conductivity increased with the enhancement of NaF salt from 10 to 
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30 wt%. For 40 wt% NaF salt, the ionic conductivity was decreased. Table 4 gives 
the ionic conductivity values. With the doping of NaF salt, the number of free ions 
also increased in the host polymer, resulting in enhanced conductivity. At higher 
concentrations, the enhanced viscosity of the polymer reduced the ionic conductiv-
ity. For 30 wt%, NaF shows a higher conductivity of 1.82 x 10−4 S cm−1 due to its less 
crystalline nature compared to other compositions [16–18].

Conductivity studies were carried out for all the prepared polymer electrolytes 
to understand the conduction mechanism. Figure 9 shows the ionic conductiv-
ity versus nanofiller (Al2O3) concentration of the polymer electrolyte PAN+NaF 
complexed system with varying weight percentages of nanofiller in the temperature 
range 303 K to 373 K. Table 4 presents the conductivity data at room temperature 
and at 373 K. We conclude that the conductivity increases as the nanofiller content 
increases up to 4 wt% due to the high.

Amorphous nature of the polymer electrolyte, which provides more free mobile 
protons (carriers), thus giving rise to higher conductivity [22].

The enhancement in conductivity is not only due to the increment of mobile 
charge carriers but also due to ethylene carbonate (EC), which allows greater 
dissolution of the electrolyte salt and nanofiller, resulting in an increased number 
of charge carriers and hence an increase in conductivity. The maximum value of 
conductivity obtained at room temperature is 4.82 × 10–3 S cm−1. This conductiv-
ity value is 10 orders greater than that of pure PAN (10−14 S cm−1), as reported by 
Pan and Zou [23]. The conductivity increases with the incorporation of nanofiller 
wt %, which might be due to ion pair or aggregate formation [24]. The polymer 
electrolytes lead to an increase in the viscosity of the polymer electrolyte film due 
to the incorporation of a large amount of salt and nanofiller content, which reduces 

Figure 8. 
Composition dependence of conductivity in the PAN+NaF system.

Figure 9. 
Ion conductivity (σ) of polymer electrolyte films as a function of wt% of Al2O3 concentration.
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proton transportation and impedes the mobility of charge carriers, resulting in a 
decrease in proton conductivity.

Figure 10 Illustrates the variation of ionic conductivity with temperature for 
different wt% of Al2O3. The ionic conductivity was calculated using the formula 
given in Eq. 3.

 b= t / ARσ  (3)

where t and A represent the thickness and the area of the electrolyte specimen, 
respectively [25]. Rb is the bulk resistance of the electrolyte obtained from the complex 
impedance measurement. The ionic conductivity depends on the overall mobility of 
ion species present in the electrolyte and the polymer, which is determined by the free 
volume made by filler and plasticizer around the polymer chain. In the present study, 
conductivity enhancement was observed when the Al2O3 filler and EC plasticizer were 
incorporated into the polymer salt system. The polymer electrolytes considered in the 
present study exhibited an Arrhenius type of conduction [26]. The polymer electrolyte 
containing 3 wt% nanofiller showed an ionic conductivity of 5.96 × 10−3 Scm−1.

4.3.2 Transference number measurements

To measure the conductivity of prepared polymer electrolytes, the transfer 
numbers play a vital role. To determine transfer numbers, Wagner’s polarization 

Figure 10. 
Log σ versus 1000/T of PAN+NaF complexed films for different wt% of Al2O3.

GPEs Ionic Conductivity 
at 303 K

373 K Activation 
energy(eV)

Transference 
Number

tion tele

PAN: NaF 
(90:10)

5.46 x 10−6 2.85 x 
10−5

0.47 0.965 0.04

PAN:NaF (80:20) 1.62 x 10−5 2.42 x 
10−5

0.32 0.972 0.014

PAN:NaF (70:30) 1.82 x 10−4 2.96 x 
10−3

0.25 0.989 0.03

PAN:NaF (60:40) 2.64 x 10−5 1.32 x 
10−5

0.28 0.969 0.02

Table 4. 
DC conductivity, Ea, ionic transference numbers of various compositions of PAN:NaF gel polymer electrolytes.
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method can be used. The prepared PAN:NaF sample was placed between two silver 
electrodes. After the circuit was closed, DC voltage was applied to the sample to 
measure the polarization current. Figure 11 shows the final stabilized current 
values. The polarization current was decreased with respect to increasing time due 
to predominantly ions [19]. Table 4 shows the transfer numbers for 10 to 40 wt% 
NaF doped with PAN as 0.965, 0.972, 0.989, and 0.969.

5. Working principle and design of ideal solid polymer batteries

An ideal polymer battery exhibiting a polymer electrolyte membrane, a posi-
tive electrode and a negative electrode. The positive electrode is flexible with 
elastic materials and the negative electrode consists of metal foil. During the 
recharging process, the direction of flow of electrons takes place in the opposite 
(anode-to-cathode) direction. Designing new solid-state batteries that have bet-
ter performance over the life cycle also depends on the outstanding operation of 
electrode–electrolyte interfaces, as shown in Figure 12.

Most polymeric materials are insulators that do not conduct electricity in 
the medium through ions or electrons. Some of the polymers are “immobile 
solvents” at which the salt and the polymer are completely mixed and act as a 
polymer electrolyte [27–31]. Compared to solid electrolytes, polymer electrolytes 
have both cations and anions in the mobile state. Due to this, polymer batteries 
designed to be rechargeable face several challenges. Fabrication of polymer bat-
teries is an important method to pass ions from the anode to the cathode. Here, 
sodium metal was considered an anode and carbon mixed with iodine was taken 
as a cathode material.

Figure 11. 
Polarization current vs. time plot for the PAN:NaF polymer composite at 303 K.

Figure 12. 
Schematic diagram of a solid polymer battery.
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For some PEO N:LiCF3SO3, mobilization takes place at the anode due to anions, 
and it reacts with Li + cations, which form a thin layer of lithium salt and act as a 
conducting medium.

 –Li X LiX+ +  

The results show that the battery resistance is increased, and Li + ions decrease 
the capacity. Polarization takes place in an electrolyte due to the mobility of ions  
in the battery system with respect to negative ions.

5.1 Discharge characteristics of a solid-state battery

Solid-state batteries provide well-contained energy conversion devices, which 
greatly contribute to the needs of humankind. Zero-emission vehicles of the future 
will be battery powered only. Many nonpolluting energy conversion devices, such as 
photovoltaic systems, require the concomitant use of rechargeable batteries for energy 
storage. Batteries may be considered storehouses for electrical energy [1–4, 6–10]. 
The size of a battery ranges from a tiny coin to that of a large house. Tiny coin and 
button-sized cells are used for electronic applications requiring only small capacity. 
Liter-container sized batteries are commonly used in motor vehicles for starting, 
lighting, and ignition purposes. The basis for battery technology is that the chemical 
energy derived from the chemical reactions in the battery is transformed into electri-
cal energy. Figure 13 shows the fabrication and operation of a solid-state battery.

6. [70PAN + 30NaF] gel polymer electrolyte system

6.1 Discharge characteristics

A proton battery using the membrane with the maximum ionic conductivity was 
constructed with sodium (Na) as an anode material and a mixture of iodine (I2), 

Figure 13. 
Fabrication and operation of a solid-state battery.
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carbon, and a piece of GPE taken as the cathode electrode between the 70PAN:30NaF 
electrolyte film [5]. Figure 10 represents the discharge characteristics of the elec-
trochemical cell with an applied load of 100 k Ω at room temperature. From these 
results, the OCV of the cell was observed for 118 hours and plotted against time, as 
shown in Figure 14. A stabilized voltage of 2.78 V was obtained from the cell. The 
discharging curve initially decreases with the voltage of the cell, which may be due to 
the polarization effect. Table 5 lists the OCV and discharge time for the cell [32–37].

A solid-state electrochemical cell was fabricated with an anode Na/PAN:NaF 
(70:30)/cathode (I2 + C + electrolyte+Al2O3). The thickness of both the electrodes is 
1 mm. The surface area and thickness of the PAN+NaF + Al2O3 GPE were 1.28 cm2 
and 128 μm, respectively. The discharge characteristics of the cell for a constant 
load of 100 kΩ were evaluated at room temperature as shown in Figure 14.

The initial sharp decrease in the voltage in these cells may be due to polarization 
and the formation of a layer of sodium salt at the electrode–electrolyte interface 
[38–41]. Cell parameters such as OCV, SCC, current density, power density, energy 
density, and discharge capacity have been evaluated in the highest conducting GPE 

Figure 14. 
Discharged curve of the solid-state cell configuration of Na/PAN:NaF (70:30)/cathode (I2+ C + electrolyte+ 
Al2O3) at a load of 100 kῼ.

Cell parameters 70PAN:30NaF

Area of the electrolyte (cm2) 1.30

Cell weight (gm) 1.5

OCV (V) 2.78

SCC (μA) 1.2

Discharge time for plateau region (h) 118

Density of power (mW/kgg) 2.94

Density of energy (mWh/kg) 265.4

Density of current (mW/kg) 2.32

Capacity of discharge (μA h−1) 152.4

Table 5. 
Cell parameters of PAN:NaF (70:30) gel polymer electrolytes.
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Cell parameters 70PAN:30NaF:3 wt% Al2O3

Area of the electrolyte (cm2) 1.20

Cell weight (g) 1.64

OCV (V) 3.20

SCC (mA) 1.6

Discharged time for plateau region (h) 142

Density of power (W/kgg) 2.94

Density of energy (Wh/kg) 324.7

Density of current (Mw/kg) 2.35

Capacity of discharge (μA h−1) 168.2

Table 6. 
Cell parameters of the PAN:NaF + Al2O3/(I2+ C + electrolyte) polymer electrolyte battery.

system PAN:NaF (70:30) + nanofiller (Al2O3) in this electrochemical cell. Table 6 
shows the obtained data. The current density is calculated using the SCC value and 
area of the cell. The power density value is obtained by taking the OCV and weight 
of the cell into consideration. The energy density value is calculated by evaluating 
the time taken for the plateau region [5]. From Table 6, it is obvious that the cell 
with the composition PAN:NaF (70:30) + nanofiller Al2O3 exhibits better perfor-
mance [26]. It is confirmed that gel-state cell parameters are better than the earlier 
reported sodium-based polymer electrolyte cell system (Figure 15) [27–31].

7. Conclusions

Proton-conducting GPEs consisting of NaF salt dissolved in a plasticiz-
ing solvent of EC and DMF, immobilized in a host polymer 70PAN + 30NaF + 
(1–4 wt%) Al2O3 (nanofiller) were synthesized and characterized. The complex-
ation of the salt and nanofiller with the polymer was confirmed by ED. UV–Vis 
light absorption reveals that the chemical structure of the polymer is identical 
to that of the polymer formed electrochemically. The various absorption rates 
given for different wavelengths and optical energy band gaps were determined. 
The tensile test of the prepared samples was verified by a stress–strain graph. The 
tensile strength was increased to 5.9 MPa for the polymer electrolyte with 3 wt% 
nanocomposite compared to the filler-free electrolyte. A decrease in the degree 

Figure 15. 
Discharge characteristics of PAN:NaF complexed with 3 wt% Al2O3 nanofiller polymer electrolyte 
electrochemical cell (load =100 kΩ).
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of crystallinity and an increase in the amorphous nature were observed, while an 
increase in conductivity was observed with increasing nanofiller concentration and 
temperature. The heat flow observed by DSC technique that the transference data 
indicates the conduction in the polymer electrolyte is predominantly due to ions 
rather than electrons. Using a PAN:NaF (70:30) GPE system, a solid–state battery 
(Na/PAN:NaF (70:30) + EC + DMF/(I2 + C + electrolyte)) was fabricated, and its 
discharge characteristics were studied. These results were found to be comparable 
with existing results.
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Chapter 8

Phase Change Materials for
Renewable Energy Storage
Applications
Banavath Srinivasaraonaik, Shishir Sinha
and Lok Pratap Singh

Abstract

Solar energy is utilizing in diverse thermal storage applications around theworld. To
store renewable energy, superior thermal properties of advancedmaterials such as
phase changematerials are essentially required to enhancemaximumutilization of solar
energy and for improvement of energy and exergy efficiency of the solar absorbing
system. This chapter dealswith basics of phase changematerial which reflects, selection
criteria, PCMworks, distinguish thermal energy storage system, commercially available
PCM, development of PCM thermal properties and durability of PCM. In addition to
this chapter focused on PCM in solar water heating system for buildings particularly in
India because 20–30% of electricity is used for hot water in urban households, residen-
tial and institutional buildings. Discussed Flat plate collectors (FTC) in detail which is
suitable for warmwater production in household temperature 55 to 70 °C owing to cost
effective than the Evacuated Tube collectors (ETC), Concentrated collector (CC) and
integration of different methods PCM in solar water heating system.

Keywords: Phase change materials, Advanced materials, Solar energy,
Renewable energy

1. Introduction

Renewable energy is a free energy that can impact between energy supply and
energy demand. One of the prominent renewable source is solar energy among the
wind, rain, waves, tides and geothermal energy [1]. Most of countries receives 5 x
1015 kWh per annum i.e. incident mean solar energy in between 4 and 7 kWh per
m2 [2]. This can be accomplished in different solar energy fields such as solar water
heating systems, desalination, solar-thermal collectors, building heating and day-
lighting and Photovoltaic (PV) Cells etc. (Figure 1) [3]. Technologists and
researchers are trying to utilize more renewable energy for distinguish devices/
systems to decrease global energy crisis [4]. Thermal energy storage (TES) systems
may assist the renewable energy exploitation for reduction of Green House gases
(GHGs) and depletion of fossil fuels [5]. It plays vital role into energy conversation
of free energy to reduce energy consumption [6]. TES can be stored in form of
sensible heat, latent heat and thermochemical energy [7].

Sensible heat refers to the amount of energy is absorbed without phase change
i.e. Solid–solid, liquid –liquid and gas to gas and latent heat refer to the amount of
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energy is absorbed with phase change i.e. solid to liquid, liquid to gas and solid to
gas. Thermal chemical energy is energy stored during chemical reaction occurred
not only at desired temperature range but also should be reversible reaction and
Solid to liquid thermodynamically feasible to solar energy applications [8]. Solid to
liquid materials are phase change materials (PCMs) and has the potential to store
the energy at constant temperature owing to energy density per unit volume
(Figure 2) [9].

Avargani et al. [10] installed two consecutive solar collectors with encapsulated
paraffin phase change material. The single collector can produce hot water at the
temperature of 60°C for 7 hour from midway to midnight. Fazilati and Alemrajabi
[11] investigated the effect of PCM in solar water heater. The energy storage density
was increased up to 39% and supply of hot water increased 25% as compared to the
without PCM. Biwole et al. [12] PCM installed at the back of the solar collector. The
solar collector was simulated using CFD model and compared with testing results.
Added PCM to the back of solar collector can maintain the hot water temperature
under 40°C for 80 min with the constant solar radiation of 1000W/m2. Hasan et al.
[13–15] have incorporated different types fatty acids in domestic water heating
system. The fatty acids such as myristic acid, palmitic acid and stearic acid, with
phase transition between 50–70°C are the most promising PCMs for solar water
heating. Manirathnam et al. [16] prepared nano-composite such paraffin wax as
PCM with one per cent of Sci and CuO. Nano-composite, PCM and without PCM
were studied in evacuated tube solar water heater for thermal energy storage. The
energy efficiencies for distinguish cases were found to be 33.8%, 38.3%, and 41.7%,
respectively corresponding to without PCM, PCM and nano-composite

Figure 1.
Application of solar energy in different fields.
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respectively. Xie et al. [17] prepared cost effective and eco-friendly form shape
stabilized stearic acid with coconut shell. The thermal properties of SA/CSC15

composite were 76.69 J g�1 and 52.52°C, respectively. The SA/CSC composite has
potential for solar water heater energy storage.

This book chapter deals with basics of phase change materials and briefly
discussed about selection criteria of PCMs. How these phase change materials are
effective for solar water heater domestic uses as well as explained how low thermal
conductivity of PCMs can be enhanced using supporting materials to increase
efficiency of solar systems for thermal energy storage.

1.1 Working principle of phase change materials

When surroundings temperature above the PCM melting point, the PCM
becomes phase change from solid to liquid and absorbs the heat from water storage
tank during night, when surroundings temperature below the PCM melting point,
the PCM desorbs heat to ambient/water storage tank, during the material changes
phase from liquid to solid. The PCMs are being successfully used as energy storage
devices such as heat pumps, solar engineering, space craft etc. [18].

When energy continues from the source, then PCM temperature rises from
initial temperature (T1) (K) to final temperature (T2) (K) and during this period
energy is riveted due to the sensible heat i.e. solid to solid [19]. The sensible heat can
be calculated as per following Eq. (1)

Qsensible heat ¼ m:Cps: T2 � T1ð Þ (1)

where Q is the amount of energy stored in the material (J), m is the mas of
storage material (kg), Cps is the specific heat of the storage material of solid state
(J/kg�K). From temperature (T2) (K), the heat is continuously absorbed until the
solid turns into the liquid due to the latent heat. The latent heat of system can be
determined as per the following Eq. (2)

Qlatent heat ¼ m:Δh (2)

Figure 2.
Types of thermal energy storage.
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where Q is the amount of heat stored in the material (kJ), m is the mas of storage
material (kg), and Δh is the phase change enthalpy (kJ/kg). Further, heat continues
heat will be absorbed due to liquid to liquid. It means that, the amount of phase
change materials need to be designed as per the application (Figure 3) [20].

Total amount energy stored by PCM Qð Þ ¼ Qsensible heat þQlatent heat
þm Cpl T1–T2ð Þ (3)

Cpl is the specific heat of the storage material of liquid state (J/kg�K).

2. Selection of phase change materials

Selection of PCMs for solar energy applications need to be considered the
following properties.

2.1 Thermal point of view

PCMs should have high thermal conductivity during solid to liquid and liquid to
solid for thermal cycling. PCMs should have high latent heat of fusion to store
amount of energy required volume of the vessel prerequisite is less.

2.2 Physical point of view

PCMs should have high specific heat to absorb more heat during solid to solid i.e.
sensible heat. PCMs should have high energy density per unit volume.

2.3 Kinetic point of view

PCMs should have high nucleation rate to avoid super cooling during liquid to
solid. High crystal growth rate hassles for heat recovery.

Figure 3.
Working of phase change material.
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2.4 Chemical point of view

PCMs should be reversible freeze/melt cycle. PCMs should be chemical stability
i.e. functional groups contained in PCMs does not change after repeated thermal
cycle. PCMs should be non-toxic, non-flammable and non-explosive materials for
safety and Non-corrosiveness to the construction materials.

2.5 Economic point of view

PCMs should be easily available and low cost owing to minimize total cost of
solar energy system.

3. Classification of phase change materials

Phase change materials are divided into three categories (i) Organic (ii) Inor-
ganic (iii) Eutectic mixture.

3.1 Organic PCMs

The organic phase change compounds are chemically stable, no super cooling,
non-corrosive and nontoxic. Organic PCMs are subdivided in two groups (i) Paraf-
fins (ii) Non paraffins. Paraffins are chemically inert, have low thermal conductiv-
ity and large volume change. The non paraffin’s such as fatty acids have high heat of
fusion than paraffin and small volume change.

3.2 Inorganic PCMs

Inorganic PCMs have high heat of fusion, good thermal conductivity, are cheap
and non-flammable. Most of them are corrosive to metals. Most inorganic PCMs are
hydrated salt. Hydrated salts have a high energy density and high thermal conduc-
tivity. Disadvantage is that undergoes super cooling.

3.3 Eutectic mixture

Eutecticmixture is amixing ofmore than one PCMmaterial. Eutecticmixtures have
sharpmelting point and energy density is slightly higher than that of organic PCMs.
Eutectics are divided in three groups (i) Organic –Organic (ii) Inorganic – Inorganic
(iii) Organic – Inorganic [21]. The desired temperature range of eutectic mixture for
solar energy applications can be designed according to Schroder’s Eq. (3) [22].

ln XA ¼ ΔHA

R
1
T
� 1
T f

 !
(4)

Where XA and ΔHA are the molar fraction and latent heat of fusion kJ/kg of
compound A, respectively. T and Tf are the melting temperature °C of the mixture
and compound A. R is gas factor 0.8314 kJ/K. mol.

3.4 Bio-PCM

Bio-PCM is bio based materials which are derived from organic - based mate-
rials. It is less flammable than the commercial available PCMs. According to various
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weather conditions, the bio-PCM can be prepared from - 22.7°C to 78.33°C. These
materials are wraps in sheets as bubble. Bio-PCM has superior thermal properties
such as specific heat and latent heat of fusion [23]. Classified PCMs are applying
into different fields such as passive systems and active systems (Figure 4).

The active systems are waste heat recovery, solar water heater, desalination etc.
The passive systems are directly added into the building components such as gyp-
sum, mortar, concrete and brick. These two systems are employing in buildings to
reduce energy burden in the buildings. Buildings are more responsible 40% of total
energy consumption.

Comparison of different PCMS for renewable storage applications have pro-
vided in Table 1 which helps for selection PCMs for thermal energy storage.

4. Availability of PCMs

In the market, it is available in encapsulated and un-encapsulated PCMs. The
un-encapsulated PCMs such as Indiamart, Alibaba etc. are the manufacturing

Figure 4.
Classifications of PCMs [24].

Paraffin Fatty Acid Eutectic mixture

• Low thermal conductivity
• Low latent heat of fusion

at desired temperature
range.

• High thermal conductivity
• High Latent heat of fusion
• Small Volume Change

• Eutectics have sharp melting point
similar to pure substance

• Volumetric storage density is slightly
above organic compounds

Disadvantages

• Low thermal
Conductivity

• Have large volume change

Lack of materials with phase
transition around the thermal
comfort

Only limited data is available on
thermo-physical properties as the use of
these materials.

Table 1.
Differentiate between raw PCMs.
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companies. The encapsulated PCMs such as Microtek-BASF, Cristopia, Climator
and Rubitherm are commercializing encapsulated PCMs (EPCMs) with the name of
DS5001X, RT 5, and RT 25 etc. within temperature range of below ambient to above
100°C [25–29]. The encapsulated PCM is a tiny particle which contains core as
PCMs and Shells are the polymers and inorganic substances (Figure 5).

5. Methods of incorporation of PCMs into renewable storage systems

PCMs can be incorporated into two ways one is macro-encapsulation and
microencapsulation for thermal storage unit.

5.1 Macro-encapsulation

In macro-encapsulation methods, PCM has placed in size >1 mm. In this tech-
nique, a significant quantity of PCM can be packed in a closed container for subse-
quent used in thermal storage elements [30]. For better improvement of energy
efficient, researchers are being positioned in various configurations such as Raw
PCM in Metal ball, aluminum panels, Polypropylene flat panel, tube encapsulation.
However, Metal ball and Aluminum panels have the superior thermal properties i.e.
thermal conductivity than Polypropylene flat panel, tube encapsulation. It can be
improved exergy and energy efficiency as well as duration of hot water outlet [31].

5.2 Microencapsulation

Encapsulation is a tiny particle has the particle size <1 mm where in PCM as a
core material which is surrounded by inorganic shell such as Titanium, Silica etc.
Polymers such as a Melamine – formaldehyde (MF), Urea Formaldehyde (UF),
Poly-styrene (PS), Polyurethane (PU), Methyl methacrylate (MMA) etc. Microen-
capsulation of phase change materials can be prepared in two methods one is
physical method and chemical method (Figure 6) [32].

Figure 5.
Commercially available of encapsulated PCMs [30].
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This technique controls the volume change during solid to liquid, resists inter-
action with environment and enhances the heat transfer area [33]. The inorganic
shells can improve the effective thermal conductivity of organic PCMs. Effective
thermal conductivity is plays vital role in energy storage unit [34].

Addition of 2–4% of high thermal conductivity material to the PCM can be
enhance its thermal properties [35] as shown in Figure 7. It will be helpful better
performance of energy storage unit.

6. Durability of phase change materials

Accelerated thermal cycle test is essentially required for before applying in solar
water heater and solar air conditioner. Thermal cycle test is referring to heating
from ambient temperature to melting point of phase transition until completely
becomes liquid and cools down to below melting point until becomes the solid. The
total heating period and cooling period is called accelerated test. It works once in a
day and reflects life of the phase change materials (Figure 8). Silakhori et al. [36]
conducted accelerated test for paraffin wax and determined melting point and

Figure 6.
Methods for preparation of microencapsulation of PCM.

Figure 7.
Improvement of effective thermal conductivity of PCMS for energy storage. *SW: Sugar WAX, PW: Paraffin
wax, PA: Palmitic acid.
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latent heat of fusion after 1000 cycles. 1.6–7% of melting point of paraffin wax was
observed. Alkan et al. [37] conducted thermal cycle test of microencapsulated
docosane for thermal stability with polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA). There is no
significant changes occurred in key parameters 5000 cycles. Ahmet Sari et al. [38]
performed the accelerated thermal cycling test for microencapsulated n-octacosane
for 5000 cycles. There is no change observed in chemical structures of microcap-
sules. Sude Ma et al. [39] carried out conducted the thermal cycling test of paraffin
wax with PMMA up to1000 cycles. No change in observed in thermal stability of
microcapsules.

Yang et al. [40] performed accelerated test of different fatty acids such as lauric
acid, myristic acid, palmitic acid and stearic acid for 10,000 thermal cycles. Ther-
mal properties of fatty acids have not changed significantly after repeated cycles
Sheili et al. [22] performed thermal cycle test of eutectic mixture of capric and
lauric acid. no substantial changes in eutectic mixture after 360 cycles. Chinnasamy
V and Appukuttan S [41] determined thermal properties of eutectic mixture of
lauric acid /myristyl alcohol after 1000 cycles. It was determined that, there was no
changes observed in thermal properties. Zuo et al. [42] found that eutectic mixture
of lauric acid/1-tetradeconal were stable thermal properties were stable up to 90
thermal cycle tests. Zhang et al. [43] prepared ternary fatty acid mixture of PCMs
with lauric acid, Mysteric acid, and palmitic acid. Melting point and heat of fusion
were stable up to 50 cycles.

7. Phase change material for different solicitations for energy storage
unit

Based on distinguish phase transition temperature range, these are incorporating
in different solicitations are solar energy, building and vehicles for plummeting
greenhouse gases (GHGs) and thermal management (Figure 9). The temperature
ranges from �20°C to +5°C for domestic or commercial refrigeration. The second
phase transition temperature range from +5°C to +40°C is applied for heating and
cooling applications in buildings.

Now days, utilization of fossil fuels creates huge impact on environment and its
leads to studies on commercial refrigeration, heating and cooling in building, solar
heating and electronics, Textiles, building energy conversation etc. The PCMs

Figure 8.
Performance of accelerated thermal cycle test.
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operating temperature range from +40°C to +80°C are used for solar based heating,
hot water production and electronic applications and + 80°C to +1200°C range is
applied for absorption cooling, waste heat recovery and concentrated solar [44–49].

8. Phase change material into the solar water heating systems

Solar radiation is occurred from the daylight and can be absorbed with solar
collectors. These collectors are used for various applications; one of the solicitations
is production of outlet hot water. The outlet of the hot water temperature is
depending upon different types of collectors (Figure 10).

Figure 9.
PCMs are in different applications.

Figure 10.
Different types of solar collectors.
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Generally, these solar collectors are mounted on walls for thermal management in
the buildings. The thermal power output of the various solar collectors can be deter-
mined with product of conversion efficiency and intensity of solar irradiance [44].
The output of thermal power collector can be calculated using following Eq. (4)

QKN¼ n0 � α1 θK � θuð Þ þ θK � θuð Þ2
E

 !
:E:AK ¼ m:Cp: θKO � θKIð Þ (5)

QKN Output of thermal power of collector (W), E solar irradiance intensity
(W / m2), AK Collector area (m2). Where: n0: Zero-loss collector efficiency, α1: Basic
heat loss coefficient (W/m2 K), θ K: Mean collector temperature (K), θ u: Ambient
air temperature (K).θ KO: Collector outlet temperature (K), θ KI: Collector inlet
temperature (K), m: HTF mass flow rate (kg/s), C p: heat capacity of HTF (J/kg K).

Among all the solar collector, the flat plate solar collector is discussed in detail
owing to Manufacture process is easy, cost effective, maintenance is low and easy
installation. This type of Flat plate solar water heater is suitable for urban house-
holds (Table 2).

8.1 Flat plate

Flat plate is one type of heat exchanger for solar collector that converts radiant
energy from sunlight into heat energy. This plate is generally used for low and mod-
erate temperature applications i.e. <80°C. This type of collector contains one is case,
second is absorbers like copper or aluminum positioned in the heat exchanger owing to
good conductors for heat, the heat transfer fluid and insulation materials. To improve
thermal efficiency, need to be minimizing the thermal losses and integrate the superior
thermal properties of PCM. The thermal storage materials can be integrated either in
the collector or separate thermal storage tank. Flat plate collectors are used in hot water
production and space heating, and air conditioning system [50, 51]. For solar water
heating, the flat-plate collectors are installed at the optimum angle is Latitude +10°.
Water is transport fluid in solar water heating and it has good thermodynamic prop-
erties such as high heat capacity, high energy density and incompressible.

Disadvantage of water as transport fluid is damage the collector when it is freeze
in winter. The damage can be managed by positioning collector at low solar inputs
and need to be add antifreeze mixtures to improve above mentioned problems. The
usual antifreeze substances are ethylene glycol or propylene glycol. These chemicals
are variegated with water and proper discarding due to toxicity. The durable of
antifreeze chemicals is about 5 years [52].

In Flat plate solar water heater, PCM can be equipped in two ways (i) Flat plate
integrated solar collector (ii) Flat plate non-integrated solar collector.

Solar collector type Solar collector
efficiency

Heat loss coefficient
(W/m2.K)

Unglazed absorber 0.91 12.0

Flat-plate, single glazing, non-selective absorber 0.86 6.1

Flat-plate, Single glazing, selective absorber 0.81 3.8

Flat-plate, double glazing, selective absorber 0.73 1.7

Vacuum 0.80 1.1

Table 2.
Performance data for distinguish solar collectors [45].
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8.1.1 Flat plate integrated solar collector

In Flat plate integrated solar collector, PCM can be positioned like aluminum
honeycomb structure and PCM modules for frost protection under the absorber
plate (Figure 11). PCM integrated solar collectors are increased thermal stability
and extended for hot water outlet. However, advanced insulation materials are to
be attached to minimize the heat losses otherwise may reduce efficiency of the
system [53].

8.1.2 Flat plate non: integrated solar collector

In Flat plate non – integrated solar collectors connected to PCM storage unit. The
PCM storage unit is placed on upper of an inclined collector, near the solar collector
or under the solar collector. To avoid the leakage, the PCMs are encapsulated in
rectangular, cylindrical, and spherical container (Figure 12; Table 3).

Figure 11.
PCM in flat integrated solar collector.

Figure 12.
PCM in in flat non-integrated solar collector.
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Incorporating solar energy storage system into building may diminish cost of
renewable energy storage system and also progress efficiency of the collection. In
solar water heating process, the storage unit is filled with PCM for captivating the
heat during day from hot water. At night, the absorbed energy supplies to the warm
water tank and hot water can be collected for a long time [55, 56]. Kulakarni and
Deshmukh [57] studied efficiency of water heating system using paraffin whose
melting point was 62°C. Efficiency of solar water heater increased from 31.25% to
44.63%. The storage capacity was enhanced from 3260.4 kJ to 4656.5 kJ. Bhargava
[58] utilized three different thermal properties of PCMs such as Na2SO4. 10H2O
(32 °C and 251 kJ/kg), Na2HPO4.12H20 (36.1°C and 279 kJ/kg) and P116 (46.7°C
and 209 kJ/kg) Wax were incorporated into storage unit. Determined the
efficiency of the system and duration of the outlet water temperature. As thermal
conductivity of the materials are increased, Increased duration of outlet hot water
temperature during the evening hours. Fazilati and Alemrajabi [59] used Paraffin
as storage medium. The melting point and latent heat of fusion were 55°C and
187 kJ/kg. 39%, 16% and 25% improved the energy and exergy efficiency and
duration of warm water was improved. Prakash et al. [60] laminated a PCM layer
(46.7°C and 209 kJ/kg) at the bottom of the water tank. They concluded that, it
was not effective during phase change from liquid to solid due to low heat
transfer area. Kaygusuz [61] had studied performance of solar water with
CaCl2.6H2O (28°C and 45 kcal/kg) as phase change material an experimental and
theoretically. Hasan et al. [13–15] incorporated some fatty acids as PCMs such as
myristic acid (MA), palmitic acid (PA) and stearic acid (SA) for domestic water
heating. They recommended that these fatty acids with melting temperature
between 50–70°C were the most auspicious PCMs for water heating. Most of the
researchers were studied with different phase transition temperature in solar
water heater system. However, as per the Cabinet of Ministers of Latvia, the
allowable domestic hot water (DHW) range must be from 55 to 70°C [62].
Literature review given in Table 4 on phase transition temperature rage in 55 to
70 °C for DHW.

Other than above PCM, some of commercial available within 55–70°C of thermal
storage materials are listed out in Zalba et al. [78]. These materials may have applied
in Flat Plate Solar water heater for better thermal efficiency, thermal management
and longer duration for warm water.

Types Advantages Disadvantages

Rectangular • Manufacturing process is easy
• Small occupied space

• Heat loss rate is high
• Thermal stress concentration
• Leakage phenomenon may exist

Cylindrical • Fluid flow can improved
• Rate of the PCM is high

• Manufacturing process is not easy

Spherical • High heat transfer efficiency
• Low heat loss rate

• Positioned in storage is complex
• Complicated filling process of the PCM is

difficult

Micro-
encapsulation

• Encapsulation efficiency is high
• Particle size is low
• High heat transfer area is high

• Manufacturing process is tough
• Manufacturing costs is easy

M.P: melting point, H.F.: Heat of fusion, SA: Stearic acid, MA: Myristic acid.

Table 3.
Merits and demerits of regular PCM container for different medium [54].
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9. Conclusion

Phase change materials have high energy density and potential to apply in Flat
plate solar collector for production of hot water in urban households. Other than the
researchers attempted, there are so many PCMs available commercially in the
market for improvement of efficiency of Solar water system. Thermal cycle test is
essential for determining durability of paraffin and fatty acid before applying into
system. Paraffin and fatty acid have durability to 14 years and 27 years respectively.
Higher thermal conductivity of PCMs increased longer duration of hot water how-
ever low thermal conductivity materials with high latent heat of fusion of PCMs can
be enhanced with addition of high thermal conductivity fillers. Encapsulated PCMs
is a tiny particle can easily have applied in storage tanks. PCMs are successfully
incorporated in integrated and non-integrated flat plate solar collector. However,
non-integrated flat plat solar collector has the higher thermal efficiency than the
integrated solar collector because of difference in heat transfer area. There are
number of PCMs, commercial methods and designs are available at national and
international level. Among them cost effective parameters are selected for effective
PCM solar water heating system.

Abbreviations

Q amount of energy stored in the material (J)
m mass of storage material (kg)
Cps specific heat of the storage material of solid state (J/kg�K)
T1 Initial temperature (K)

PCM M.P (°C) H.F (kJ/kg) Reference

Two kinds of PCM 70 210 [63]

Paraffin 60 213 [64]

Paraffin and SA 61 & 57 213 & 198 [65]

Salt hydrate 60 [66]

RT 60 60 144 [67]

Nano Cu-PCM (0.5 to 2%) 57.81–59.57 157.3 to 172.2 [68]

RT 65, SA, Pent glycerin 55,66,80 159,207,152 [69]

RT 65 graphite composite 65 — [70]

Paraffin 70–80 224 [71]

PCM1 60–62 209 [72]

Paraffin 60–70 224 [73]

— 57.34 178.76 [74]

MA, Paraffin, Tristearin 58, 59,56 199,189,191 [75]

Sodium acetate tri-hydrate
with graphite

60 180–200 [76]

SA–MA (80–20%) 61–65 190.87 [77]

Table 4.
Literature review on PCM flat plate solar collector for water heater.
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T2 Final temperature (K)
Δh phase change enthalpy (kJ/kg)
PCM Total amount energy stored (Q)
Cpl specific heat of the storage material of liquid state (J/kg�K).
XA and ΔHA molar fraction and latent heat of fusion kJ/kg of compound A
T and Tf melting temperature °C of the mixture and compound A
R gas factor 0.8314 kJ/ K. mol
QKN Output thermal power of collector (W)
E Solar irradiance intensity (W/m2)
AK Collector area (m2)
n0 Zero-loss collector efficiency
α1 Basic heat loss coefficient (W/m2 K)
θK Mean collector temperature (K)
θu Ambient air temperature (K)
θKO Collector outlet temperature (K)
θKI Collector inlet temperature (K)
m HTF mass flow rate (kg/s)
Cp Heat capacity of HTF (J/kg K)
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